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PREFACE 
ID:J.ucators must ms.ke decisions as to what instructional prc,-
oedures a.re most eff'eotive for the teaching of multiplication to 
elementary- school children:: Ma.king these decisions would be 
facilitated by lalcrwledge of instructional procedures that have been 
validated by researolt1o' Because of the recent changes in the. arith ... 
' ' 
metio o~ioulum o:f' the elementa.ey sehool, this knowledge of 
e:f.':f.'eotive instructional procedures is limited:~ 
Illstruotional procedure ms the subject of this stu.d1. Tl(i.e 
:i:·ela:tionship between selected approaches and P'?,Pil aoquisi tion • 
retention, and understanding of mtt.1tipl:ioat:1on0 as measured ~ mean 
scores on the post .. test·, was studied·: 
I a.ppreo:tatec:l the enoours.gement and assiertanoe given by my 
thesis a.dviserl:l"; D:rs'': VanAori T:ro:x:el and Idella. Lohmann, and other 
. ,. 
members of my advisory committee·, D:rs¥:, Gerald Gof'f Ii W'~ Wade Marsden, 
and Kenneth Sandvold., 
Permission to c1,r.tduot the :re1:1ea:roh in the River Falls Public 
School and the New Richmond Public School made the study possible'~ 
I thank Mr: Iaw:renee Dawson and Mr'• Donald May~r for this pemissio:r,i';· 
I thank :my sisters~ Winifred and Cornelia., for assisting 'tidth 
the typing'; 
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CF.APTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The Problem 
From the.time the Committee of Seven recommended optimum grade 
placement of mathematical topics until a decade ago the content of the 
arithmetic curriculum has remained relatively constant even though its 
purposes and objectives have changed from time to time. However, 
during the last ten years many aspects of the arith.netic curriculum 
have been revised. 
Recent innovations in the method of teaching basic multipli-
cation facts reflect changes in the arithmetic curriculum. These 
methods emphasize understanding of multiplication as a concept prior 
to memorization of the facts and operations. l"'ult5.p]J .. ea tion has been 
defined in the elementary school as a special k:i.nd of counting; tbat 
i:.:: 1 counting by equal sized groups. Instructional procedures based 
upon this definition of multiplication have been used to develop an 
unc)erstanding of mathematical principles and relationships that apply 
to multiplication. 
1\J.th.01.1.G,;h any multipl:i.cation problem ·with whole numbers can be 
f;olved by either add:i.ng or count:i.ng 1 multi.plying by a proper fraction 
,.goes not 1•esult ,in a product larger than the multiplicand. Neither 
docs multtplying by one rcnrnJ.t i.n a product le.rgcr than the mult:i.pli-· 
"( 
c.6,nd. Th1:0ref ore:,, plactng empl1asis upori the 1'<'.:l.t.:i.onalization that 
1 
2 
multiplication is repeated addition does not develop understanding of 
all aspects of the multiplication concept. Such an emphasis fails to 
develop the idea that multiplication is an extension of Cartesian 
cross-product of sets. The cross-product is thought of as the new set 
consisting of ordered pairs. The new set being generated by pairing 
each member of the first set with each member of the second set. 
Multiplication :may also imply a ratio-to-one idea. This second 
meaning merits attention if understanding of the multiplication 
concept is to be fully achieved. On page 62 Wren (52) referred to 
this second meaning in his definition of multiplication,"••• is the 
process of finding a third number relating to one of two given numbers 
in the same ratio as the second is related to one." 
Although this second idea has been neglected during the initial 
study of multiplication, children have been requested to solve problems 
that involve this idea. There has been little conclusive evidence as 
to the means and advisability of using instructional material based 
upon the ratio-to-one idea. 
Thus, this research was designed to compare two introductory 
approaches to the teaching of multiplication: one based on the 
repeated addition idea, the other based on the ratio-to-one idea. Two 
questions were considered in the study. The first, can understanding 
of basic mathematical concepts such as commutativity, associativity, 
distributivity, closure, and multiplicative identity be developed; and 
second, can mastery of the basic facts be achieved equally well by 
utilizing the ratio-to-one idea as by the more commonly used repeated 
addition idea? 
-.·~ 
3 
Review of the Literature 
The arithmetic curriculum in the elementary school is vastly 
different today from what it ms even a decade a.go. The major change 
has been in the content of the arithmetic .progra.mo More :mathematical 
content has been introduced. Emphasis has been ~laced on the study ·of 
:mathematical structure. The change in content has been accompanied 
by changes in recommended instructional procedures. 
Three questions need to be answered before the significance of 
this study can be seen in its proper setting. First of all, what par-
ticular aspects of multiplication are being emphasized in the "new'1 
curriculUI11? Second, what instructional procedures have been intro-
duced to develop understanding of the multiplication concept? .And 
third, what studies have been conducted to ·com.pa.re instructional pro- · 
cedures used to introduce the multiplication process? 
What particular aspects of multiplication are being emphasized? 
On page 191 Swenson (42) stated that five idea are contained.in ·the 
concept of multiplication •. These concepts are listed as: (1) multi-
plication is a ~pecia.l form of addition, (2) multiplicat~on is based 
on a. special form. of counting, en multiplication is a ratio-to-one 
idea , ( 4) mul tiplica. tion is a rectangular-array idea. , and ( 5) a. state-
ment of multiplication is a statement of equa.lity. Althoug~ five ideas 
have been gives emphasis in the arithmetic curriculum. of the elemen-
tary school has been placed on developing the first, second, and fourth 
ideas. Neglect of the ratio-to-one idea and the equality idea. has 
led to confusion on the part of the student when understanding of a 
problem required the use of these ideas. 
Dienes (12) stated on page 183 that pupils were confused as to 
the basic meaning of multiplication because it -was generally ignored in 
the teaching of the multiplication concept. He continued by stating 
that this confusion was not apparent until an attempt to teach 
:mathematical properties was made. Dienes defined multiplication in 
terms of sets. 
On page 127 Ward (48) defined multiplication as the operation of 
finding the product of two numbers. He also defined the product of 
two numbers in terms of sets. 
If A and Bare sets and if n(A) = a, and n(B) == b, then the 
product of a and bis the number of the Cartesian product 
of A and Bo 
ax b == n(A .X B) 
According to Ward certain properties of the operation of multipli-
catio:n follow directly from its defin.i.tion. These properties are: 
(1) the set of numbe:r•s is closed under the operation of multiplication, 
(2) mu+ttplication is an associative operation, (3) multiplication is 
a comTI'.1.'IJ.tative operation, (4) multiplication has the cancellation prop-
erty, and (5) the identity element for multiplication is one. later, 
Ward noted that the distributive property of multiplication ·with re-
spect to addition allows either factor to be renamed a.s the sum of two 
nm11bers, · a.nd the other factor distributed over these addends. 
From the preceding definition of mu.ltiplica.tion, it is apparent 
that the understanding of the multiplice.tion concept would necessitate 
the study of mathematical properties related to multiplication. The 
writerns survey of prominent arithmetic series (7, 17, 47) revealed 
that mathemat.:ical structure is being included in the newer editions. 
The survey also r·e-..realed tha,t the ratio-to-one idea is infrequently 
.5 
taught. 
The second question to be answered was in regard to instructional 
procedures that have been introduced to develop understanding of the 
multiplication concept. The Greater Cleveland It.a.thematics Program 
(27), often referred to as SRA, defined multiplication as an operation 
on sets to find a cardinal number of a set formed from a number of 
equivalent disjoint sets. However, mathematical properties that 
applied to multiplication were taught by means of an array that 
emphasized repeated addition. On page 119 a departure was made from 
the array approach to demonstrate the following problem: 
Mrs. Murray bought two books about space travel. 
La.st week both of these books were read by five 
children, Tom, Dick, Harry, Betty, and Sue. How 
many times were the books read? 
Teachers were requested to draw a given illustration on the 
board. The writer noted that even SRA did not suggest that teachers 
illustrate the idea of a cartesian cross-product. 
Buswell's (7) introductory approach pa.rallelled those 
previously cited. On page 84 multiplication was defined as a special 
case of addition and it was stated that multiplication may be 
employed instead of addition under special conditions, namely, when 
the group of numbers to be combined in finding the total are equal 
in size. However, the following excerpt from page 1.59 of Buswell 1s 
fourth grade text indicated that Buswell did not reconnnend the 
exclusive use of the array to illustrate the multiplication concept. 
With five Indians in each canoe, find how many 
Indians Jane will put in five canoes. Hint: 
Cover all but five canoes. Count by fives as 
you touch the canoes. Five 5's ._ ------• 
From the preceding information and the survey of prominent arith-
6 
metic series, the writer concluded that the authors of arithmetic texts 
for the ele1:1cntary school have rejected, at least for the present, the 
introduction of multiplication by means of rate _pairs and graphs in 
the first quadrant of a Cartesian plane. 
These statements are not to imply that the use of an array is not 
a. good instructional procedure. However, the array must bo r:1odified 
considerably when used in the study of the ratio-to-one idea and the 
multiplication of fractions. It appeared that the coordinate system, 
the !ll:i:rsicB,l referent for the ratio-to-one approach might be appl:j_cable 
to the stu.c1.y of fractions. 
Research has been done using either instructional procedures 
suggested by authors of arithmetic books for the elementary school or 
manipulative devices to teach multiplication. Such research related to 
thi.s st\1dy was reviewed. 
Lu.cow (49) ex.a.mined the difference in achievement of Manitoba 
0hilct.ren in the third grade. One group used the Cuisena.ire rods and 
the other used the regular Manitoba curriculum during the introductory 
teaching of multiplication. The Cuisena.ire rods were judged to be 
offective; however, they did not appear to be superior to other tech-
r.ique. 
Nastian (29) com:r:,ared the effectiveness in developing :mathematical 
reasoning, computational efficiency, understanding of structure, and 
attitudes toward mathematics on the :r:,art of fourth grade students. The 
experimental group used the School Ha.thematics Study Group, often re-
ferred to as Sl'1SG, text, M&:thems.tigs W Elementary ,.S,gl],ggl - Q;cade ~. 
The control group used a regular text. Mastian found that the experi-
mental group did slightly better on the measurement of mathematical 
7 
comprehension and reasoning. There -was a significant difference favor-
ing the experimental group in understanding of structure. Ma.stian 
concluded that fourth grade pupils of all ability levels can under-
stand principles and properties of mathematics. 
Banghart (49) compared achievement of children who used a pro-
grammed fourth grade text, including some contemporary content, 'With 
pupils who used a conventional text. Banghart concluded that the 
difference in achievement -was significantly in favor of the 
pr'ogrannned text group for comprehension and total achievement. How-
ever, there was no significant difference between the groups for 
problem-solving. 
All of the research in regard to how children acquire mathemati-
cal understanding is not in agreement. Suppes (40) stated that his 
e.im was to contribute to the development of a scientific theory of 
concept formation. This aim stemmed from two concerns as opposed to 
perfection of rote learning by the makers of the revised mathematical 
curriculum. According to Suppes, this distinction is banal because 
the advocates of the new curriculum do not indicate what is meant by 
developing understanding, do not identify overt behavior indicating 
under:$ta.nding, and do not have measures of that overt behavior. 
Suppes (40) concluded from his experiments that: (1) incidental 
learning does not appear to be effective; (2) the formation of simple 
mathematical concepts by young children is approximately an all-or-
none process; (3) learning is more efficient if the error is corrected 
in the presence of the stimulus; and (4) contiguity of response, 
stimulus, and reinforcement enhance learning. 
It is apparent from the preceding information that a variety of 
8 
instructional procedures have been introd~ced into the arithmetic cur-
riculumo It .is equally as evident that the problem of what instrue-
·) . 
tional proced~s are most effective :bas not been studied to any 
extent. Consequently, textbook writers do not agree as to the most 
effective instruetiona.l procedures. 
' 
'fue third question ms in regard to studies that have been 
conducted to compare instructiona.l procedures used to introduce the 
multiplication concept~. During the past five years two doctoral 
candid.ates have directed their studies toward investigating the ef~ 
fectiveness of instructiona.l procedures used to teach introductory 
multiplication~ 
Gray (24) did a study. to determine how a method of teaching .. 
introductory multiplication that stressed development of an under-
standing of the distributive property would relate to pupil growth 
as measur~:td in te!"l.7ls of arithmetic achievement, transfer of knowied~e, 
retention, and p;rogress toward mat'lll'ity of understanding the multipli-
,~ti10:n concept';; Gray defined the distributive property as an element 
of the structure of ma.the~tic1fo 
Gray conducted bis research at ihe third g~de level. Two sets 
of experimental lessons were devised. The experimental lessons pro-
'fided tor the teaching of introductory multiplication in terms of 
understs.nt?-in$ the distributiv~ property. Only the combinations in-
volving 2, :3, a.nd 4 were used. Ila.ta were analyzed f(?r conclusions 
:rela.tive to the merits of teaching for understanding. Although there 
appeared to be some diff erenee . favoring the axi:>erimenui.l group ~ re-· 
gard to arithmetic achievement, it was not significant'., Gray did find 
a significant difference favoring the experimental group in the 
9 
retention and transfer test~ In addition, results from the interview 
test indicated that the experim.e~ta.l group ms superior in various 
aspects~ These results were: (1) the exper:im.enta.l group differed 
significantly from. the conti;ol group on test items requiring applica-
tion of untaught procedures~ (2) the experimental group differed 
significantly from the control group on the use of the distributive 
property, and (J) subjects giving distributive property responses were 
generally superior in intell=!,ge:nce quotient and arithmetic reasoning. 
Gray concluded that: (1) a. program of arithmetic instruc'.t,ion 
that introduced multiplication by a method stressing understanding of 
the distributive property produced results superior to the current 
method; (2) knO'W'ledge of the distributive property appeared to enable 
children to proceed independently in finding products; (3) ebildren 
appeared not to be able to develop an understanding of the distributive 
property till.less it is specifically taught; and (4) in as far as the 
di.stributive property is an element of the structure of' :ma.thematics, 
the fi:nding.s tend to' support the assumption that tea.chl.ng for an 
m1d.e:t'standing of structure can provide superior resuJ..ts in te:r'.l11s of 
pupil growth. 
Schell (38) was concerned with two aspects of the initial teach-
ing of" muJ.tiplic~ tion of whole numbers to tl;drd grade pupils. These 
aspects were: (1) the u1?a of illustrations, particu.J.Arly arrays, to 
represent multiplication, and (2) pupil +earning of the distributive 
property of muJ..t;tplication over additio:tr. 
Schell used two.instructional methods. One was refe:i;,red to as 
the Variety approach, and. the other a.s the Array approach:.. ·.oat.a. were 
analyzed for conclusions relative to the merits of using arrays 
10 
exclusively when illustrating ~:tiplication at the introductory stage~ 
'·' c 
Although Schell found that there was no significant difference between 
the two groups when all items of the final test were compared, he did 
find that the:re was a significant difference between the groups in 
favor of the Array· group as to the gene.ral under~tanding of multipli-
cation a.a measured by specific items on the test. 
Two conclusions might be d~wn f'rom Sob.ell's study.that are 
pertinent ·t:.o this study'~ First, use of an array exclusively.to 
. . 
ill1.1.st:ra.te 1111.u:t.iplica.tions seemingly has severa.l limitations. One o±' 
these limitations was that subjects who had onl,y the array with which 
to r~preeent multiplication had more diffioi'll.ty in discriminating 
correctly between addition and/o:r subtraction problems and multipli· 
. . 
cation pr(.;blems · than d~td subjects who had been taugnt to use a variety 
of ;ll.1utStm t:i<:ms o Secondly, findings in Schel.1' s study seemed. to 
irm.oate that, pupils may 3:"0tely manipulate illustrations as well as 
rotely 1.mmipula.te numbers. There was no assurance that aey. better 
u.:r.ile:r.·st~ndi:ng occu:r:t•ed when an array wu.s used. And finally. th~re 
appMred fa:, be two distinct levels of functioning in arithmetic. 
Schell referred to these levels as the "eomputa.tiona.111 level and the 
11u11derstanding0 level. . He did not find that l!luch overlap necessarily 
erlsted between the t~ro'; According to Sch.ell, a correct illustration 
might ind:ica.te that the child grasped the concept of the computational 
procedure but i.t did not necessarily mean that the child grasped the. 
relationship between the problem and/or written fact. and the drawing .. 
11 
Theoretical Background 
Considerable interest has been ~xpressed in regard to the 
advisability, as well as possibility, of including in the arithmetic 
curriculum for the elementary school abstract mathematical concepts. 
Davis (10), director of the Madison Project, explored the possibility 
of teaching intermediate grade students identities and quadratic 
equations. Suppes · (L~O) and his associates at Stanford University 
prepared programs for teaching logic to intermediate grade students 
and geometry to primary grade pupils. Bruner and Dienes' (5) at the 
Center for Cognitive Studies have been conducting research to de· 
termine whether or not children in the elementary school are able to 
learn mathematical concepts such as the associative, commutative, and 
distributive properties. 
Although ma:ny of the studies have reported success, they have 
not all been uniformly successful. Further research should provide 
more information in regard to ··what mathematical concepts young 
children are able to learn. All of the studies have one characteristic 
in common. Each study was based on the assumption that abstract 
mathematical concepts might be introduced earlier in the arithmetic 
curricul·om of the elementary school. If the learner can understand a 
basic mathematical principle at an earlier age, he will have at his 
command a conceptual tool that will help him progress academically 
faster and more efficiently. The abstract mathematical conc.epts, 
therefore, should be acquired by the learner as early in his school 
experience as possibleo 
Bruner (4) on page 6 stated If· 000 these studies have stimulated a 
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renewed interest in complex learning••• learning designed to produce 
general understanding of the structure of a subject." He continued 
by stating: 
Grasping the structure of a subject i.s understanding it in 
a way that permits many other things to be related to it 
meaningfully. To learn structure, in short, is to learn 
how things are related. 
Bruner (4) stated that th~ fundamental structure of ma.thematics 
needs to be taught because: (1) an understanding of' the funda.ment.a.l 
structure :makes the subject more comprehensible; (2) research indicates 
that if details of a subject are not placed in a structural pattern, 
they are rapidly forgotten: (3) the understanding of fundamental priri_-
ciples and ideas appears to be thE: primary apparatus of 1ttransfer of 
training, 11 and (4) by constant re-examination of material taught at all 
levels for its fundamental character, the gap between "advanced" and 
11ele:mentary" knowledge of mathematics is narrowed. 
The psychological investigation of Piaget, a Swiss psychologist, 
and his collaborators at the University of Geneva has served as one 
source, di.rectly or indirectly, from which research a.ctivities in re-
gard to the intellectual process~s of ~hildred stemmed. 
Piaget (36) stated on page 176, 11 ••• s.n operation is thus the 
essence of knowledg~; it is an interiorized action.which modifies the 
object of knowledger. n He maintains that the development of knowledge 
passes through four ma.in stages whose order is constant, but whose 
time of appearance may vary w.ith the individual and with the culture. 
Fa.ch stage represents a new coherence and a new structuring of 
elements which until that time have not been systematically related 
to each other. The first stage is known as the sensory-motor or pre-
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verbal stage which extends from birth to approximately two years of 
age. The fundamental beginnings of an operation of reversibility and 
associativity are to be noted in the motor behavior of the child in 
The period of pre-operatioxml representation-the beginning of 
language, _·and the ref ore of thought, extends frOIJ). two to seven years of 
age. The child has not as yet acqllired any c(,ncept of c.i:.,nservati1:>:1:1 
nor is he able to deal reversible operations. For example, to the 
child t,he amount of liquid changes according to the shap~ of the con-
tainero The child's judgment of transitivity is la.cking 11 also. He 
may recognize that A and B are equal, and B and C are equal, yet he is 
unable to reach the conclusion that A is equ.-1.l to c. 
According to Piaget, the first operation ap.f)ears during the third 
stage. This stage, known as ''concrete opera.tion, 11 extends from seven 
to eleven years of ageo The child is now able to deal with objects in 
ways that indicate,an understanding of reverslbility. Piaget (36) 
commented on page 177~ 
eoo children o~erate on ebjects, and not yet on verbally 
expressed hypotheses. .~. there are the operations 1,f 
classification,.. ordering, the construction.of the idea 
of nw1ber v spatial and temporal. eipe!'Si tions, and all the 
fundarilental operations of elementary logic of ela.sses 
and relations, of elementar-.;y lmil.themtics ~ of elementary 
geometry9 and even of elementary physics., 
About this same time systems having multipl.i.cative ebaracte:r 
! 
begin to develop·~ The. <?hild is able to. classify an object according 
to two properties, e.g. 11 · size and shape. The ehildVs thoughts are 
stj11 restrict~d because the operations are still related to concrete 
objects·. Thusfl at this stage the child is una.ble to do formal logico 
The fourth stage is known as that of formal or hypothetic-
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deductive operations. It begins at about age eleven. Not until this 
stage is the child able to reason on hY.P?thesis and to draw logical 
conclusions from hypothetical data. Now, the child no longe~ neeq. 
rely 011 concrete objects. Piaget (36) concluded on page 178, "!o'~ 
he constructs new operations, opera.t~ons of propositional logic, and 
not simply the operations of classes, rela.tions 0 and muubers.11 The 
child is able to draw implioa:l;,ions from various sta.te111e:nts a.rid to 
synthesize these implica.t~~ns. 
Cox:f'ord (9) on page 119 quoted Pia.get as stating that children 
by the time they are six to seven and a. half years of age a.re able to 
understand the concept of number. In regard to the concept of multi-
plication Piaget's experiments indicate.children attain the under-
standing of one-to-one corresponderlce by age four and a. half to fiveo 
Gradue.l awareness of the multiplication property of one~to-one cor:re·· 
spondenoe is attained by age five or .six. Immediate grasp of the 
multiplication properties of many-to-one and fraction-to-one are at-
tained by age six to seven and a half'• These level;s do not ref'e:r to 
the abstraction associated ·m:th symbol,'!! but:. to their concrete cou:t1te:x,... 
parts. 
:Piaget 11 · then, has determined age levels for the a:ttainment of 
the concept of n:umber. Hi~ findings have two ilrl.pl:t,,at::l.ons :f.'o:r the 
teaching of e.ri thmetio: ( 1) the age of a:tta.i:nmemt gives some indi .... 
cation of 'When a child may have an understanding of a concept and (2) 
the analysis of the developmental process indicates what material ~.nd 
procedures might be appropriate in aiding the child in concept for-
mation • 
. Another inference ma.de from Piaget's studies is that children 
'1~ 
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should be taught the underlying principles of a content area, after 
which they should be able to relate specific learnings to the general 
structure. The learning situation should be structured so that t~e 
child, by participating actively, is able to develop an understanding 
of the ms.thema.tica.l concept. 
Bruner (4) pointed out on page 82 that it is possible to present 
. funds.mental structure in a. seq1:1,ence such that the child is guided to 
discover structure for himself;; Many of the new approaches to the 
teaching of arithm.etic utilize this discovery approach to the teaching 
of mathematical concepts·. 
Teaching by a. discovery approa.~h is not easy~ There are no 
manuals listing the steps to follow. Chi'.!-dren neither learn at the 
h.,. 
same rate nor in the same way". Therefore, the teacher must provide 
learning situations that allow for these differences~: One a.pproa'ch 
to the problem of individual difference~ niight be the use oi' programmed 
materia.l. Programmed :material might>··be effective in he3lping students 
achieve specific objectives in the area of ma.thematics. 
No matter what procedure is used, the efforts of the various 
curriculum study groups have sought to make. school mathematics more a 
science of numbers and less a set of drills. Glennon (22) stated on 
pa.ge 355 tba.t prior to this century two theories deter.mined the con-
. . 
tent of the school :mathematics progra.mso The first, the need.of 
society for :mathematics training ~n the pa.rt of the citizenry, the 
sociological approach; the second, the need for the subject to be 
taught as a system of re~ted. :1-deas.il the logical approa.cho As defined 
by Morton (.32) on pg,ge 21, n. u the logical approach is concerne~ with 
the structure and organization of arithmetic as a science; while, the 
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social approach is concerned with the usefulness of arithmetic in 
life's affairs~" 
However, "With the accumulatio11 of kno1:J'ledge regarding the 
condition necessary- for effective learning, the nature of child 
groi;,rth and development, and the importance of good mental heal th, 
educators need to consider a third criterion when determining what 
ought to be included in the elementary school mathematics programs .. 
Referring to this criterion on page 22? as the psychological approach\) 
Morton (32) defined it by stating 0 11 .., o in :mathematics learning pro-
ceeds from an avra.reness of quantity concept and relationship; to 
abstraction of symbolic manipulation; and finally. to greater under-
standing and skill in the application of newly acquired concepts and 
processes in social situations in life., 11 
:&lucators are a~iare of the fact th.at children can learn more 
content than can possibly be taught during the time they attend 
schoolo The use of Morton's thl~ee criteria -will enable educators to 
select from all that can be learned that which is of the grer,1.test 
importanceo 
Studies (49) have indicated that there is some agreement. on such 
things as the need to build fu."l'lda.mental understandings, the use of' 
spaced practice to assure nta.ste:ry, and the establishment of sequential 
learning experiences., The search novr 11eeds to center on optil.num 
procedures that w:i.11 enable desired mathematical goals to be reached 
within the framework of a good teaching-learning situation,. 
This study ms based on certain postula.tes presented i.n the 
. ' : 
preceding 11:1aterial., First, if children can be taught abstract mathe-
matical ideas at an early age, then all fourth grade pupils should be 
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of the age to understand the :mathematical properties related to multi-
plication. Second, if children of the fourth grade level are at a. 
stage of intellectual development necessitating concrete referents, 
then the search for the most effective physical referment should be 
continued;. Third, if the use of programmed instructional ma.terial 
provides for individual differences, then the use of progranuned 
material would provide for the individual needs of fourth grade pupils. 
And la.st, if the most encompassing concept should be used to direct 
instruction on a topic, then the instructional approach utilizing an 
equivalent ratio idea. of mu.ltiplication w.i.th a graph in the first .. 
quadrant will be as effective or more effective in terms of compu-
tational proficiency and understanding of :mathematical principles as 
an approach utilizing an array'• 
Delilll.itations of the Study 
Does the method of introducing multiplication facts affect the 
learner's understanding of the :mathematical concepts applicable to 
tnultiplice.tion of whole numbers and mastery of multiplication facts? 
In an attempt to answer the question, this study was designed to 
use two different approaches to introduce the multiplicatio.n.facts: 
the Repeated-Addition approach a.nd 1:.he Bs.tio-to-One a.pproagh'• Thus, 
the independent variable in the st~y 'WB.S the approach used to 
introduce the multiplication facts·. 
The dependent variable vm.s the scores on the post-test~ This 
test vm.s constructed to test mastery and understanding of the :mathe-
matical concepts that applied to multiplication of ~m9le numbers. 
Mot:Lva.tion and interest a.re difficult to control'~ Both of these 
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could have been intervening variables. However, for this·study these 
variables were considered to have a negligible effect due to.the 
random assignment of each group to one of the two approaches. As 
prog:ral11l1led material was used for the lessons, th~ teacher variable 
was considered to have a negligible effect, also~. 
The population of this study was limited to_fourth grad~ pupils 
in the ar.ea served by Wisconsin State University-River Falls •. Thus, 
any inferences drawn from this study may only be done in regard to 
this population:'., 
The scope of the study was limited to (1) mastery of the 'basic 
multiplication facts and (2) understanding of five basic properties 
of a number system: the commutative property with respect to mult~-
pl:i.cation, the associative property with respect to multiplication, 
the distributi~ property with respect to :mu.ltiplioa.tion over ad ... 
dition; closure, and the identity element of one in multiplication 
of whole nun be rs• 
Defi1'1i t.ion of Terms 
In order to clarify meanings of terms used in the study, the 
following list of t~I"m~ a.nd definitions tm.s coin.piled ; 
~o;rn;i.xat& m~~ A method o:f labeling points :1.n a plane by 
pairs of n'l.lI!lbera.ls denot;ng distance along two interseot.ing perpen-
dicular rays called axes. This coordinate system is similar to the 
cartesian coorq.inate in a plane except that use is :made of only the 
first qua.dra.nt'~ 
~ ~- An ordered pa.:i.r consists of a pair of :numerals 
written in a. prescribed my., 
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h!S>QAJ!W.E}.Q: l-J&itt~&.l• Learni1'lg :material organized step by step so 
that: (1) frequent response is required, (2) :immediate.reinforcement 
is provided 0 (3) opportunity is furnished for discovery, and (4) 
a.llo'Wance is :ma.de for the student to wo.rk individually at his own rate. 
. . 
Ra,t~g,-.:t..2-~ .Al2proaah~ The approach that used as a model a 
coo1.-dinate system vr.ith ordered pairs to represent the multipli9ation 
properties and facts·. 
~l.t.,~.--~tiQD. Additi~n of equal. add.ends~ 
~m~-Add,ition ~Q.&.gh. An array, based upon repeated 
addition was used to represent the multiplication properties and facts. 
Specific Hypotheses 
While most authors of elementa.ey arithmetic series recommend that 
multiplication be introduced as a repeated addition idea, others noted 
that the :ratic..'-to-one idea had been neglected. However, whether the 
r..iasic :mathematical concepts relating to multiplication could be devel-
oped at the fourth grade level as well by the Ratio-to-One approach,, 
as by the Repeated-Addition approach had not been determined. 
'l'his study was designed to determine whether there was a signifi-
cant difference in student achievement and understanding when differ-
ent approaches were taken in teaching introductory multiplication. 
The null fo1"Ill. of the hypotheses tested are given as follows: 
1"11 There is no significa.nt difference between the post-
test mean scores of those fourth grade students who had 
been introduced to nruJ.tiplica.tion by the Repeated-Addition 
approach and those who had been introduced to multiplica.tion 
by the Ra.tio-to·-One approach. 
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2. There is no significant difference between the understanding 
of mathematical properties of high-achieving fourth grade 
students who had been introduced to these properties as 
related to multiplication by the Repeated-Addition approach 
and those who had been introduced to these properties by the 
Ra. tio-to-One approach;: 
,J; There is no significant di.ff erence between the understanding 
of mathematical properties of the middle-achieving fourth 
grade student who ha.d been introd,uced to these properties 
by t~e Repeated-Addition approach and those who had been 
introduced to these properties by the Ratio-to-One approach. 
4. There is no significant difference between the understanding 
of :mathe:matic~.l properties of the low-achieving fourth grade 
students who had been introduced to these properties as 
related to multiplicaticm by the Repeated-Addition approach 
and those who had been introduced to these properties by the 
Ra.tio-tf.)·-0:ne approa.eh:~ 
The t-test based o:n 0';0.5 level of confidence wa.s used to test the 
nu1l hypotheses that there ls :l'lo significa.:nt difference between the 
mean scores of the t'liro gI"tmps on the total post-test as well as the 
difference between the mea:n S5)lONs for the respective a:chievement 
levels. 
Analysis of variance 'Was rur1 for each of the ms.thematieal proper-
ties according. to achieve111ent l~vels o 
Arid last, item analysis was done to detemine the level of 
difficulty of each item on the post-test'. Comparisons were ms.de 
between the level of difficulty found for the high and low groups .. 
CHAPTER II 
PROCEDURE 
Resea.rch Design 
Since 1960 ma.t~ems..tical concepts and terminology have been 
introduced into the arithmetic curricul'Ulll of the elementary school 
a.t ea.rlier levelsb This has resul.ted in experimentation to determine 
how t.hese concepts could best l?e introduc~d to children. at these .. 
levels. One instructional a.id, the array, has been used in various 
experimental studies as a :representation of the multiplication process. 
H01irever, the a.rra.y has its limitations when applied. to mul1;.iplication 
of numbers other than whole numbers.· The question arose as to what' 
limitations would exist if another physical referent we~e used durin~ 
the teaching of introductory multiplication· •. Therefore, experime~-
tation was done using another representation, a. coordinate syst,em, to 
provide information relative to the teaching of multiplication. 
This study was designed to determine whether there are signifi-
cant differences in student mastery of the multiplication facts and 
understanding of those mathematical principles applicable to the 
multiplication process when two diff'~rent approaches were ta.ken in 
teaching introductory multiplios.tioi?.'• ·N>U:r classes in the River Falls 
School system and four o~sses ,in the New Ri~hmond. School :fYstem 
were randomly assigned to · the two approa.04es·. Faoh approach was used 
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in four classrooms~~two in ea.ch school system~ 
One approach, to be known as the Repeated-Addition approach, used 
the arr8:Y as the physical referent to emphasize the repeated addition 
idea in regard to multiplication,. The other approach, to be knO"wn a.s 
the Ratio-to-One approach, used a. coordina,te system and ordered pairs 
of numbers as the physical referent to emphasize the ratio idea in 
regard to multiplication~ 
Upon completion of fifteen programmed lessons, each group 1-ms 
adm.inistered a post-test by the w.riter~ The retention test was 
administered four weeks later. No multiplication was taught during 
the time between the administering of the post-test and the retention 
test. This period of time also included the regular two week Christmas 
vacation~ 
This study ms begun in October of 1967 and completed in January 
of 1968. Each experimental group used fifteen programmed lessons 
designed specifica:µ.y for that group. Upon reaching page 46 in~ 
~.ugh Ar.itJ.lm@..tl..Q., ilw.sl..,.!:to the adopted text, 'the first programmed 
lesson was introduced~ St1cceeding lessons coir1cided. with the text us 
introduction of specific multiJplicationfa.cts. Immediately UP?~~he 
completion of the final le~son 0 designed to be used with page 110, the 
post-test was a.chrd:nistered~ 
Inst:ructions.l ~Ja.terial 
Multiplication may be defined as~ special case of addition or 
in terms of ratio. In the first sensep multiplica~ion may be thought 
of as repeated addition.of a given qua.ntity'a Thusp 3 x 5 may be 
considered as 5 + 5 + 5, which is to be thought of as joining together 
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of equivalent groups. A common representation of this meaning is the 
array, a rectangular arrangement of equivalent groups. In the second 
sense, multiplication may be considered as the association of a 
number to a third number in the same ratio as a second number is 
associated to one. In this sense, 3 x .5 may be considered as ' 
.5/1 =CJ/3. In this study the representation used for this second 
definition was ordered pairs of numbers on a line in a coordinate 
system. The product of 3 x .5 was designated by the ordered pairing of 
numbers distributed along the coordinate axes. The product of 3 x .5 
was that number on the horizontal axis that is associated with three 
on the vertical axis in the same ratio as five is associated to one as 
the following example indicates: 
9 10 11 12 13 1 
Although both definitions of multiplicati~n described above were 
developed to some degree in the textbooks (7, 17, 47) surveyed by the 
~. :· 
writer, only the repeated addition definition u~ing the array 
representation, was cOlTll'llonly stressed. However, in no textbook was 
the coordinate system used in just the way it was described above as 
a representation of multiplication. 
In spite of the representation used, however, if multiplication 
is to be taught in tems of how the structure of mathematics is. 
related to it, emphasis must be given to the developme:nt and under-
standing of the multiplication process. A number of basic 
mathematical properties apply to the multiplication of whole numbers. 
The commutative, associative, and distributive p;roperties are 
considered to hold for multiplication of whole numbers. That is, 
ax b =bx a, and ax (bx c) =(ax b) x c, and ax (b + c) = 
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(ax b) +(ax c) respectively. The set of whole numbers used in the 
multiplication operation is closed. That is, any whole number when 
multiplied by another whole number results in a product that is also 
a whole number. The set of whole numbers contains an identity element 
for multiplication. The identity element is that number which when 
multiplied by a second whole num,ber always results in the second whole 
number as a product. That is, 1 x n = n. 
However, in order to deter.mine whether there was any difference 
in achievement and understanding in the specific aspects of 
multiplication of whole numbers between pupils taught to illustrate 
multiplication facts by the use of ordered pairs of numbers on a line 
in a coordinate system and pupils taught to use an array for 
representation, it was necessary to construct two sets of instructional 
material. For purposes of identification, one set was referred to as 
the Repeated-Addition approach and the other set as the Ratio-to-One 
approach. The same general outline was followed for the sets as a 
whole and in the for.mat for corresponding lessons in the two sets. 
Fifteen programmed lessons were constructed for each experimental 
approach. Copies of these lessons :may be found in Appendix Band 
Appendix C respectively. 
Before final deve~opm.ent of_the materia~ used in the ma.in part 
of the study, Lessons 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, and 13 of the Ratio-to-One 
approach were used in a pilot study with a group of children from 
the fourth grade of the J. H. Ames Laboratory School. The writer 
observed the children as they used the prograinI11ed material. As a 
result of the observation, several changes were :made in the lessons. 
These were made prior to the beginning of the main part of the 
experiment. 
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In general, the introduction of the multiplication facts followed 
the pattern suggested by Hartung, Van Engen, and Knowles in Seeins; 
llu:;o)lgh Aritl;nnetis~ Qr;ta,de !:!:, the textbook used by all of the 
participating classes. Because the study was not on the developmental 
approach suggested in the pupils' textbook, liberal changes were made 
to fit the lessons to the desired emphasis upon the :mathematical 
concepts. The facts used in the lessons were from 1 x 1 = 1 to, and 
including, 9 x 9 = 81. 
Since corresponding programmed lessons in each set had almost 
identical content, one description will suffice for both sets. A 
brief description of the main emphasis of each lesson is given below: 
Lesson 1: I.ntroducti2n IQ Multiplication 
The meanings of multiplication were investigated. Ways 
of illustrating multiplication were considered. 
Lesson 2: Ql2swe. Property 
The set of whole numbers was reviewed prior to the in-
troduction of the closure property. 
Lesson .3: Specific Representation .IQ ~ .l!u.d 
Emphasis was placed on a specific representation, 
array or ordered pairs of numbers on a line in a 
coordinate system. The fact that multiplication of 
whole numbers is a binary operation was introduced. 
Terms such as "factor" and 11product11 were also 
introduced. 
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Lesson 4: Qomm,uta.t;1:J1:e Property 
This lesson dealt with the introduction to and · --,.c:,,,, 
practice in writing and illustrating 11pa.irs11 of 
multiplication facts. 
Lesson 5: CQlTll!lll"1;a,_t,m P;r:ope;d;,y ~ 
Further practice was provided in the use of the 
commutative property of multiplication. 
Lesson 6: Mµltiplica:tixe Identity 
This lesson dealt with the introduction to and 
practice in illustrating and writing the multipli-
cative identity. 
Lesson 7: Die;tributiye Pi:operty 
The :rationale as well as ways of illustrating the 
distributive property of multiplication of whole 
numbers was studied. 
Lesson 8: lli~tributive froperty Continued 
A variety of examples dealing with the distributive 
property was introduced. 
Lesson 9: fractice 
A variety of examples dealing with the various aspects 
of multiplication studied in preceding lessons was 
provided., 
Lesson 10: D1e;t;t."~tiye Property Continued 
Different ways of expressing the distributive property 
were exa.mined and practice in using it was given. 
Lesson 11: .Q.ornmutatiye .Property 
A variety of examples dealing with the commutative 
property was provided. 
Lesson 12: Introduction Qi :.llm Diff'icuJJ; Multiplica.tism Facts 
Emphasis was placed on the learning or tm 
multiplication facts, 7 x 8 = 56 and 6 x 9 = 54. 
Lesson 1.'.3: Associative ;Exoperj;y 
The concept of associativity as it relates to 
multiplication was introduced. Different ways of 
ill·ustrating and e:ltpressing the property were 
examined. Practice in using it was given. 
Lesson 14: ,fmgt;ige 
A variety of examples dealing with all aspects of 
multiplication studied in previous lessons was 
provlded. 
Lesson 15: ~ 
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A variety of examples was used to review all aspects 
of multiplication studied. Chief among these was a 
property identification exercise. 
Both the Repeated-Addition and the Ratio-to-One sets of programmed 
material were ma.de as a.like a.s possible. The same :multiplication 
facts, the same tenn.inology, the same number of examples, and the 
same form.at were used as much as was feasible,. The only difference 
was in the representation used and the wording of the introductory 
word problems. The Ratio-to-One group ma.de no use of aey 
representation other than ordered pairs of numbers on a line in a 
coordinate system0 the Repeated-Addition group used an array 
exclusively. The word problems used to introduce each mathematical 
concept for the Repeated-Addition group dealt exclusively with objects 
that could be arranged in rows and columns. The Ratio-to-One group's 
word problems dealt exclusively with situations that could be 
illustrated as a ratio. However, even though the two approaches 
often dealt with different items in the word problems, the answers 
to the problems were numerically identical. 
Prior to the use of the programmed material, a meeting of the 
participating teachers, the elementary school principal, and the 
writer was held in each school; At this time, an explanation of the 
study was presented and examples of the programmed :material were 
e:x.amined and discussed. Questions were answered and the teachers 
determ:i.ned the approach ea.ch would use by a flip of a coin. 
The writer introduced a. coordinate system and ordered pairs of 
numbers to two classes in each school system before the study began; 
These classes had been designated to use the Ratio-to~One approach~ 
Personei.l contact with the teachers during the study was main· 
tained through three sources: distribution of the material, 
observation of the lessons, and discussion with the participating 
teache:t'S• It was decided to deliver the :mate:rlal to the teachers 
three lessons a.t onetime; Thus 11 the writer had an opportunity to 
come into closer contact with the participating teachers through 
five successive deliveries of :material. This, also, provided 
opportunities to observe the children as they worked on a lesson, 
to discuss the :m.a.terial with the teachers, and to record pertinent 
comments relative to the study'~ 
During the study the writer visited each classroom at lea.st 
fou\/'times; Add:i.tionally 0 the writer ad.ministered the post-test 
to all eight classes';. During the visits the writer was able to 
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note points of difficulty as ~ell as pupil reaction to the materialo 
Mea;,iuring Instrument 
A 47 question test 9 consisting of 61 items P ·was designed to 
measure understanding of specific aspects of multiplication presented 
dur:ing the study'~ Objeot:ive-type, gene:r.-ally mul·tiple-choice items" 
were prepared beca:use of the objecti,rity of scoring': Each item was 
-written so that it could be scr:>red and analyzed separately as well as 
with the other items measuring understanding or :mastery of,the same 
aspect of m·tltiplication~ 
The components of the test were: 
~ .9! ~ ~.t.4...2n 
1<M•:?l~-
22, 240 2? 11 '.30 it 40 ~ l.J,5 p 1.j,7 
21, 2.3o .31 11 1+1 0 L~2, L},5 0 l.J-7 
Mastery 
Commutative Property 
Associative Property 
Distributive Property 
Multiplicative Identity 
Overall knowledge 
Prel1J:n.:i.1:19,ey test f orm.s were prepared and used w:i.th children in the 
fifth grade of the J'; H., Ames la,bor~;to1"'y SchooL, Items were deleted 
or added to the fi.nal fcn:m a,f the test upon the evaJ:uation of the test 
items on the prel:im:imey foi'1!ls., 
A copy c;f the test, titled, 11Multiplication, 11 is in Append:ix,D~ 
The test was used fo:r both the post-test and,t}:J.e J;'etention 
test II Thei post-test 11.ras ac'b:rdr.tistered in December, 1961 and the 
retention test 1iil~,s administered four weeks later'~ 
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Selection of Subjects 
A few of the school systems in the Wisconsin State University-
River Falls area. have used one or another of the newer ma.thematics 
programs for a few yearso Some a! the programs provided for the 
introduction of all the multiplication facts prior to the fourth grade 
as well a.s stressed mathematical pri:ipe:rties that are central to this 
study, It became evident, then, that children who had this type of 
experience could not be considered &s pa.rt of the popula.tion for the 
present study. Therefore, school systems using the newer arithmetic 
programs were excluded from the study'; The population from which 
the sample was drawn had to be limited further to those schools whose 
arithmetic curriculum called for the completion of the multiplication 
facts during the f o·urth grade·; 
In M.ay of 1967 a. form letter was mailed to twenty-nine school 
systems in the area. ser1red by Wisconsin State University-River Falls 
requesting informat:ion in rega,rd to the willingness to participate in 
the research prt.,ject, the number of available classes, and the a.ri th-
metic text t() be used d.u.:l'ing ~he 1967 .. 68 soho1,l year. A copy of the 
:f'o:m l.etter :l..s in Appendix A'~· Fourteen ,,£ the nineteen schools 
responding indicated a 'vdlli.ngnesa to pai.:r·t.:ioipate in the project. 
From the fourteen pa.:rtio1.J?S.ting sohc,ol. systems P two were r&ndomly 
selected whose fourth grade ola.sses would make up the representative 
sa.mplEi~ These school systems were New Ri.chmond and River Fallso Both 
o:f' these coMlilunities are rep:r·ese:ntative of the socio ... eoonomic levels 
found within a typical r'l.t't'a.l Wisoon;in co:mmunity; 
The elementary school population. :J.n r-ural Wisconsin communities 
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is relatively stable~ As a result few children would have transferred 
from another district; The randomized selection of the sample; 
therefore, makes it possible to assUllle that these children were 
typical fourth grade pupils in this a.rea of Wisconsin; It seems 
probable, though, that some children are included in the sample who are 
transfer pupils, It is further assumed 0 however 0 that the effect of 
the presence of such pupils is randomized throughout both treatment 
groups and, therefore, does n(i)t mater:ial.ly .influence the findings 
of the study; 
The fourth grade population for this study consisted of s:.bcty-
four classes in fourteen school syste:ms'1: A total of two hundred 
twenty-two children in eight classrooms constituted the sample, one 
hundred twenty-one in River Falls and one hundred one in New Richmond. 
Ten subjects did not complete all fifteen p:r•ogra:mmed lessons or did 
not take the post.,·tee1t beca:use of absence fr•Ol:11 school during the study o 
As a. result of this fa.c:rtor, complete data was available. for a. total of 
twi::i hund:r.ed i'cn.1:r.teen srubjectt,s 1.t1. 'the e1.ght cihsse~~ o 
.. , 
Ar:J all o:f' the rcil:dld:'l'."en ::i.n the f (n:cd:h gm des r;))f eacih achoc,l 
system fa:>ok pa:t't :1.n the study, it ·ms asi::1umed that they constituted a 
:representa.tiite SBlllple of t;he :popuJ.1.1t:lo:n!: Dur:i.ng the f:irst meeting 
between. the w:1dter and t,he J;llil,:l:"tic1i~t,:ing te.i,,1ohe:r•s, a coir1 w., f"l.ipped 
to detem~lne the lill.pproacJh t.o be "Ut::'led by ea.ch cl&ss'11; Two clll.sses in 
ea.ch school sy·stem ·wei~e thus :m:ndo:mly s.::isigned tr, the Repea.ted ... Additio:n 
"" 
a.pproa.oh and two cl.a.sees :bi ~~ch school system were X'l:il.tidomly assigned 
to the Rs.tio, .. to ... One ap:pr,oa.cH1: F'ot1J:" ola1sie:tes u~ied the s.r:i:~y programmed 
Treatment of Data 
The reliability coefficient of the post-test -was obtained 
by the split-half method~ To correct the correlation found by ~his 
method, the Spea:rman-Brown fonr1:ula was used''! 
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The t-test ( 0':05) -was used to determine whether there was a~ 
sign:i;ficant diff e:rence between the :means of scores on the total test II 
on items one through twenty-four; and on items twenty-five through 
forty-seven, respectively of the Repe&ted-Addition group and the 
Ratio-to-One group'': 
The subjects in each approach were then divided in.to three 
levels on the basis. of the:5.r post-test scores'"! These levels we:re 
referred to as highr middle, and 1.t:rW'ci The high level was composed 
of subjects having pcn,it .. test sc<:.)?'eS mf»re than rcme st~ndard deviation 
above the mean in their 1·eispe:c:it:bre groups·. The m:iddl.e level ·was 
composed of those subjects hav:ing scores located between one stand.a.rd 
deviation below the mean arrl or1e 1:rl;..anda.:rd. dev:i.ation above the mean 
1~1:f their respeat.:i:ve g:r.i:ri'!J)is 11;: The l,t,1'\i'I level wa1:1 oo:mpt1sed 1.:i:f s·ubjeots 
ha,r.5.ng soo:r.es 111():re thli.in. 1,r1e standa:rcd dev:illi:t~i.tm below the mes.11 of ·their 
respective gr01lps·"; The 't,···test, ( O';(J5) WfHi ·u.ised to dete~i:ne whethGr 
the xnea.n score o:f.' each of these level.rt~ us::1.:ng t.he Repeated-Addit:i1:.m 
appr0oach differed s:ignif:lca:ntly f:r~.m :its c:i;:irrespor1d:b1g level us~:qg 
the Rati10 ... to·~One apprc,ach on the "W.il:ious Ci':lmpi:ments of the post-test': 
Comparisons were made between the co>r".t>esponding levels of th,e two 
a.pp1"oaches in regard to the mimber of ct)rrect items for each :mathema-
tical property introduced du.ring the study';. An analysis of variance 
'W'a.s run for each matherr.iatical p:r0,,pert:Yo 
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An item analysis was done to deter.mine the difficulty level of 
of the.items in the post-test; Comparisons were ma.de between the mean 
level of difficulty for the high-achieving pupils and that of the 
low=achieving pupils'; 
CHAPTER III 
RESULTS 
Introduction 
This study involved the analysis of three separate a.speots of the 
teaching of multiplication of whole numbers to fourth grade pupils: 
(1) the use of the array versus the use of a coordinate system to 
illustrate multiplication, (2) pupil learning of mathematical prop-
erties related to multiplication of whole numbers, and(;) pupil 
mastery of the multiplication facts. 
Test Reliability and Validity 
The reliability of the post-test was determined by using the 
result,s from the split-half method, odd and. even numbered items, from 
the 214 pupil responses for the post-test. The Pearson produot-moment 
coefficient of correlation was computed. the coefficient obtained by 
. . 
the split-half method was r = 0~81. To estima.te the coefficient of 
reliability of the test if the f.ull-length test had been used instead -· 
of split-halves, the Spearman-Brown formula was used. The corrected 
coefficient was r = o.89. The reliability appeared. to be sufficiently 
high to justify the use of the items in the post-test for this study. 
Two aspects of multiplication were emphasized in the programmed 
material for the study, mastery of multiplication facts and under-
standing of mathematical properties applicable to multiplication. 
3.5 
The post-test contained (1) twenty-four items to measure mastery of the 
multiplication facts, (2) eight items to measure understanding and use 
of the commutative property, (3) seven items to measure understanding 
and use of the associative property, (4) five items to measure under-
standing and use of the distributive property, (.5) three items to 
measure understanding and use of the closure property, and (6) eight 
items to measure understanding and use of the multiplicative identityo 
Thus, on the basis of subjective evaluation, it appeared that the post~ 
test had content validity. 
Testing the Hypotheses 
The results of comparisons involving groups r,elating to the 
independent variables, taken one at a time (page 19), are presented 
below. Three independent variables were used in making comparisons 
with the achievement test data for a given hypothesis. Three tables 
will be related to each hypothesis. All of the tables will report 
the t-ratio using the total or subtest scores of the post-test for 
specific approaches. 
Comparisons Involving Total Groups 
The first bJ!Pothesis was concerned with the mean scores of the 
total.group on (1) the test as a whole, (2) the mastery measuring 
items, and (3) the items measuring understanding of the mathematical 
properties applicable to the multiplication of whole numbers. 
Summaries of the data appear in Tables I, II, and III respectively. 
The data for applying the t-test to Hypothesis One is found in 
Table I. The mean of the Repeated-Addition group for the total test 
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was 36014 and that of ~he Ratio"'.'to.;:,One group was 34080. The differ-
ence between means of 1.26 (36014·.'.34.,80) was in favor of the Repeated· 
Addition approach. An F-test applied to the data demonst~ted no 
significant diffe~~~e in ~rianee~ The t-t-a.tio for the difference 
between means of 1.11 for 212 degrees of freedozr!._was not significant 
at the 0-.05 level. A t-ratio of approximately 1o97 woul~ be necessary 
for the null hypothesis to be rejected at the 0.05 level, the level 
arbitrarily selected as the value for accepting or rejecting each 
hypothesis. .A.s the t-~tio did not approach that magnitude, the null 
hypothesis of no difference between means was not rejected. Through-
out the study this finding should be interpreted ~s meaning that a 
difference of this :magnitude would occur more than one time in twenty 
if only chance factors are opera ting •. 
TABLE I 
TOTAL GROUP MEAN SCORES AND t"'.RA.TIO FOR ALL ITEMS OF THE POST-TEST 
I . 
Approach N Mean SD df 
Repeat.ad-Addition ~11 36;14 8~13 110 
Ratio-to-One 102 :34.ao 9.36 192 
212 .... 1i~11 .... 
The data for applying ~he t-test to the mean scores for __ ma.stery 
of the multiplication facts, as measured by the first twenty-four 
items of the test, is found in Table II! The mean of the Repeated-
"" ... ~ ... ... '\ . 
Addition group was 1 nu and that of the Ratio-to-One group was 16o.'.39. 
"' ... 'I, ··" •• 
The difference between means of 0·;72 (17a1-16~39) was in favor of the 
Repeated-Addition approach! An F-test applied to the data demon-
strated no significant diffe3:e>:1ce in v~ria.nce·. The t-ra.tio for the 
difference between means of 1~16 for 212 degrees of freedom. was not 
significant at the 0~05 level'; Th~ null hypothesis of no difference 
between the means -was not rejected''! 
TABLE II 
TOTAL GROUP MEAN SCORES AND t-RATIO FOR ITEMS ME!SURING 
MASTERY OF THE MULTIPLICATION FACTS: I~ 1-24 
Approach N Mean SD df t-Ratio 
Repeated-Addition 111 17':11 3:ys 110 
Ratio-to-One 10J 16;39 5'''~18 192 
212 1.16 
The data for applying the t-test to the mean scores for under-
standing of mathematical properties applicable to multiplication of. 
whole numbers, as mea1J:rured by items twenty-five ~ii.rough forty-seven, 
J7 
is f~und in Table III": '!'he mea.:n cf the Re pea ted-.A. ddi tion total group 
" ,. . 
was 18~9.5 and that. of tlle Rati.o-to-One group was 18·~42. The difference 
between means of 0~.53 (1~''!95-18';,42) ms in favor of the Repea.ted-
Addit:ion approach; An F-test ,applied t(,::i the data demt!.)nstrated no 
sign:ificant difference in ~ria.nce. The t=ioa:tio for the difference 
between means of 0'1':'75 for 212 degrees of freedom ms not signific1a:nt 
at the 0!05 level'~ Thus 0 the null hypothesis of no difference be-
tween the means was not rejected'! 
These data indicate that neither approaeh has been demonstrated 
to be more effective than th~ other for the :mastery of multiplication 
facts. understanding of nia,the:matical properties applicable to multi-
plication of whole numbers, and the total test for the total group 
of the population'; 
TABLE III 
TOTAL GROUP MEAN SCORES AND t-RATIO FOR ITEM'S MEASURING 
UNDERSTANDING OF MATHEl.\1ATICAL PROPERTIES: ITEMS 25 ... 47 
Approach N Mean SD elf .t.-Ra.tio 
Repeated-Addition 111 +8';95 5;25 110 
Ratio-to=One 103 18"!42 5':oo 192 
212 0.75 
Establishing Levels 
38 
The mean score and standard deviation of each approach were used 
as the basis to deter.mine the respective g:t:"oups by levels''; A sUlTJI!JS.ry 
of the data ha,s been presented in Table IV. 
Th~ Repeated-Addition g:r'oup consil;lted <;if 111 pupils. The mean 
was .36U4 and the standard dev:1..atit:m -was 8'!1.3 on a 61 item test'; 
Twenty pupil.ei n .. scores were located more than one stand.a.rd devia~ion 
above the mea.n'o This group has been de$d.gns,ted as the Repea.ted-
Addition high group': S:.i..xty..,seven. pup:lls u scores were located between 
one standard deviation below the mean and one stand.a.rd deviation above 
the mean: This group bas been designated as the Repeated-Addition 
middle group'; Twenty-four pupils n scores were located more than one 
standard deviation below the mean~ This g:i:"oup baa been designated as 
the Repeated-Addition low groupo 
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The Ratio-to-One group consisted of 103 pupils. The mean was 
34.80 and the stand.a.rd deviation was 9o36 on a 61 item testo Fifteen 
pupils' scores were located more than one stand.a.rd deviation above the 
mean.. -This group has been designated as the Ratio-to-One high groupo 
Seventy-four pupils' scores were located between one stand.a.rd devia-
tion below the mean and one standard deviation above the mean'; This 
group has been designated as the Ratio-to-One middle group. Fifteen 
pupils" scores were located more than one standard deviation below the 
mean. This group was designated as the Ratio-to-One low group'~ 
Note t~t the mean score was greater for the Repeated-Addition 
group than for the Ratio-to-One group. It may further be noted that 
the standard deviation for the Ra.tio-to-One group was slightly greater 
than that for the Repeated-Addition group~ 
TABLE IV 
SUMMARY OF DATA TO DETERMINE ACHIEVEMENT LEVELS 
Repeated-Addition Ratio-,to-One 
Level N Mean SD Le,rel N Mean SD 
-····- -.. 
High 20 L~7,;75 2';68 Hi.gh 15 L~s.oo 1o26 
Middle 67 36.67 4:31 Middle 74 .35"o19 5;.50 
Low 24 2.5:00 3·;30 Low 14 18''~64 5''~91 
Total 111 J61a4 8b1:3 Total 103 34''~80 9~36 
,a--
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Comparisons Involving High Levels 
' I 
The second l:zyp<>thesis dealt with comparisons involving ~gh 
levels'"~ C<:>mpa.risons were :made between the ?!lean scores for (1) the test 
as a whole, (2) the mastery measuring items, and (3) the items 
measuring understanding of the :math~ma.tioal properties applicable to 
the multipli~ation of whole nwnber,'':· Summaries of the data appear in 
Tables V, VI, and VII respective;v1:' 
The data for app~g the t-test to the mean s~ores for the total 
. test is found in Table v1:· The mean o~ t~e Repeated-Addit~o~. high 
group was 47,7.5 and that of t);l.e :Rs.ti9-t~-O!'.).e group -was 4S;oo. The 
dii'f'e:ttence between means of' Q.2.5 (48~00-4-7·:7.5) wal!I in favor of' the 
Rs.tio-to•One approach:·~ An F•test 4pplied to the data demonstrated ~ 
si~i'icant clii'ferenoe in varia.noe1'~ The obtained ra. tio '!iJl,s F 19 •14 u: 
4·;49·; The t•ra.tio fo:r the difference between mE;19,ns of' 0~32 fo:t!' 33 
degrees oi' freedom .was not significant at the 01:·o.5 level, A t-ra.tio 
of approximately ?':o:; woul4 be neoess~ry f.o:r .. the null eypothesis to be 
:rejected ~t the o;0.5 level'':· As the t•:ratio did nctb approach that 
magnitude, the null hypothesis o:f' no di:t:f'erenoe between means was not 
TABLE V 
HIGH GROUP MEAN SCORES AND t•RA.TIO FOR THE TOTAL TEST · 
Approach N Mean SD df t ... Ra.tio 
Repeated-Addition 20 41l75 2;68 19 
Ra. tio-to-One 15 48':·oo 111!26 14 
, . ., ........ 33 0'~.32 
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The data for applying the t-test to the mean scores for :mastery 
of the multiplication facts, as measured by items one through twenty-
four, is found in Table vr; The mean of the Repeated-Addition high 
group was 21~70 and that of.the Ratio-to-One high group was 22.13; 
The difference between means of 0';43 (22':13-21!70) was in favpr of the 
· Ratio-to-One approach; An F-test applied to the data demonstrated 'no 
significant dii'ference in variance··;· The t-ratio ·for the difference 
between means of 0~82 for 33 degrees of freedom was not significant at 
i. 
the O ;05 level;; The null hypothesis of no difference between the ),lleans 
was not rejected~ : .. 
TABLE VI 
HIGH GROUP MEAN SCORES AND t· RATIO FOR MASTERY OF 
MOLl1IPtICATt,ON FACTS: ITEMS 1·24 . 
Approach N Mean SD cli' 
-w;MUBW--~-·-·· JP TRI m11i t 
------------......... -------------------··----·-·~-·-.. ----
Repeated-Addition 20 21,70 1.;2 19 
Ra. tio-·t.o-One 15 22,13 2~25 :14 
' 33 o·~a2 . 
. , 
'$ 
The data for ~p~fY'ing the t-test to Hypoth~sis Two is found in 
'rl : . . 
'. . ...... 
Table VII. The mean of the Repeated-Addition high group in regard to 
l . 
understanding of :mathematical properties applicable to multiplication 
of whole mwbers, as measured by items twenty-five through forty-seven, 
was 25;.55 and that of,the Ratio-to-One' high group was 25.87; The 
difference between the means of 0;32 (25·~87-25~55) was in favor of the 
Ratio-to-One approach·;, An F-test applied to the data demonstrated a 
' . ' 
significant difference in variance·; The obtained ratio was . 
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F19,1Li, = 9:73"; The t-ra.tio for the difference between means of .0.32 
for 33 degrees of freedom was not significant at the oio5 leyel~ · The 
nuJJ. hypothesis of no difference between the means was not rejected. 
These data indicated that neither approach has been demonstrated 
to be more effective than the other for the :mastery of multiplication 
facts, the total test; and the understanding of :mathe:matica.l preperties 
applicable to multiplication of whole m:o:nbe:rs for the high group· df the 
population''; 
TABLE VII 
HIGH GROUP MEAN SCORES AND t-RATIO FOR UNDERSTANDING 
OF. MATHEMATICAL PROPERTIES: ITEMS 25-L~7 
Approach N Meal'.). SD df 
--·-····--··'···--··, 
I 111...-IR 
Repeated-Addition 20 25~55 .'.3';;58 19 
Ra tio•to-One 15 25.87 1;32 14 
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Comparisons Involv;i:ng Middle Levels 
t•Ratio 
0';:,2 
The third hypothesis dealt with oo.mparisons involving middle 
levels': Compa:risi:ms were ma.de between the mean soores for (1) the test 
as a whole 11 (2) the :mastery measurip.g items; and (3) the items meas-
uring understanding of the mathematical properties applicable to the 
multiplication of whole numbers'! Summaries of the data appear in, 
Tables VIII, IX, and X respectively': 
The data for applying the t·test to the mean scores for the total 
test is found in Table VIII~ The mean of the Repea.ted·Addition middle 
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group was 36;67 and that of the Ratio-to-One middle group was .35:19; 
The difference between means of 1';48 (.36":67-35;19) was in favor of the 
' 
Repeated-Addition approach'; An F-test· applied to the data demonstrated 
no significant difference in variance:'·: The t-ra.tio for the .diffe.rence 
between means of t';;76 for 139 de~rees of freedom -was not significant at 
the 01;05 level1': However; this ratio was 41most the magnit,ude necessary 
for the rejection of the null hypothesis, r;98 at the o·:05 level: But 0 
as the t-ra.tio did not reach this magnitude 0 the null hypothesis of no 
difference between means was not rejected;. 
TABLE VIII 
MIDDLE GROUP MEAN SCORES AND t-RATIO FOR TEE TOTAL TEST 
Approach N Mean SD df t-Ra.tio 
Repeated-Addition 67 361':·67 /.tit31 66 
Ra. tio-to-One 74 35i;19 51!.50 73 
139 t:76 
The data for applying the t-test to the mea.nsecres for mastery 
of multiplication facts'; as measured by items one through twenty-four; 
is found in Tabie-:·:'. DC: The mean of the Repeated-Addition middle group 
• .. ' l . 
was t 7';·43 and tha.t of the Ra.tio-to--·One middle group was· 1 't:.os,;:,· "'!'he 
difference between means of 0:35 (1?:4.3-17":0B) was in favor of the 
Repeated-Addition approach! · An F··test applied to the da.ta--tlemonstmted 
no significant difference =!-?l variance''':' The t-ratio for the difference 
between means of 0":71 for 139 degrees ms nt01t significant at the Oli!05 
level;~,. Thus', the hypothesis of no difference between the means was 
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not rejected''; 
TABLE IX 
MIDDLE GROUP MEAN SCORES AND t-RATIO FOE MASTERY 
OF MULTIPLICATION FACTS: ITEMS 1-24 
Approach N Mean 
...... '*'"'• ......... Ill. 
Repeated-Addition 67 1 t:'43 Z":'62 66 
Ra tio··to-0:ne 7L~ 17'!08 311:1::, 73 
139--- 0'~71 
--••"'•-•--------• -• -•-w •-•--•-1111•M-u•-~-·--• -• -·-• ----·------
The data for applying the t•test to Hypothesis Three is found in 
Table X~ The mean of. the Repeated-Addition middle group in regard to 
understanding of mathematical properties applicable to m\lltiplication 
of whole numbers; as measured by :items twenty-five through forty-seven, 
ms 19;2.5 and that of the Ratio .. to-One middle group was 18ao,; The 
difference between means of 1"1:1.5 ( 19';2.5 .. 1811:10) was in f.avor of the 
Repea.ted .. Add:tti.on approao~l: An F ... te:sl't app:l:ied to the data demonstrated 
a significant· difference in wrh.noe11 : 1 The obtained :ratio was 
F 66,73 = 111:'L~9, slightly above t.he significant level of 1''':'~·8":' The t-
' ratio for the difference bet'W'een means of t:99 for 139 degrees <)~ 
freecibm was significant at the 0'':05 level'! A t-ratio of f':98 would be 
necessary for the null hypothesis to be rejec'ted at the o:;05 level; 
Thus; the null hypothesis of no difference between the means was 
rejected'':' The difference was in favor of the Repeated-Addition 
a pproa. ch:'! 
These data indicate that neither approach has been demonstrated 
to be more effective than the other for the :mastery of multiplication 
facts for the middle group of the population:'; However; these da.ta 
indicate that the Repea.ted-iddition approach has been demonstrated to 
be more effective than the Ratio-to-One approach for the understanding 
of mathematical properties for the middle group of the population'~ 
TABLE X 
MJDDLE GROUP MEAN SCORES AND t-!?ATIO FO:Ft UNDERSTANDING 
OF MATHEMATICAL PROPERTIES: Ifli;MS 25-47 
Approach N Mean SD df t-Ratio 
Repeated Addition 67 19'~25 3';00 66 
Ra. tio-to-One 74 1siao J:68 73 
'139 t';99 
Comparisons Involving Low Levels 
The fourth eypothesis dealt with comparisons involving low levels"': 
Comparisons were ma.de between the mean sc~res for (1) the test as a. 
whole,· (2) the mastery measuring items~ and (3) the items measuring 
understanding of the mathematical properties applicable to the 
multiplication of whole numbers":· SunmJ.1,u·.1 .es of the data appear in 
Tables XI, XII', and X"J:I! respectively:' 
Theda.ta :f'or applying the t ... test to the mean sc<:lres for the total 
test is found in Table x:r:'· The mean of the Repea.ted-Additi9n low 
group was 25'1:'00 and that of the Ratio-to-One. low group was 18';64'!' The 
difference between the means of 6t~6 (25:1:00-18'~64) ms in favor of the 
Repeated-Addition approa.cl'l'.11:' An F ... tes'l:. applied to the data demon-
strated a. sign::t:rioant d::t:rference i:n varia.nce'1':" The obtained ratio was 
46 
F 13, 23 = 3;11·; The t-ratio for the difference between means of 4i;14 
for 36 degrees of freedom was significant at the 0':0.5 level; A t-
ratio of approximately 2':0.3 would be necessary for the null hypothesis 
to be :rejected at the 0'!0.5 l.e,vel1; Thus 9 the null hypothesis of no 
difference between the means of the low groups was rejectecr: The 
difference was in favor of the Repeated-Addition approach': 
TABLE XI 
LOW GROUP MEAN SCORES AND t-RATIO FOR THE TOTAL TEST 
Approach N Mean SD df t-Ratio 
Repeated Addition 24 25"~00 3';30 23 
Rat:i.o-to-One 1L~ 18.61-i, .5''!'91 13 
36 1.t•a4 
-" .. , .... 
... . ·--- ·-··· ··-
The data for applying the t, .. test to the mean scores for mastery. 
of the multiplication fac:ts. as measured by items one through twenty-
four, is f0tmd in Table XII; The mean of the Repeated-Addition low 
group was 12142 and that of the Ra:tio-to·-One low group was 6;64': The 
difference betwe.en means of )'1:7s (12:L~2-6'~6L1,) was in favor of the 
Repeated-Addition approacl't1t An F•test applied to the data. demon-
strated no sigl'),ificant difference in va:r1ia.nce'; The t-ratio for the 
difference between means of 6021 for 36 degrees of freedom was signif-
icant at the 01:05 lev·el; A t-rat:io of approx:ilna.tely 21:03 would be 
necessary for the null hypothesis to be rejectedo As the t-ra.tio was 
greater than that magnitude~ J:;!1~ null hypothesis of no difference 
-~~~;" ~'.":''t{\.\( 
between the means -vm.s l:"E:ijeoted"~ The difference ms :in favor of the 
Repeated-Addition approach; 
TABLE XII 
LOW GROUP MEAN SCORES AND t-RATIO FOR MASTERY OF THE 
MULTIPLICATION FACTS: ITEMS 1-24 
47 
Approach N Mean SD df t•Ratio 
Repeated-Addition 2.J,1, 12·:42 2·:29 23 
Ratio-to-One 14 6;64 }!26 13 
36 6~21· 
,, . 
. 
. . 
The data. for applying the t-test to H;ypothesis Four is found in 
Table XIII. The mean of the ~pea.ted-Addition low group in regard to 
understanding of mathems.tical properties applicable to multiplication 
' 1 
of whole n'l.'ll'11bers, as measured by items twenty-five through fo:rty-
• b , I 
seven, was 12··;·.59 and that of' the R1:!:,io"."to·On~ low group was 12',07~ 
The difference between means of 0:.51 (12';,58·12~0'7) was. in favor· of. the 
Repea.ted .. Addition approach': An F-·test appljii!id to th,e data demon- . 
I 
st:ra.ted no significant d:ii'ference in var:ia.:nce·; The. t-:ratio of o·:41 
for ;6 degrees o.f freedi">m ms not significant at the 0·~0.5 level; The 
null hypothesis of no diffe:t-ence between the means was not rejected·; 
This data indicated ths.t the Repeated-Addition approach has been 
demonstrated to be more effective than the Ratio-to-One approach for 
the total test and the :mastery of multiplication facts for the low 
' i 
' ,. i group; However, these data did not indicate that either approach was 
more effective than the other for the developing of understanding of 
mathe:matical properties applicable to the multiplication of whole 
numbers for the low group of the population: 
TABLE xrn 
LOW GROUP MEAN SCORES AND t-RATIO FOR UNDERSTANDING 
MATHEMATICAL PROPERTIES: ITEMS 25-47 
Approach N Mean SD df 
Repeated-Addition 24 1z;:.,s :,:·s1 23 
Ratio-to-One 14 1.t:··07 .31:26 13 
36 
Comparisor1 Involving Parts of the Test 
48 
t-Ratio. 
0·;41 
Five ma.theme.tica.l .. properties applicable to the multiplication of 
whole n'lll11bers were included in the post-test1:.. These' mathematical 
p:roperties were (1) the commutative property0 . (2). the associative 
property, (;) the distributive property;;· (4) the closure property0 
and (5). the multiplica.tiv·e identitjl!' The hypothesis that there is no 
difference between the means will be ass'lll11ed for each comparison'! 
Three tables will be 1•el.a.ted to each of the:, properties'! The first 
. ' 
:will report the .analysis of var:ia.noe using the low group for the two 
approaches and the mean scores for items measuring understanding of 
the commutative property~ The second will report the analysis .of 
variance using the middle group for the two approaches and the mean 
scores for items measuring understanding of the commutative property'! 
The third will report the analysis of variance for the high group 
for the two approaches and the mean scores for the items measuring' 
understanding of the commutative property. Then the pattern of tables 
.. 
is repeated for ea.ch o:f the remaining :mathema.tica.l properties measured 
in the post-test';·· 
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Nine items dealt ·with various aspects of the commutative property. 
Surnmafoies of the data appear in Tables XIV, X:J', and X:J'I respectively. 
Summary of the analysis of variance data for the low group is 
found in Table XIV'; The F-ratio for approach of O;O'?for 1 and 36 
degre~s of freedom ms not significant at the 0.05 levelo An F-ratio 
of 4~11 would be necessary for the null hypothesis to be rejected at 
the 0~05 lever; As the ratio did not approach that :magnitude, the 
conclusion gave support to the practical consideration of the limited 
significance of the difference between the mean scores; 
'l'ABLE XIV 
SUMMARY TABLE FOR LOW GROUP OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF 
MEANS FOR COMMUTATIVE PROPERTY ITEMS 
~~~~~~~--~~--~~~--~~~--------··-···-··---·----·-------------~-
Sou.roe of Variance Sum of Squares Mean Square df F-ratio 
------------~-~,,... _______________ _ 
Apprciach 
Within 
Total. 
F 1036 = Cl~07 
0.,28 
137092 
138020 
'.3.,83 
1 
36 
37 
----~~----~------~~--~·-·----~----
StUlllllary of the analysis of va:r'iance data for the middle gr1:mp is 
fom1d in Table XV~ The F-mtio for approach of O';L~5 for 1 and 139 
degrees of freedom ms not significant at the 0;05 level .. An F-ratio 
of 3;92 would be necessary for the nttll hypothesis to be rejected at 
the 0'~05 lever; As the ratio did not approach that magnitude, the 
conclusion gave support to the pmctical consideration of the limited 
significance of the difference between the mean scores'; 
TABLE XV 
SUMMARY TABLE FOR MJDDLE GROUP OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
OF MEANS FOR COMMUTATIVE PROPERTY 
.50 
Source .of Variance Sum of Squares · Mean Square df F-ratio--
.Approach 
Within 
.T,ota.i .... 
4.5;'1: 1126 
4~':70 
:31;"26 
' 
1 
}:39 
140 01,i!i':I, r: .. ·o'i';:1·. 
Stm.lilla.ry of the analysis of variance data for tll~ high group is 
found in Table XVI! The F.;.ra.tio for approach of J.i:1:11 for 1 and 33 
degrees of freedom. ~s not significant at the 0·~0.5 level~ An F-ra.tio 
of approximately if;i4 wou1d be necessary for the null llypothesis to be 
rejected at the 0';''0.5 levet!· Note that the obtained F ... ra.tio was 
approaching that Mgnitud.e':' 
TABLE XVI 
SUMMARY TABLE FOR HIGH GROUP OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
OF MEANS FOR COMMUTATIVE PROPERTY 
Sour.e&---of. ... :Variance. . Sum .of Squares Mea.n Square · df ... F-ratio . 
Approach 
Within 
TotaJ. .... 
11:3.3 
90'':'9.5 
11~3:3 
2': 7.5 
.. 4~11 ....... . 
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These data indicated that neither approach has been demonstrated 
to be more effective than the other for the developing of understanding 
of the commutative property''; 
Eight items dealt with various aspects of the associative property'; 
Sunmiaries of the data appear in Tables XVII, XVIII; and XIX respec-
tively; 
Sum:ma.ry of the analysis of va.:r:ia.nce data for the low group is 
found in Table XVII~ The F-ra.tio for approach of o;o4 for 1 and 36 
degrees oi' freedom is not signi:f'ioa.n·t at the 0'~0.5 lever: An F-ra.tio 
of L~·;11 would be necessary for the null hypothesis to be rejected at 
the 0~05 level:';' As the ratio did not approach that magnitude, the 
conclusion gave support to the practical consideration of the l:illlited 
significance oi' the difference between mean scores; 
TABLE XVII 
SUMMARY TABLE FOR LOW GROUP OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
OF MEANS FOR ASSOCIATIVE PROPERTY 
---·-·----------·-·-·-·-•-••-·-·--·---•u-u.-...--,-1•-•-•------·•-=•-~•--•-·--~·-••----•·-•-•-•i•-•-•'------~ 
Source .of Variance Sm of Squs.res Mean Sqt:ts.re d:f' F-ra.tio 
1 • • :enrilill • 1 r r, • • • • ,. 1 .._ 11111~,--:.;--liio•-u•--•---•1-uu --•-rr .-, -•-• -•~•-•-•-• 1.1-1111,1w-1111•-••---
Approach 
Within 
Total .. · 
1 
2~:38 36 
37 . o.·;o4 . 
-------·--illllli!M.1-ll--H ·---· -IIMIMllii-dlli!IIII-• --· 1-'MNhlllF._ t ff II • r'i I • l 1111111111!111110-lllllill-•IFY .. I • bi I 11:oJIMIIII! 
Summary of the analysis of variance data. for the middle group is 
found in Table XVII?!' The F-ra.tio for approach of 011:05 for l and 139 
degrees of freedom was not significant at the 0'1'!05 leveJ}i:i, An F-ratio 
of 3!92 would be necessary for the null hypothesis to be rejected at 
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the 01·!05 level'!' As the ratio did not approach that magnitude; the 
conclusion gave support to the practical consideration of the limited 
signi.f'ica:nce of the difference between the :mean scores1:·1 
TABLE XV'Ill 
SUMMARY TABLE FOR TEE MlDDLE . GROUP OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
OF MEANS FOR THE AS$0CIATIVE PROPERTY 
Source of Variance 
Approach 
Within 
Total 
Sum of Squa.res Mean Square df 
1 
139 
140 
F-ratio 
SUirl.lllB.ry of the analysis of variance data for the high group is 
found in Table XIX1: The F-ra.tio for approach of 01':01 for 1 and 33 
degrees of freedom was not significant at the 0"!'0.5 level':,, An F-ra.tio 
of approximately 4"1a4 would be necessary for the null hypothesis to be 
rejected at the ct:o 5 level1!11 
Five items dealt with yarious aspects of the distributive prop-
erty;·· Sum:ma.ries of the data. appear in Tables XI, XII, and XIII 
81.UTl.lllB.ry of the analysis of variance data. for the low group is 
found in Table xxt· The F-ra.tio for approach of 0\;:17 for 1 and 36 
degrees of freedom is not significant at the 0'!'0.5 level1~; An F-ratio 
of' l.JJi:'11 would be necessary for the null hypothesis to be rejected at 
TABLE XIX 
StJ.MMARY TABLE FOR HIGH GROUP OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
OF :MEANS FOR ASSOCIATIVE PROPERTY 
Source of Variance 
.A.ppros.oh 
Within 
Total 
Fi ,.'.3'.3 = 01:'01 
Sum.,of' Squares 
.50":'97 
TABLE XX 
Mean Square df 
0~'02 I 1 
t"!':54 33 
34 
SUMMARY TABLE FOR LOW GROUP OF ANA.LYS!S OF VARIANCE 
OF MEANS FOR DJSTRIBTJ'TIVE PROPERTY 
Source of Vari.a.nae Sum of' Squares Mean Squa.re d.f 
Approach at3e 01::,e 1 
Within eai:,45 s1:,·2:3 36 
Total eo1:'e:3 :37 
F t;,6 = 01':'t 7 
F .. ra.tio 
d1~·'01 
F•rat1o 
0''~17 
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Summary of the analysis of variance data for the middle· group is 
found in Table XXI. The F-ra.tio for approach of CY~·72 for 1 and 139 
degrees of freedom is not significant at the o··:05 level"! An F•ratio 
of 3'~'92 would be necessary for the null hypothesis to be rejected at 
TABLE XXI 
SUMMARY TABLE FOR MIDDLE GROUP OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
OF MEANS FO.R DISTRIBUTIVE PROPERTY 
Source of Variance Sum of Squares Mean Square df F-ra.tio 
Approach a1:·77 01·1·,'77 1 ,I"· • 
Within 149'1: 1!:36 1111:·07 139 
Total 150''!13 140 oi,:172 
Summary of the analysis of variance data. for the high group is 
found in Table XXI:E1; The F .. ·ratio for approach of 2'~86 for 1 and 33 
degrees of freedom is not significant at the 0!'':05 leveJ}; An F•re.tio 
of a.pproximately LiJ1~i:t4 would be necessary for the null hypothesis to be 
rejected at the Ct!'O 5 leveJ.!1:·1 
These data indicated that neither approach has been demonstrated 
to be more effective than the other for the dev·eloping of understanding 
of the distributive propert;y'':1 
Three items dealt with various aspects of the closure property; 
Summaries of the data. appear in Tables xxrtit :XXIV'~. and XIV respeo-,. 
Summary of the analysis of variance data for the low group is 
TABLE XXII 
SUMMARY TABLE FOR HIGH GROUP OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
OF MEANS FOR DISTRIBUTIVE PROPERTY 
Source oi' Vari.a.nee Sum of Squares Mean Square df F-ratio 
Approach Ji";o.5 3•:0.5 1 
Within 35::·60 1111:·07 33 
Total 38'1!'65 34 :z11:·s6 
.5.5 
found in Ta.ble IXIIJ;': The F-ra.tio for approach of 0'~27 for 1 and 36 
degrees of' freedom is not significant at the 0··~·0.5 level': An F-ra.tio 
of' J.ri'~:1.1 would be necessary for the null hypothesis to be rejected at 
the o:·o; lever;·· As the ratio did not approach that magnitude, the 
conclusion gave support to the practical consideration of' the limited 
significance of the dii'f erence between the mean scores11:' 
TABLE XXIII 
St001ARY TABLE FOR LOW GROUP OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
OF MEANS FOR CLOSURE PROPERTY 
Source of Vari.a.nee S\lill of Squares Mean Sq us.re . di' 
APProach 01:21 l 
Within o·'r?s 36 
Total 37 
F Oifr··27 f~:36 = • 
F ... ra.tio 
o!:·27 
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Summary of the analysis of variance data for the middle group is 
found in Table I.XIV!' The F-ratio for approach of o·:45 for 1 and 1:39 
degrees of freedom was not significant a.t the (i'!'o5 level'!' 
Summary of the analysis of variance data for the high group is 
found in Table XXV';'' The F-ra.tio for approach of 011t31 for 1 and :3:3 
degrees of freedom is not significant at the 01!0.5 level!~- An F-ratio 
of appro~tely 4"~14 vrould be necessary for the null hyp0thesis to be 
TABLE I.XIV 
SUMMARY TABLE FOR MIDDLE GROUP OF ANAI,YSJ.S OF VARIANCE 
OF MEANS FOR CLOSURE1iROPERTY 
Source of Variance Sum of Squares 
Approach 
Within 
Total 
Mean Square df 
1 
1:39 
140 
F-ratio 
As none of the F-ra.tios approached the magnitude necessary for 
rejection of the null hypothesis';1 the conclusion gave support to the 
practical consideration of the limited significance of the difference 
between :mean scores':·:· Thus~ these data indicated that neither approach 
has been demonstrated to be more effective than the other for the 
development of understanding of the closure property!" 
Four items dealt with various aspects of the multiplicative 
identity concept;'! Summary of the data. appear in Tables xxvr·;· XXVI!,, 
and XXVIII respectively!' 
TABLE XXV 
SUMMARY TABLE FOR HIGH GROUP OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
OF MEANS FOR CLOSURE PROPERTY 
Source of Variance Sum of Squares Mean Square df F-ra.tio 
Approach 
Within 
Total 
0°"~"'21 F1;33 = •.; 
o':12 
1t:2a 
12t4o 
01a2 1 
0·;)7 33 
.'.34 0;·31 
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Summary of the ana.lysi~ of variance data. for the low group is 
found in Table XIV?1r The F-ratio for approach of .51:·62 for 1 and .'.36 
degrees of freedom was significant at the (1'~"05 level11:· An F-ra.tio of 
4i'':'11 would be necessary for the null hypothesis to be rejected at the 
d''!'05 level!';'' As the F-:ra.tio was greater than that magnitude·; the con-
clusion gave support of significant difference between the mean scores'1': 
The difference 'Was in favor of the Repeated-Addition approacb:1: 
Summary of the analysis of variance data for the :middle group is 
found in Table xx:v·n:·:·' The F-ratio for approach of 31':'04 for 1 and 139 
degrees of freedom is not significant a.t the 0"·;05 level'! An F-ra.tio 
of ,J;92 would be necessary for the null hypothesis to be rejected at 
the 0·~05 level!~!1 Note', however; that the F..,ra.tio was approaching that 
ma.gni tucle~t·, 
Summary of the analysis of variance de.ta for the high group is 
i'ound in Table XXVIIJ:'i' '!'lte F ... ratio for a.pproach of LJJ·:06 fo:r, 1 a.nd. 
33 degrees of freedom is not significant at the O'f10; level:;~ An r ... 
ratio of approximately J.iJ':'14 would be neceseia.ey :f'or the null hypothesis 
TABLE XXVI 
SUMMARY TABLE FOR LOW GROUP OF ANALYS~ OF VARIANCE 
OF MEANS FOR THE MULTmICATIVE IDENTITY 
Source of Variance Sum of Squares Mean Square F-ra.tio 
Approach 
Within 
Total 
s::'21. 
3:511:''33 
TABLE XXVII 
1 
36 
37 
SUMMA.RY TABLE FOR MIDDLE GROUP OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
OF 1-1.!EA.NS FOR THE MULTIPLICATIVE JDENTITY 
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---•-• -·---·•-• -•-1111•-•-P"ll-,11•-n11--•-•~---•,•-•••-• ---•-• 11-• •-•-iu-, ........ .-1111111111111111: m r I i••••IM- ••1••._.••• ~, 11 r • •~llli11111111NO""'*"'> 
Source of Variance Sum. o:f' Squa.res Mea.:n Squiare F•ra.t:io 
---·-· ·-· --· --·-· -· t-F -·11111-0 -· ---· II_, IIM--~-·-·'*-U _______ ,.r-..111 illli- fl t t r r t 1111 -.111 • II M w·r T • $ •• lll!IUilllll •• W MIIMll!lll 11111• ~ill 
Approe.oh 
Within 
Total 
F 1 ~139 = 3:04 
311:16 
l4l~;'t53 
147':69 
3''''16 1 
t 1':'03 1:39 
11.!·0 311:1104 
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to be rejected at the 01~'05 level~ 
These data indicated that there was a significant difference in 
favor of the Repeated-Addition approach for the developing of under-
standing of the multiplicative identity for the low group! However; 
the same was not true for the middle and high grouJi";' 
TABLE X:XVIII 
SUMMARY TABLE FOR HIGH GROUP OF ANALYSIS OF VARIAN.CE 
OF MEANS FOR THE MULTIPLICATIVE IDENTITY 
Source of Variance Sum of Squares Mean Square df F-ra.tio 
I 
Approach 3';80 :,1'~eo 1 
Within .'.3(i;9.3 O'ii;94 
.3.3 
Total .314!7.3 .3L~ LJJ;06 
Through an item analysis of the test'; much informatiq,n was gained 
that was not amenable to sta.tist:5.cal co1111:ia:risons w.ithout stating 
extreme l:imitations in regard to significance of results'''f This i11·-
i'or.ma.tion will now be discussed:":' 
Comparisons of Drawings For Item'Forty~Three 
The results of an analysis of the drawings ma.de by the pupils in 
each approach to illustrate that multiplication distributes over 
I 
addition are given in Table x.tCX~ One ~f the most enlightening facts 
revealed in this analysis ·was the frequency with which the Ra.tio ... to-
One group used the array"~ Of the 83 judgeable drawing completed by 
the Ratio-to-One gro~'~1'1 41 per cent were arrays; of the 28 correct 
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drawings·;' 71 per cent were ~rra.ys';i· The Ratio-to-One group had not 
been presented with an array to be used as the physical referent in 
any of the programmed lessons1: 1• Of the 103 judgeable drawings done by 
the Repeated-Additio~ group·; 81 per cent were arrays; of the 31 correct 
I 
drawings··;i 93 per cent were arrays1'!'1 A second enlightening fact revealed 
was that no pupil in the R.a.tio-to-One group used a coordinate system 
a.nd ordered pa.ir of numbers1l'· Another informative aspect of the analy-
sis ·was that although 75 per cent of the pupils in the Repeated-
Addition group drew arra.ys1·~ only 35 per cent of the arrays were cor-
rect/1;'1 The fourth informative fact of the analysis was that the R.a.tio-
to-One group used a.n array correctly to illustrate.the distributive 
p;roperty almost as frequently as the Repeated-Addition group'1! 
TABLE XXIX 
ANALYSIS OF DRAWINGS FOR ITEM 43 OF THE POST-TEST 
Approach N JJJ.dm:bl!i2 . Qgrr,g;t 
Total Coordinate ~'!'f4Y Array others 
System ! 
Repea.ted:.Addition 111 10.3 0 83 29 2 
R.a.tio-to-One 103 8.3 0 .34 20 8 
Two contrasts a.re notioea.bl.e in Table .xx:oc: One was that no 
I 
:matter whether the illustration 'Wl.s correct or not'·'; pupils in the 
Repeated-Addition group tended to use a.n a.rra.y to illustrate the prob--
lem';· For example"," .54 pupils drew an incorrect array to illustrate the 
distributive propertf!1 Thus1';· 6.5 percent of the Repeated-Addition 
group I s arrays were incorreet1; In contra.st only 14 pupill~' 41 per 
cent of the dra:wingit;t, in the Ratio-to-One group committed a. s:i.mila.r 
The other contra.sting point is that a relatively large number 
of the Repeated-Addition group attempted to illustrate the example': 
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A noticeable smaller number of pupils in the Ratio-to-One group ma.de 
an unsuccessful attempt to illustrate the e:x:ample11!' The pupils in this 
group were more prone to refrain from trying than to be unsuccessfuJ.:11'' 
C~pa.rison Among Parts of the Test 
A second pa.rt of the study was concerned with pupil mastery of 
multiplication facts and understanding of the ms.them.a.tical·properties 
applicable to the multiplication of whole numbers111!''1 This pa.rt of the 
chapter will discuss (1) the difficulty level of the items. and (2) 
how the high-scoring pupils compared to the low-s~oring pupils in re• 
' ' . 
gard to the items measuring the various mathematical propertie1ri:·· 
The analysis of the data attempted to ascertain whether the 
pupils seemingly had mro:t•e di:fficul't,y leaxTJ.ing ma.thema.tioal properties 
than multiplication facts will be discussed firstJ1i:!, 
To determine this} the proportion of correct responses to items 
that require knowledge of the mul tiplic,a tion facts and i·tems that 
require understanding of the mathematiCJa.l properties applicable to 
multiplication of whole nmbers a.1"'8 shown in Tables m through XXXV 
. I ' 
respeotiveit:" The proportion of correo·t responses was found for all 
pupils irrespective of the approach usecr':" This proportion gave the 
level 0£ difficulty i'o:r each item':' When summed for all items and 
divided by the total number o:r items in a. speo::i:.f.'io section'.1: 1; the result 
was the mean level of d:i:f'£iculty for each section1t 
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Summary of the data. for the correct responses to items measuring 
mastery of the multiplication facts is found in Table IXr!· The item 
having the greatest proportion .of correct responses was item six"!· The 
item having the least proportion of correct responses was item eleven~:-
The mean level of difficulty for the mastery section of the final test 
Item 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
TABLE XXX 
PROPORTION OF CORRECT RESPONSES FOR MASTERY OF 
MULTIPLICATION FAC'.lS: ITFNS 1·18 
Proportion Proportion 
Correct Item ··· - · Correct Item 
·~91 7 ''!45 13 
(i?4 0 8 "'t83 14 
,;,54 9 !·:92 15 
ii;;51 10 j;:91 16 
w:'97 11 j,1~'38 17 
1'';85 12 11:,'.59 18 
Prooortion 
Correct 
,ii:192 
it59 
1
·:s7 
l!l:i:58 
1·:·a7 
11:·76 
SUl1'1.tDary of data. for the proportion of correct responses to the 
' I 
commutative property items is in Table :x:x:x:r1!" Note;;~. except for item 
27';," the proportion of correct responses to the commutative items is 
quite higH:· Item 27 required the pupils to apply their knowledge of 
the commutative property to a. problemi!q The mean level of difficulty 
The mean level of dif'ficulty for the distributive property items 
was ";·38 1'! Summary of' the data. for the correct response to these items 
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is found in Table XXXI?: Item 47 appeared to be the lea.st difficult":' 
This item called for recognition of the distributive property:· 
TABLE XXXI 
PROPORTION OF CORRECT RESPONSES FOR THE COMMUTATIVE PROPERTY ITEMS 
Proportion Prop(Ci)rtion Proportion 
Item Correct Item Correct Item Correct 
22 11~'98 30 11:?6 lf·5(a) 11:·s1 
24 41!''92 40(&) ij,:•64 •. 47(a) 11:•57 
27 11:,:39 40(b) ''!'62 47(d) i;t64 
TABLE XXX:II 
PROPORTION OF CORRECT RESPONSES FOR DISTRIBUTIVE PROPERTY ITEMS 
?>'.t'op9rtion Proport:ion Prcpor.t:i.(l):n 
Item Correct It,m CIOli!"l"Ell.'.:lt Item Coy,rect 
19 1i·30 44 1!41 47(f) i'!l:?1 ,1 .. • 
32 i:·22 45(b) ,:21 
Su.m:mary of the data for the co:rrecrt response to the associa.t,ive 
items is found in Table XIDI1!' Item 42 seemed to be the least dif-
ficultJ11:1' The mean level of difficulty f@r the associative property 
The proportion· cif cor:recrt responses for each item o:f' the closure 
property ms almost equiwi.lentJ~:" Su:mma:ey of the data pem.ining to this 
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property is in Table :x:IXIV11:: The mean level of difficulty was ~:'65'!' 
Item 
21 
2.3 
31 
Item 
2.5 
TABLE XXXIII 
PROPORTtON OF CORRECT RESPONSES FOR ASSOCIATIVE PROPERTY ITEMS 
Proportion Proportion Proportion 
Correct Item Correct Item Correct 
1''!'56 41(b) !1~;t14 4,5(o) i:o:.50 
''!.5.3 1+2(a) "~'89 47(a) ~:''.58 
i;48 42(b) 1'!'77 
TABLE XXXllT 
PROPORTION OF CORRECT RESPONSES FOR THE CLOSURE PROPERTY ITEMS 
Proportion 
Correct Item 
3.5 
Proportion 
Cor.>rect 
Proportion 
Item Correct 
Su:m:m.ary of the data in regard to the eorrect responses for the 
multiplicative identity items is in Table XXX\P~ Item 28 appeared to 
be the most difficult}:' The pupils were :required to apply their 
understanding of this property in an e:x:a.mple that contained no numer-~ 
., 
alsf:.i The mean level of difficulty was 1'!6i;' 
Summary of the mean level of difficulty for ea.ch of the mathe-
matical properties included in the post-test is in Table X.XXVI'!' The 
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mean level of difficulty for the distributive property items was '1!J8! 
This seemingly indicated that the pupils found these items more dif-
ficult than those for the other :mathematical properties'i! 
TABLE XXXV 
PROPORTION OF CORRECT RE3PONSES FOR THE MULTIPLICATIVE lDENTITY ITEMS 
........ Q IL~!--
' 
a ....... .,, .. ,,.,.,, lf$PRS ••c , .. ~i...111111 
Proportion Proportion Proportion 
Items Correct Item. Correct Item Correct 
5 '':97 15 1'':·a6 41(a) 1';'47 
8 11'~1'6) 28 11,:1129 47(c) ,,,:,77 
13 i'l:u93 36 :47 
TABLE XXXVI 
MEAN LEVEL OF DIFFICULTY FOR THE VARIOUS ASPECTS OF THE POST-TEST 
Aspect Mean Level Aspect Mean Level 
Mastery -~7:3 Co:mm\ltative ''!67 
.Associative '"'"'':59 ·o Distributive :i::,s 
Multiplicative Identity 1"~'67 Closu.re i·"'66 • 
Summary of the data. for the high and low groups in regard to the 
level of difficulty for the various parts of the test is in Table 
xxxvr:r;' Both groups seemingly found the :m.astery items the least 
difficult and the distributive items the most difficult!'~· 
TABLE XXXVII 
MFJi.N LEVEL OF. DIFFICULTY FOR HIGH AND LOW GROUPS FOR 
'TEE VARIOUS ..ASPECTS OF THE POST-TEST 
Mea.n wel of W,fficttlty 
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Aspect Total Group High Group Low Group 
Mas:tery 
Commutative 
Assooiati:ve 
Distributive 
Closure 
Multiplicative Identity 
.  . 
''!'73 
11:157 
;59 
i1:,,:3s 
1''!66 
':'94 
·;a3 
'';78 
1":·50 
1;82 
,;49 
,,;,·3s 
U ........... __..... . ................. ,u 1 ~,-..... -. --·----,·-·-... ·-··•-•111tn, .. 
These data. indicate that the low group consistently found t.he 
various aspects of the post~test more di:f'fio"Ult than the high group 
Retention Test Results 
The results of comparisons involving retention test mean scores 
are presented bel.ow"!1 Three tables will be related to the results"';· Al.1 
of the tables will report the t-ra.tio using the total or subtest scores 
of the retention test for specific approaches":' The co:m.parisons were 
concerned 'With the mean scores of the total group on (1) the test as a 
whole·~ (2) the items measur:µ,.g understanding of the ll'lathematical 
properties applicable to the' multiplication of whole numbers, and (3) 
the mastery measuring items'; Summaries of the data appear in Tables 
IXXIJIII; XXXIX, and :n. respectivelyi;· 
.. , 
The data for applying the t-test to the total test means for the 
retention test is in Table .XXXVII:I1;:, The mean of the Repeated-Addition 
group for the total test was 3.5~79 and that of the Ratio-to-One group 
w,:1,s 35~121~ The difference between means of d:66 (.'.3.5'!'79-3.5!12) was in 
favor of the Repeated-Addition approach'.":· However, note that the mean 
of the Ratio-to-One group "Wa.s slightly higher than that obtained on 
the post-test~ Y.1-~SO';' Additionally; the difference between the means 
of 0'1Z'66 is 0'1~60 less than it was for the post ... testY; The t-:r.atio for 
the difference between means of ~q:t,9 for 212 degrees of. freedom was 
not significant at the 0~0.5 level·~ The null hypothesis of no dif-
ference between the retention test mean scores was not rejected'; 
The data for applying the t-test to th~ retention test mean 
scores for the :mastery of the mu.1tiplication facts is found in Table 
:x:IXI:X!': 1 The mea.n of the Repea:ted, .. Addition group w.a.e 1811:'71 a.:nd that of 
the Ra.tie .. to ... One group was 1&';··26t 'l~e difference between means of 
0·~44 (18·';70-18'::26) was in favor of· the Repeated ... Addition approach'."~' 
The t .... :ra tio for the diff'eria:r1ce between :mear1a of 01:79 i'o,r 212 deg:r.ees 
of freedom was not significant a.t the d1~'0.5 level:''!'' The null hypothes:is 
of no difference between the retention test means in regard to :mastery 
of the multiplication facts ms not rejecrted': 
The data for applying the t-test to the l'.>etention test mean 
scores for understanding of :mathematical properties applicable to 
multiplication of whole numbers is found in Table XL! The mean of the 
Repeated-Addition group was 17!'01 and that of the Ra.tio ... to-One group 
was 16·';·8l!J'!" The difference between means of 0'!1? (1 i:"'01=161';'84) was 
in favor of the Repeated=Addition apprcmcn~- The t-ratio for the 
difference between the retention test means of 0':'23 ;tor 212 degrees 
of freedom was not significant at the 0''!;05 level2~· Thus, the null 
hypothesis of no difference between the means was not rejectedi! 
TABLE XXXV'III 
TOTAL GROUP MEAN SCORES AND t .. BATIO FOR ALL ITEMS 
FOR THE RETENTION TEST , 
68 
Approach N Mean SD d.f t-Ratio 
Repeated-Addition 111 3.~''!79 t:'37 110 
Ra tio-to-0:ne 103 351t:t.2 91!03 102 
212 ot59 
TABLE :X:XXIX 
TOTAL GROUP :MEAN SCORES AND t-RATIO FOR ITEMS MEASURING MASTERY 
OF THE MULTIPLICATION FACTS FOR THE RETENTION TEST 
Approach N Mean SD t-Ratio 
Repeated-Addition 111 181~"70 131':·79 110 
Ratio-to-One 103 18":26 19t55 102 
212 d!''79 
These da.ta :indicated that neither approach has been demonstrated 
to be more effective than the other for the retention of multiplication 
facts or understanding of mathematical properties applicable to the 
multiplication of· whole numbers~:i 
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TABLE XL 
TOTAL GROUP MEAN SCORFS AND t-RATIO FOR ITEMS MEASURING UNDERSTANDING 
OF MATHEMATICAL PROPERTIES FOR THE RETENTION'TEST 
Approach N Mean SD t-Ra.tio 
Repeated-Addition 111 17'~01 4'!'?1 110 
Ratio-to-One 103 16't84 I.Jl~'98 102 
212 o·:23 
Summary 
The results of the_~tatistical test of the hypotheses are sum-
marized below~·· When the mean score for the total Repeated-Addition .. 
group was compared to the mean score for the total Ratio-to-One group, 
no significant difference was found at the o·r~'05 level:,'• 
The second hypothesis dealt with the comparison of the mean scores 
of the Repeated-Addition high group and the Ratio-to-One high group. 
Again; there was no significant difference bet"Ween the mean scores on 
any of the three aspects measured;; 
However~- the t-ra.tio obtained when the mean scores for the 
mathematical properties for the R.a.t:io-to-One middle group and the 
Repeated-Addition middle group were compared was slightly higher than 
the ratio needed for the third null hypothesis to be rejected~ The 
difference was in favor of the Repeated-Addition group~ 
The-fourth hypothesis dealt with the comparison of the mean 
scores for .the low groups"':' The statistical test resulted in a. signifi-
cant difference bet"Ween the mean scores on the total test in favor of 
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the Repeated-Addition group. When the two parts of the test, mastery 
of multiplication facts and mathematical properties•' were investigated, 
it was noted that this significant difference appeared to be located 
in the mastery of multiplication part of the post-test:;; No significant 
difference was found between the mean scores for the two groups for the 
items measuring understanding of the mathematical properties·~ 
The results of an a..nalysif of the drawings :made to illustrate that 
multiplication distributes over addition revealed some enlightening 
facts; One of these ·was that the Ratio-to-One group drew almost as 
:many correct arrays for illustration as did the Repeated-Addition group 
in spite of the fact that the array w.as not introduced in the Ra.tio-to-
One approacl::{~ A second fa.ct noted w.as that no pupil used a coordinate 
system to illustrate that multiplication distributes over addition:;:' 
'When the data were analyzed to determine whether the pupils 
seemingly had more difficulty with lea.ming mathematical properties 
than they did the mastery of multiplication facts, it was found that 
the mean level of dif'f ic·u.lty ind:ica ted g:rea ter difficulty with the 
matheI11atica.l properties than 'With the mastery items; Seemingly, the 
low group had more difficulty with items preta:ining to the ma.the ... 
ma. tical properties tha.ri did the h::l.gh gro·l:i.p'; 
'When the data from the retent:i.on test were a:na.lyzed., no ed.gnif'i,-
ca.nt difference was found at the d'1!0,5 level:''~ These data indicated 
that neither approach was mo:re effective i'o:r the :retention o:f' 1r1ult:ipli-
cation facts and understanding of :ms.thems.tical. propert1.es tha.n the 
other. 
CHAPTER IV 
IMPLICATIONS 
Introduction 
The present study dealt with (1) the effectiveness of using two ii' 
different physical referents to illustrate multiplication and (2) the 
relation between physical referent and pupil learning of multiplication 
as measured by mean achievement for the following parts of the post-
test: 
1. Total test 
2. Multiplication facts 
3. Mathematical properties 
4. Commutative property 
.5 0 Associative property 
60 Distributive property 
7. Closure property 
,• 
s.·~;,Multiplicative identity 
9, Illustration of the distributive property 
10, Retention test 
A random sample of 214 fourth grad$ pupils in eight classes for 
the 1967-68 school year in the River Falls Public Schools and the New 
Richmond Public Schools took part i.n the study, F.ach class waJ 
randomly assigned to one of two approaches. Two sets of programmed 
instructional :material, fifteen lesson each, were constructed by the 
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writer., The corresponding lessons in eachset were as alike as pos-
sibleo The only major di~ference being in the illustrations being 
usedo One group used the array exclusively as the physical referent 
to illustrate multiplication; the other used a coordinate system 
exclusively., 
The results of the post-test, constructed by the writer, were 
subjected to statistical analysis., 
Conclusions 
The study was designed to test four hypotheses: (1) there is no 
significant difference between the post-test mean scores of those 
fourth grade pupils who had been introduced to multiplication by the 
Repeated Addition approach and those who had been introduced to 
multiplication by the Ratio-to-One approach, (2) there is no signif-
icant difference between the mean scores for understanding of mathe-
matical properties of the high level fourth grade pupils who had been 
introduced to these properties as related to multiplication by the 
Repeated Additio11 approach and those who had been introduced to these 
properties by the Ratio-to-One approach, (3) there is no significant 
difference between the mean ,scores for the understanding of mathemat-
ical properties of the middle level fourth grade pupils who had been 
introduced to these properties as related to multiplicii'tion by the 
Repeated Addit"io:n approach and those who had been introduced to these 
p:rope:rties by the Ratio-to-One approach, and. (L1,) there is no signif-
icant difference between the mean scores for the understanding of 
:m.athema.tical properties as related to multiplication of the low level 
fourth grade pup:ils who had been introduced to these properties by the 
Repeated-Addition approach and those who ha.d been introduced by the 
Ratio-to-One approach~ 
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From the available evidence several conclusions seemed warranted. 
The first set of conclusions pertained td the first hypothesiso 
It was found tha.t there was nQ significant difference between the mean 
scores for the two approaches when all items on the post-test were 
compared. Nei·ther was there any significant difference between the 
mean scores for the two approaches for items measuring mastery of the 
multiplication factso When the two approaches were compared as to the 
undersianding of mathematical propertiesp no significant difference 
was found between the mean scores. 
From the above data one interpretation was made. The interpre-
tation was that during the introductory teaching of multiplication to 
the total group one approach was not demonstrated to be more effective 
tha.n the other for the population. 
The second set of conclusions pertained to the second hypothesisa 
There was no significant difference between the mean scores for the 
Repeated-Addition high group and the Ratio-to-One high group for a.11 ·· 
items on the post-test;; There "WB.S no significant difference between 
the mean scores of the two groups for items measuring mastery of the 
multiplication facts. Neither was there any significant difference 
between the mean scores for the two groups for items measuring under-
standing of mathematical properties. 
The third set of conclusions pertained to the third hypothesis. 
I 
There was no significant difference between the mean scores for the 
Repeated-Addition middle group and the Ratio-to-One middle group for 
all items on the post-test and for items measuring mastery of the 
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multiplication facts; Although slight, a significant difference was 
found in favor of the Repeated-Addition group when the mean scores for 
the understanding of mathematical properties items were compared. 
Such a slight difference caused the writer to wonder if the use of a·· 
larger number of items might have caused a change in this conclusion. 
The fourth set of conclusions pertained to the fourth hypothesis. 
There was a significant difference between the mean s6ores of the 
Repeated-Addition low group and the R.a.tio-to-One low group, in favor 
of the Repeated-Addition approach, for the total test. When the two 
parts of the post-test, :ma.ster,y of multiplication facts and under-
standing of mathematical properties were investigatedp it was note.cl 
that this significant difference appeared to be located in the master,y 
of multiplication facts part of the post-test; The t-ra.tio for this 
part verified that this assumption was true; Although there was a 
significant difference between the mean scor,es of the low groups for 
items measuring master,y of multiplication facts, no significant 
difference was found between the mean scores for the items measuring 
understanding of the mathematical properties. From a difference this 
large, it was assumed that the use of the Repeated-Addition approach 
might be more effective than the use of the Ratio-to-One approach for 
the mastery of multiplication facts for the low group of the popula-
tion. 
The data indicate that neither approach appeared to be more 
.effective than the other. for the developing of understanding of the 
(1) commutative property, (2) associative property 0 (3) distributive 
property, and (4) closure property for any of the achievement levels. 
However, .the data did demonstrate that the Repea.ted-AdditiQn approach 
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seemingly was more effective than the Ratio-to-One approach fQr the 
developing of understanding and use of t1?,e multiplicative identity 
for the low group of the pop$ t:\cm .•.. 
The illustration most frequently used, both correctly and· 
incorrectly, to illustrate that multiplication distributes over 
' ' 
addition, item 43, was the arrayo _The Repeated-Addition group used 
• 1• • 
the array as the physical referent almost exclusively·~ Similarly, 
it was used more frequently by the Ra.ti<?-to-One group than any other 
'. 
referent. As the array had not been introduced to this group, the 
frequency of its use seemed unusual. The coordinate system ms not 
used by any pupil to illustrate that multiplication distributes over 
addition even though it was used exclusively in the programmed material 
for the Ratio-to-One group. However, only a small proportion of the 
pupils in both groups i1lust:rated the distributive property cor~ctly. 
Appa.rently, either they did not visualize the problem correctly or 
did not U+J,dersta.nd wha_t the exercise requiredo '.].'he pupils in the 
Ratio-to-One group produced noticeably fewer drawings to illustrate 
the distributive property than did thE1 ~peated-A.ddition group. 
Overall, those items dealing with the mathematical properties 
were seemingly more difficult than those items dealing with the 
mastery of multiplication facts:·~ Data for the mean level of diffi-
culty of the items seemingly indicate that the pupils found the 
distributive property items the most difficult·. 
The comparisons made between the mean level of difficulty of 
items1. for the high and low groups seemingly indicated that the low 
group consistently found the items more difficult than did the high 
group; 
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Only one of the four hypotheses was rejected. However,.when the 
final test scores were divided into three levels, there were two other 
statistically significant differences found between groups. All of 
these were in favor or the Repeated-Addition approach. Although the 
significant difference found between the middle groups was slight, 
there was one between the mean scores for the understanding of :mathe-
matical properties as measured by items 23 through 47. It seemed 
plausible to question its importance because of this slight difference. 
On the other hand, the statistical difference found between the two 
low groups as to the total score and mastery items scores was greato 
One possible interpretation of these findings is that these three 
significant differences are directly attributable to the difference 
in physical referent used to illustrate mu.ltiplica.tion as this was 
the only ma.nipula. ted miria ble in ·the study~ An acceptance of this 
interpretation ~~ould mean that the associ~tion bet~en multiplication 
fact t:1.nd the array as a :referent opera.tad to facilitate. the acquisi-
tion, retention, and u.nde:rsta:nding cif m·ul:t:lpl.icatirJn facts more than 
the association between the coordinate systeim e,s ,a, referent and the 
multiplication f,act; 
However, this interpretation should not be accepted without 
taking into account ce:rtiai:11 factors~ If the associat:ion between 
referent and multiplicatio11 fact did facilitate acquisition and learn-
ing of the facts for the low achieving group, then it seemed reason-
. (, 
able that it should have facilitated the understanding of rna.the:m.a.tical 
properties applicable to the multiplication of whole numbers for the 
group. It also seemed pro'bable tha.t if the Repeated .. Addition middle 
group were superior in :regard to mean scores for the :mathematical 
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properties items because of the use of the array as a physical refer-
ent, then the practice provided for multiplication facts while 
studying the mathematical properties should have had .some bearing on 
the mean score for the mastery of multiplication facts items. If 
this were truee it did .not provide a. significant difference in mean 
scores between the two middle groups·; 
I 
However, this was not the case·:. The use of the array as a. 
referent was shown to be superior only for mastery of the multiplica-
tion facts for the low group and for understanding of ma.thema.tioal 
properties for the middle group·; 
Next, there appeared a. confounding effect. The second element 
that seemingly did not support the conclusion that the association 
between physical referent and multiplication fa.ct facilitated learning, 
retention, a.nd urJdersta.nding of multiplica;tion is that the Ratio-to-
One group used .arrays to ill"Ustra:te that mul:tipl:ioation distributes 
over addition, item L~.3. although th~y ~d not been introduced to. it in 
the prograxmned ·.ma.ter:ia.1'~ Not a single pupil in the Ra:tio-to-One group 
used a coordinate system as the physical referent to illustrate the 
same item. 
The third element tha.t seemingly £~ils to support the conclusion 
thll.t association between physical referent a.nd multiplication fa.ct 
facilitated lea:rning 0 :retention, and understanding of multiplication 
is that the Repea.tedwAddition group used an array incorrectly appr9;-
ima.tely twice as frequently as the group used it correctly to illus-
trate item 4J"; In fact 11 few of the incorrect ~rra.ys for items 4.3 
even illustrated the basic multiplication fact, 6 x L~ == 24 0 being 
used in the exercise''! 
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These inconsistencies suggest that the conclusion that the us.e of 
. 
a. single physical referent~!' illustrate multiplication would facili-
tate a.cquisition0 retention, and understanding of multiplication was 
not definitely demonstrated by the study·; 
However, before the conclusion can be definitely accepted or 
rejected, further research is needed to clarify whatever a relation-· 
ship :may exist between the physical referent used and the m'Ultiplica-
tion fa.ct or mathematical property being ta:ughto 
The findings a.J.so showed that pupils were able to use an array 
to illustrate multiplication even though it.was not specifically used 
during the introductor:r teaching of multiplication~ On the post-test 
19 per cent of the pupils in the Ratio-to-One group used the array 
correctly to illustrate that multipl:ication distributes over a.ddition 
even though they had not had e:x:pe:r'ienoe with the .array during the 
studi: 
The use of any physical referent exclusively for all achievement 
levels seemingly ha.s lirr.itations~ First, there was some evid~:ri.Q~ .t~::t. 
pµpg~ .:who 444 P.&e.lJ. .~:q,osed to the array exclusi,rely used it indi~orim-
inately-. On the other hand, pupils whe had been exposed to the 
coordinate system exclusively often failed to :make any illustrations 
unless confident of success~ The Repea.ted-Addi·tion group made 84 
arrays to illustrate item 43; out of' which only 29 were correct. 
Secondly. the Repeated-Addition low-achieving group performed signifi-
cantly better on those items ~easuring :ma.ster.v of multiplication 
facts; yet, the same was not truefo:r those items measuring under-
standing of :mathema.tica.1 properyies·; This might suggest that for 
low-achieving pupils the array is a simple and easily understood 
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referent of the multiplication facts. 
In conclusion, then, the findings seem to indicate three major 
points'; First t the learning of the ma. thema. tical properties, especially 
the distributive property, -was more difficult than mastery of the 
multiplication facts for all levels. Second, the use of different 
physical referents to "lteach introductqry multiplicat:i.on might be 
chosen according to purpose and achiervement levelo And last, the 
choice of physical referent might be dependent upon the meaning of 
multiplication to be emphasized': 
Theoretical Implicat:ions 
One of the postulates sta.ted that pupils who are in fourth grade 
are of an age to be able to learn mathematical. properties applicable 
to mult:ipl.ica.tion of whole numbers as 'Well as multiplication :f;a.cts1 : 
The mean level of dif.f:icn .. ,J.ty found fc,::r• mastery i·tems and that for 
mathematical properties iiems did not unequivocally support the 
postulate~ Instead, the findixi.gs seemi:ogly iJ:1dicated that pupils 
differed as to abi::}.:ity to learn ~:thematicsi,l prciperties related to 
mttl.tiplication! 'l'he achievement levels differed, also, as to their 
ability to learn the mathei:nat:'Lc:al propert:ies appl:i.cable to multiplica= 
tion of,(;" whole numbe1"'s"; In addit:i.cm., the f i,:ndings indicated that the 
total 'group f()und the· distributive items mcire difficult than any other 
m.athenw..tical property items~ 
Another postulate stated that pupils at the fourth grade leve.l of 
attainment were aided in the development of intuitive thinking by the 
use of physical referents and that some physical referents might be 
more effective tban others'! No significant difference was found 
between the total group using the Repeated-Add~tion approach and the 
total group using the Ratio-to-One approach. Thus II thi_s study 
produced no evidence of a significant relationship between physical 
referent used and the learning of :multiplication for the population; 
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However, when the various achievement levels using the Repeated-
Addition approach were compared to their respective levels using the 
Ratio-to-One approach, a relationship 'WlitS :fo·und for the lowi-,achieving 
level:~ The mean score of the Repea·ted-Addition low group was signifi-
cantly superior to that of the Rs..tio .. to, .. Qne low group'~ This st'udy 
provided some ev:idence of a significant relationship between physical 
referent and learning of mii.ltiplication facts for the low group of the 
population'; 
The third posttllate stated that programmed instruotioMl material 
might be effective fo:r all pupils, This s·tudy gi'Ves little support 
to this postule.teo Low--achieving pupils fottnd items requiring reading 
of words more difficult tba.n those items requiring reading of nume:rals; 
however, the same difference did :not apply to the high .. achieving 
pupils:;; Thusli it might be assrum.ed tha:t programmed :materiAl for t,he 
learn:tn.g of mathe:mati.cQl prope:rt:ies ,mas :not. equa~;J_y as e:tfective for 
all levels of the popuJ.a:tior.i~ 
The above statements that no evidence wc:1.s found to verify the 
postulate that all fourth grade pupils are .e.ble to learn mathematical 
properties applicable to multiplication of whole numbers to some 
degree do not mean that the postulate is not trueo Instead, they 
mean that this study did not produce any evidence that it was true 
for all fourth grade pupils in the population. I-fowever, such state-
ments cast doubt on the validity of the postulate for the teaching of 
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introductory multiplication to all fourth grade pupils'''~ 
·:;'<!fhe resui ts of this study were in line with the results of other 
studies that young children many times do have difficulty with lea.rn-
the mathematical pronerties applicable to multiplication of whole 
num.bers~ And secondly, however, that many fourth grade pupils are 
able to understand those mathematical properties applicable to 
multiplication of whole n1m1bers'o 
Implication for Future Research 
Effort to determine what physical :referents are most effective 
for the teaching of the various mathematical properties applicable to 
multiplication of whole numbers to the various achievement levels 
needs to be continued·; The resultes of the present study are not 
justification for the cessation of effort to deter.mine what physical 
referents are most effective for learning multiplication by fourth 
grade pupils~ 
The portion of the study that revealed a significant relationship 
.. 
between the use of an array and the learning of mathematical properties 
but not b~tween the use of an array and the lea,_rning of multiplication 
facts for the middle group was surprising; It would seem reasonable 
that the finding should of held true for both aspects; Thus, further 
research should be done in regard to this portion of the study'; 
I.n addition; the portion of the study that revealed a significant 
relationship between the use of an array and the learning of multipli· 
cation facts but not bet~en the use of an array and the learning of 
mathema.tical' properties for low-achieving pupils was also surprising~ 
It 11 also'~ would seem reasonable that the findings should of held true 
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for both aspects; Thus, further research should be done in regard to 
this portion of the study'; 
Because of the findings cited above, it seems reasonable that 
further :research should be done to deter.mine the effectiveness of 
varying the physical referent according to the aspect of multiplication 
being taught; 
And finally I) further researrch needs to be conducted to determine 
the effectiveness of the use of programmed instructional :material to 
teach introductory multiplicati,on to low-achieving fourth grade pupils; 
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May 10, 196? 
Dear Sir: 
During the fall term of the 1967-68 school year, a study in 
regard to the teaching of introductory multiplication is to be 
conducted. Elementary school systems located within a sixty mile 
radius of Wisconsin State University-River Falls are being contacted 
to see if they are willing to take pa.rt in the study. 
The research will be conducted at the fourth grade level. 
88 
Programmed material that coincides with the subject content of the 
textbook is to be distributed to the participating classes~ Teachers 
'Will be requested to use the :material whenever a new multiplication 
fact is introduced. 
In order that the research might be done with a random sampling 
from the area• would you answer the aoccmipa.nying questionaire and 
:mail it to me. A self-addressed envelope has been included for 
your convenience. 
Thank you.i 
Sincerely yours, 
Mrs. Naunda Tietz 
502 West Maple 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 74074 
RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE 
School System 
Administrator 
Would you be willing for your school system to be part of the popu-
la.tion from which the sample group is drawn? 
Please check~ 
Yes No 
If you answer "yes" to the previous question, the following infor-
:mation is requested. 
1. How many fourth grade classes 
are there in your school system 
from which to select participating 
classes? 
2. What arithmetic text will be used 
in your school system during the 
1967-68 school year? 
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!PPID-i"DIX B 
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REPEATED ADDITION 
L.esson 1; 
1o Bill's mother made breakfast for the camperso She needed eggs 
for five boys. F.ach boy was to have two eggs. Bill's mother 
thought, 11I need to boil eggso" 
10 
Think of some ways Bill's mother could find out how many eggs 
she needed to boil, Check to see if any of your answers agree 
with the ideas suggested below. 
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One fourth grade class suggested three different ways of finding 
how many eggs Bill's mother needed. These are given in exercises 
20 30 and 4o Read ea.oh exercise, study the drawing, ·and try to 
answer the question. 
Zo Jill said, 11Bill 1s mother could have made~ drawing that shewed 
five rows of eggs with twe eggs in each row. Then she could have 
counted. 
Bill's mother could get the right answer by ~c~~~~· 
counting 
3, John said that he thought Bill's mother could have added the 
number of eggs in ea.oh row. 
0 0 2 
O O 2 
0 0 2 
0 0 2 
O O 2 
10 
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4. Bob said, "Bill's mother could look at the drawing and think to 
herself• 'Five twos are 10. 1 she would know right away that she. 
needed to boil ten eggs o · . 
She could look at the array, notice the nt1mber of eggs in each 
row, and notice the .n'tllllber of rows. J..i) 
1 0 0 
2 0 0 
3 O O 
4 0 0 (j?. 0 0 
Bill's mother could get the right answer. She thought 21s 
are 10. · · 
five 
When you think with numbers such as .5 and 2 and get 10, you are 
multiplying • 
.5. Look at these drawings. What two n'tllllbers can you think with to 
get the total number in the drawing? Write and circle the numer-
als. The first one is done for you:. 
1 2 3@ 
a..J*** 
* * * * * * 
b. Co 
3,3. Oo 2,1 
6 o A dra:wing like Jill, John, and Bob ma.de is called an array• . F.a.ch 
drawing for exercise 16 was an array, too~ Do you think that you 
know wha. t an array is? · · · 
Draw a. line around each drawing below that is an array~ 
°oo0o/. o, //,' --d'; -EB 
t> 0 0 
a.. XX XI 
xxxx 
.circle a and d 
?o Ma.ry looked at this array;, She said, UFive and five and five a.re 
fifteen. I can add with the help of an array as well as using 
it to help me learn to multiplyo 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
O O O O O 
8. Jim looked at the same arrayo He said, "Three fives are 
fifteeno 11 Was Jim adding or multiplying? 
He "!iraS _______ o 
multiplying 
9o. Mary said, "Jim found the answer faster by multiplying than I 
100 
did by addingo 11 Maybe is often faster than 
addingo 
multiplying 
Jim could have written three fives are fifteen like this 
J x 5 = 15 
Look at each arrayo For each one what two numbers do you think 
with to get the total number in the drawing. Write and circle 
the numera.lso How many things are there in each drawing? The 
first one i~one for youo _ .. , 
a. t±:-, * * * * bo X X I X c. o o o 
~* * * * X X X X O O O 
xxxx 000 
_xx:xx ooo 
-000 
2x4==8 
bo 4 9 4 Co 5, ) 
do 00 
ob 
00 
60 
00 
_oo 
d .. 6, 2 
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4 x 4 = 16 5 x 3 == 15 6 x 2 = 12 
REPEATED .ADDITION 
Lesson 2: 
1o Probably, since you can remember playing games you have been 
using counting numberso The set of counting numbers can be 
written using numerals as { 1, 2, 3, 4, o o .. ),. The three 
dots,;.,ooo, mean to continue the numerals on and on. The numeral 
5 represents a counting number., The numeral 35 represents a 
counting n. · · o 
number 
2., .. If to the set of countirig numbers you add zero ( 0), you will 
have the set of whole numbers .. To get the set of whole numbers 
one needs to add to the set of counting numbers., 
0 
Jo The set of numbers written as { O? 1 9 2, 3, 4, o .... } 
represents a set of numbers. 
whole 
4 .. Using whole numbers we can do certain mathematical operations .. 
An o.pera:t;,~o;o is a way of associating with tw·o numbers a third 
number called the result. The operation called addition was 
used when Jim associated the numbers two (2) and three (3) and 
got the result five (5)o 
When doing the operation addition~ Bill associated the numbers 
two (2) and four (4) and got the res·ult • 
six 
5o Using whole numbers we can also do an operation called 
multiplicationo If Mary used the multiplication operation to 
associate the numbers two (2) and three (3), she would get the 
result six (6)0 
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5o continued 
Next, Mary associated the numbers two (2) and four (4) and got the 
result eight (8)0 Mary was using the operation. 
multiplication 
60 The results for associating the same numbers in the operations 
of multiplication and addition the same. 
were were not 
were not 
?o When we associate the number eight (8) with the two numbers two· 
(2) and four (4) 0 we are using the called multiplicationo 
operation 
Bo When we associate the number six (6) with the two numbers tw0 
(2) and four (4), we are using the operation called ...... ~~~~~o 
addition 
9o Although we .use1d ~ ™ two num,berra in #7 and #:8~ the results 
~ nQ.t..thEI same ..... WE3 got a ... uniau"'I result for .ea.ch opeJ:'.ationo 
The :w,.i~ result means that in a. given operation there is only 
one :right number to associate with any two numbers ( pair of 
num.bers)o 
Jane used the operation multiplicationo She associated the 
mnnbers three (3) and three (3) with the result ______ o 
nine 
100 Bill used the multiplication operation to associate the numbers 
three and two. He got the unique number o 
six 
11 o BilP s unique mmiber six ( 6) and Janes us unique number ( 9) are 
in the set of whole ~ 
:numbers 
120 The pairs of numbers used in #8 and #9 a:re.Ja: ____ numbers o 
whole 
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130 The result from associating the two numbers (pair of numbers) in 
#8 and #9 was aw numbero 
whole 
i4o In :mathematical operation whenever two whole n,umbf\l~ are 
associated and the result is a whole ;ru:;gnb~t, we say that the 
closure property is true for that operationo 
When we use an operation in which the result is~ the same 
kind of number as the pair of numbers, the ____property 
is true for that operationo 
closure 
15., Peter said, ''The closure property must be true for addition 
because when I add two whole numbers 9 I get a whole number .. u 
Peter was righto The closure property is true for addition of 
·w numberso 
whole 
160 Tom said, 11 The same thing is true for multiplicati,on of whole 
numberso When I multiply a whole number by another whole 
nurriber 9 I get a whole number for the answero The ... 
property is true for the multi.plication of whole numbers., 11 
closure 
17 o Work th:i.s exercise• Is Tom 9 s statement true every time? Did 
yc1u get a whole number fo:r the answer when you multiplied a 
whole mmiber by a whole nti.mber? 
ao 2 x 2:::: ----
bo J X 3 -· 
Co 
do() 
2 x 
4 x 
1 = """"""_,_,,......., 
2 !; 
-
~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
&o 2 X 2 m 4 bo J X J = 9 Co 2 X 1 = 2 do 4 X 2 :;:;: 8 
18., We didn 1t work very many examples to check Tomus statement., 
But 9 it is true that the closrure property holds :for the 
multiplication of whole numberso Sometimes we say it like tri.iso 
The multiplication of whole numbers is closedo 
, I 
REPEATED ADDITION 
Lesson 1._ 
1. Mary and Jane were arranging some stamps to be placed in the 
stamp booko Mary arranged hers in a row like this 
r-iooo 
Jane arranged here in a column like this 
D 
CJ 
CJ 
d 
2. If the stamps were arranged so that each stamp was,placed next 
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to the one ahead of it, the stamps were a·rranged in· a. ____ _ 
row 
Jo If the stamps were arranged so that ea.ch sta.mpwas placed below 
or above the stamps already on the table• the stamps were 
arranged in a o 
column 
4o It is important in our work in multiplication today that we write 
the numeral representing the number of rows first in a multipli-
cation fact ~nd the numeral representing the number of columns 
seeondo 4 
In this array there are __ _.rows and 4 columns o 
__ ,,_, .. ..,...,._,, ____ ._., ______ . ______ ,,_, ...... ___ , ____ ..,_,, ... ,. _________ , __ _ 
5o Mary looked at the stamps in her stamp booko 
stamps are arranged in 5 rows and 3 eolumnso 
five 31 s equals 150 • • to 
••• 5 x 3 == 15 ., • • 
II• Ill 
• • IS 
She said, '~The 
This shows that 
3 
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60 Describing these arrays as Mary dido Show that your answer is 
correct by adding. The first one is done for you0 
Th 4 e 3~· . 4 ao ree •s equals 120 
4 + 4 + 4 = 12 
___ 4's equals 16. 
2). + '-!- + 't + _ = 16 
.4 
7 
___ 71s equals 14. 
7 + = 14 
_I I ( El OI 11 
3 . 
-----.--. 
___ _,'3 1s equals 1% 
.:::, + _a_ + '3 + .;5 + -- = 15 
b'6 four 
4 
Co two 
7 
do five 
3 
7. Jill said, rrrt is easier to write the addition e:xample, four and 
four and four equ.a.ls twelve with numerals like this, 4 + 4 + 4 = 
12, than it is to write it with word.so I ca.n write the multipli-
tion fact, 'three fours equals twelve' with numerals, too. It is 
written like this using only numerals and signs;,., 
3 x 4 = 12., 
80 When written as in the exercise above, a multiplication fact is 
read, "three fours equals 12.11 
Using numerals as Jill did, describe the following multiplication 
.facts() 
a·; Three fours equals twelve. = __ 
b;; Six two•s equals twelve'~ :::: 
-- --
e; Two seven•s equals fourteen; __ _ 
a~ 3 x 4 = 12 b;,., 6 x 2 = 12 Co 2 X 7 =: 14 
In the multiplication fa.ct, 2 x 7 = 14, each of the numems 2 -
. · ... ~· .. ··· 
and 7 is called a ,!&gtor~ 
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9. continued 
In the multiplication fact 4 x 4 = 16, each of the 4•s is a f . 0 . 
factor 
10·; In the multiplication fa.ct 6 x 2 = 12, and ----
are factors·'~ 
6, 2 
1t·. The answer .in the fact 2 x 7 = 14 i~ called the RtoliJ.uo:t"• 
In the multiplication fact 4 x 4 = 16; the product is ____ • 
16 
12:. In the multiplication fact 6 x 2 = 12, ____ .is the product. 
12 
13';,; Study the arithmetic facts given below~ Decide which ones are 
multiplication facts~ Circle the product of each multiplication 
fact;. 
a·. 3 + 3 = 6 
b'o 3 X 4 = 12 
'J 
Co 2 X 6 t= 12. I I I I I l I 
/ 
i 
h~'@·· 
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140 Using numerals. to write the multiplication facts for the arrayso 
a,I f f I IJJJ 
--2-- x ___ 7__ = .1S:. ____ x ____ = 
Co d. 
___ x ____ = ____ x ____ = 
bo 2 X 5 = 10 Co 4 X 4 :: 16 do 4 :X: 3 = 12 
150 The operation of multiplication can be performed on just a pair 
( two whole numbers ) at one timeo An operation that is done on 
just two nUI11bers is called a binary operation~ 
Multiplication is ab, operation because I can only 
multiply two number at one time o 
binary 
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REPEATED ADDITION 
Lesson 4.:. 
f: TOlll pot1gb,t a. box of candj 1t . H~ sa_;d t II I:f I _ lc:>1?1,{ a ( U1e 1:,ox : one 
~y th,e:r;::e a;re three 6 9 s,~ If I look at the box another way, 
there are six J's-• , But-, -there are always 18 pieces of candyo 
Is Torn right? 
yes no 
yes 
2'~ Three 6•s equal-· ·---··----3's~ 
1o yes 2' . . six 
3'~ Mary illustrated tha.t three 69s equals six 3ns. She drew these 
arrays.. What facts would Mary 'Write under each array? 
j I I I I I 
a o--- x __ = --1.§.... 
h x = 18 
·-- -- -
___________ t/0, ___ .. ,........,._~--··~ .. ,-.. __________ ...,.... ___ _ 
ao 3 x 6 = 18 b. 6 x 3 = 18 
4;; Torn and Mary showed that ------···- multiplication facts might 
use the same factors~ one two 
two 
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5;. You might have heard these two multiplication facts called 
pairs of !aets~ Write two pairs of facts you could use to 
illustrate a dozen eggs in an egg carton. 
a'• 3 x = 12 b. 2 x = 12 
4 x = 12 x 2 = 12 
a/'. 0 4 o~ 6 
3 6 
e~ Write the pairs of facts which each array beilow:may be used to 
illustrate•;· The first pair is dol'le for you;· I! you don't know 
the answer• you my need to. count'; 
a·o 8 f f I I I I I 
~.·.xL= 16 
. 7 x ;1.., = 16 
. .-x_ =---
__ x =---
b'~ 2 x 9 = i8 
9 x 2 = 18 
b~ 
. d. 
c'~ 3 x 6 = 18 
6 x .3 = 18 
I. I I 11-EEEB 
x = 
x = 
EE 
x = 
x = 
d'~ 3 x 5 = 15 
.5 x .3 = 15 
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REPEATED ADDITION 
Lesso.n 5; 
1. If two multiplication facts have the same factors, their 
products are • 
equal not equal 
equal 
Jane did not "Want to draw a. new a.rra.y ea.ch time she found the 
produot of two fa.ctorso She used an array like the one shown 
in this exercise to find the prod·11ct of the pair of multipli· 
cation facts in which 4 and 5 are factors. She drew the line 
to help her; Then she counted the number of dots inside the 
lineso Finally she wrote this pair of facts: 
5 :x: 4 = 20 
t 0 (;I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
.5 -Ci 0 0 Ci 0 0 () 0 0 
6 0 ,, 0 (') 0 0 0 0 IJ 
0 0 0 Ci 0 0 0 0 .0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2, Write the pairs of facts Jane discovered using the factors 
gi.ven below (If you use a. different colored era.yon for ea.eh 
pa.::i.r of facts t you can use one chart). 
ao for 3 and ? bo for 3 and 8 1 2 
t {() 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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2~ continued 
Co for 4 and 6 d~ for 5 and 1 
x = x = 
x 
-·= x = 
a.'o 3x7=2i b. 3x8=24 e. 4x6=24 d. 5x1 =- 5 
7 x 3 = 21 8 x 3= 24 6x4=24 1 x5=5 
J. In all of the exercises that Jane didt the number of dots for 
ea.ch pair of facts (i.e 0 4 x 5 = 20 and 5 x !p .. =::.20)o .. This 
shows that multiplication of whole numbers is cpmmµtativeo 
An operation is co:mmutative if the order of the fa.otors may be 
changed without changing the result. · · 
Jane could change the order of the factors in the :multiplication 
fact 3 x 8 = 24 to 8 x 3 = 24. The result was not changed. 
Multiplication of whole numbers is o o 
commutative 
4·;· Do the following facts show that multiplication of whole n'l:lmbers 
is commutative? 
a"~ 3 x 7 b 7 x 3 
yes no 
b': Jx8 ts x3 
yes no 
<fo 4x6 ? =4x6 
yes no 
d~ 5 :x: 1 l1 x5 
yes no 
a; yes bo yes c. no do yes 
.5~ Multiplication of whole numbers is c because the 
order of the factors :may be changed without changing the 
result. 
commutative 
REPEATED ADDITION 
Lesson 6; 
1., John said, ttI think that the product in a multiplication 
example is always larger than either of the faetors.u He 
drew these arrays and wrote the multiplication fact for each 
array. 
a., * * * * * 
·~**** 
* * * * * 
* * * * * 
bo * * * * * * 
*· * * * * * 
* * * * * * 
* * * * * * 
Co * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * 
a., X = cb.. X = Co X = 
- - - --- - -- -· ____...... 
60 
* * * * * 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
f., 
* * * * 
d.,_x _ = _ e.,_ x _ = _ r. x 
a. 4 x 5 = 20 b. 4x6: 24 Co 3x7=21 do 
e. 6 x 1 = 6 r. 1x4=4 
John ms .. 
right wrong 
= 
1 x 5 = 5 
105 
wrong 
2. The product for a multiplication example------ always 
is is not 
larger than either of the factors. 
is not 
3o When John :multiplied 5 x 1, he got the product. _____ ., 
5 
106 
4. The answer for 5 x 1 -was 5. This is one of the factors, too. 
So when John multiplied 5 x 1, the answer was the same as the 
factor • 
5o When John multiplied 1 x 6, the answer was---• Six •s 
one of the factors. The other factor 'WB.S 1. 
6. If John had multiplied 9 x 1, he would have got the answer of 
----• Nine is one of the factors. 'r}le other factor is 
-----· 
5 
6 
9, 1 
7. Everytim.e John multiplied when one of the factors was 1, the 
product was the same as the other f • 
fa.ct or 
8.· Work these examples. Check to see if what factor you have 
written in #7 is true. 
a o 2 x 1 = bo 
1 x 2 = 
a. 2 bo 
2 
do 5, x 1 = eo 
1 x 6 = 
g. 8 x 1 = ho 
1x8• 
do 5 e. 6 f. 7 
5 6 7 
3 x 1 = 
1 x 3 = 
3 
3 
6 x 1 = 
1 x 6 = 
9 x 1 = 
1 x 9 = 
go 8 
8 
o. 
Co 
fo 
4 x 1 = 
1 x 4 = 
4 
4 
7 x 1 = 
1:x:7= 
h. 9 
9 
-
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9. Both John and you have discovered the multiplicative identity. 
One is the multiplicative identity. In other words when a 
number is multiplied 1by one, the answer is always the same 
as the other number: (i~e~, 5 x 1 = 5 ) 
The numeral~~~~- represents the multiplicative identity. 
1 
108 
REPEATED .ADDITION 
J:asson 7: 
1.. Ben was not sure that his answer to this multiplication 
fact was correct• 4 x 8 = 32 
He drew these arrays to check his answer .. 
4 4 
-----xx xx xxxx 
xxxx xxxx 
xxxx xxxx 
4XXXX 4XXXX 
16 + 16 = 32 
:Ea.ch of the arrays shows that __ x __ = 16. 
4 x 4 = 16 
2. Ben added the product from the first array to the product from 
the second array. 16 + = 32 •. 
16 
3o Alice said, 11 I know that 4 x 3 = 12 and 4 x .5 = 20. If I add 
12 and 20, I get 32. So I have shown that 4 x 8 = 32. I 
will draw the arrays to illustrate my work~ I renamed the 
factor 8~" 
3 
xx 
xxx 
xxx 
4 XX X 
12 
4 
+ 
.5 
X I ;K X X 
xxxxx 
xxxx 
xxxx 
20 
4,. Both Ben and Alice renamed the factor 8. Ben renamed the 
factor 8 to (4 and ). 
4 
1.09 
5. Alice renamed the factor 8 to ( 3 + _)., 
6., Imagine that each of the numerals below represents the second 
factor in a multiplication facto Can you rename ea.oh of the 
factors? The first one is done for you., 
5 
1 ± 4 
2 ± 3 
b., either of these 
1 t 2 
2 ± l 
b., _3_ 
Co any of these 
1 + 8 
6 + 1 
2 ± 7 
. 7 ± 2 
.J. + 6 
__ 6 + 3 
Co _.2_ 
?o Terry sa.id, ''I didn't rename 8 like either Ben or Alice., I 
re:ne.med 8 as (2 +· 6). Ben's ex.ample 'Will now look like thiso" 
4 :x 8 = 
4 x ( 2 + 6) = 
nr used the parenthesis ( ) so tha.t I knew what numerals were 
used in the renaming of o" 
5 
8 
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80 Peggy didn~t believe that Terry could get the right answer so 
Terry drew these arrays to show hero 
2 6 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 O O 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 0 0 4 0 0 0 O O O 
8 + 24 
4x2=8 L} x 6 :::: 24 8 + 24 :::: 32 
24 
9• Peggy saidt "Yes, Terry can get the right answer by renaming 8 
as ( 2 + 6) • 11 
10., John said, "Let vs try another ex.ample and see how we can 
rename the second factor. Let Us use 4 x ?o I 'Will draw the 
array th.at shows 4 x 7.,, John drew this array o 
4x7=---
11,;." Andy said, 11 I'm going to 
'Wi11 look like this,." 
Lf, 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
4 0 0 0 O 
3 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
O O O 
4 O O O 
+ 
7 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
28 
renfei,me 7 as (4 + :?) ., Now the a.:r:ray 
12 
Show with numerals how Andy renamed 70 
b., 4. x 7 
4 x ( Lj, + _) 
28 
8 
------· ------·-, ... ~ ... -
ao 16 bo 3 
120 Andy continued by sayingt "First I multiplied 4 x 4 and then 
4 x 3 .. Then I added the two products." 
111 
12.. continued 
Can you complete the following exercise to show Andy's work? 
a.. 4 x 7 = 4 x ( 4 + _) 
bo = (4 X 4) + (4 X ~) 
c. = _ + 12 
do ::: 28 
a. 3 bo 3 Co 16 
130 Jerry looked at Andy's work and said, 11You renamed 7 as (4 + 3). 
I am going to rename 7 as (.5 + 2),, . My work will look like this o" 
g</j.00000 
'00000 
0 0 0 0 0 
4 0 0 0 0 0. 
20 
S.o 2 
2 
.. rg 
41g g 
+ 8 
.9.o 4 x 7 = 4.x (.5 +_;_) 
7 .(4 x _) + {4 x _-) 
:;: 20 + 8 
do = 
bo 5, 2 do 28 
140 John laughed. "Both Jerry and Andy are righto But I see 
another way the factor 7 can be renamedo We can rename 7 like 
thisou 
B.o 4 X 7 = 4 X (1 + 6) 
bo = (4 x 1) + (4 x ____ ) 
Co = 4 + 
d .. = 28 
b .. 6 Co 24 
The clnildren had discovered something new about multiplication 
of whole numbers. By the titne you have the next lesson will 
you have discovered what it is? 
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REPEATED ADDITION 
Lesson 8: 
1. Did you discover what the new property of multiplication of 
whole numbers is? I:f' not let's see if Alice's work will help 
you·. 
2·~ Alice illustrated the multiplication fact 3 :,c 9 by this array 
first. later she renamed the factor 9 and drew different 
9 
O O O O O O O O O 
. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 O O O O O O O O O 
27 
Alice's array showed that 
3 x · = 27~· 
:% This is the second illustration that Aliee made. 
rl ~gd 
3 J~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 3 ,~ O O O 
15 + 12 
&o Alice said, "I renamed the factor 9 as (.5 + ____ ). 
J;· multiplied 3 x 5 = -----•· 
I multiplied 3 x ·4 = -----• 
9 
I added 15 and 12 and got the sum of---~" 
4 15 C:1:i.1,1 . . 12 d •. 
411; Alice got the same result in #2 and #% In #2 she showed 
that 3 x 9 = ·~ 
27 
In #3 she renamed the factor 9 to (.5 + 4 ). She then said that 
3 x: (5 + 4) = 27~. 
Alice worked the ~mple like this 
Iv'.;, continued 
3 x (5 +4) = (3 x 5) + (3 x 4) 
i:: 15 + ---
27 
27 
~, Alice got the same result when she added: first (5 + 4) to get 
the factor 9 and then multiplied as she did when she 
multiplied 3 x 5 and 3 x 4 first a.nd then added the products. 
6'i' Alice bad disotlVered the important property. It is known as 
the gis;t;d.lmtiy_.o, la;w": We say that multiplication distributes 
ever addition when it doesn't :make any difference .whether you 
add t,ai get the factor first or ycru :naul ti ply each pa.rt first 
and then add: 
7'~ Mary Used the distributive la.w to show that her answers 
"OOeI>e !:%'J!"J'.'6Ct ~ 
a''• 5 x 5 =---
5 x (3 + 2) = (5 x 3) + (5 x ____ ) 
:::: + 10 
= -----
2.5 2 1.5 
5 x (4 + 2) = (5 x ~) + (5 x 2) 
20 + 
30 
8"~ P®,u.1 used t,he distributive la.w to do this exercise·~ 
7 
7 x 4 = (_ x i) + (7 x 3) 
7 
28 
+ 
113 
12 
25 
21 
9o JYJary said, 11If I ea.n say 8 x 4 can be renamed 8 x (2+2) 9 then I 
can say that 8 x (2+2) can be renamed as 8 x 4~rr, 
Was Mary right? 
yes no 
yes 
1 O;,;' Can you fill in the ans1-rers to th:i.s exer•oise? 
a~ 9 x 3 == __ 
b'; ( 9 x 1) + ( 9 x 2) = 9 + --- = 27 
e'~ (8 x (2 + 2) = (8 x ~-) + ( 8 x 2 ) = 16 + 16 = 32 
do 8 x4 =----
---- ~. ,., a,---- ---~-.. -00 .... ____ II' -""'--'~""'-
a~ 27 b~ 18 C;,~ 2 do 32 
11; The distributive prc;per>ty hold1:1 fo:r:- the multipli.ea.tion of 
whole n_,_u--··*·---0 
numbers 
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REPEATED ADDITION 
~ Lesson 9; 
1o Jane sa.id 11 11Now that we have learned a.bout the distributive 
property :f'or whole numbers, we won•t have any tr()uble finding 
out how much four 9' s will be o We know that we can rename the 
faetor 9o . I am going to rename 9 as (5 + 4 )o I know that 
4 x 5 = 200 I also know that 4 x 4 = 160 Then if I add 20 
and 16, I get 36 o" The answer is._ ____ _ 
right wrong 
right 
Check the work with these arrays. 
5 
xxxxx 
xxxxx 
xxxxx 
4XXXXX 
•·· ~
,.-
' 
xxxx 
xxxx 
xxxx 
4XXXX 
+ ...12.... 
2o When Jane added 20 and 16, she got 36. Her answer was . 
right 
20 
~- 0 
wr6rig 
right 
30 Mary said 11 "If 4 x 9 = 36, then _ x. 4 = 36 becaus.e multipli-
cation of whole numbers is eommutativeo" 
9 
If Jane had used the multiplication fact 9 x 4, she could have 
renamed the fa~tor 4 as (1 + 3) or(2 + ____ ). 
2 
4. Peter asked, "Who can look at these arrays and tell me the 
m~tiplication fact?" 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
5 O 
.2.. 
6 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
O O O O O O 
O O O O O O 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 0 0 O 
+ _ = 35 
116 
30 
5" nTha.t's easier" All of us can do it,n remarked Garyo 
ao (5 X 1) + (5 X 6) = _ + -" 
bo (5x1)+(5x6)=5x(1+_)o 
5 x (1 + 6) = 5 x 7 
bo 6 
6. 11Gary, did you notice that we used the multiplicative identity?" 
asked Peter. 
11Yes 11 11 answered Ga.ryo nThe multiplicative identity was one in 
the multiplication fact .5 x 1 = _.,u 
5 
7. M.a.ry reminded the class that multiplication of whole numbers 
was c because 5 x 7 equals 7 x 5o 
commutative 
nToday we have one more new multiplication fact to learn,,11 
connnented Miss Brown. "The multiplication factors are 6 x 60 
Does anyone think he know the answer? 11 
8., Henry said 1 "I think tha.t 6 x 6 = 36. We ha.ve learned tha.t 
6 x 2 = 12. We have learned tha.t 6 x 4' = 240 So if I 
_______ 12 and 24, I get 36.n . 
add multiply 
add 
117 
9o Helen said," I can prove Henry is right by renaming the factor 
10. 
6 a.s (1 + 5)~ I know that 6 x 1 = -• I know.that 6 x 5 = 30. 
When I add 6 and 30 11 I get the same answer as Henry. The 
answer is1 36 •" ·· 
6 
Gan you complete this exercise? 
a. 6x6= 
b. .5 x = 35 
Co x 9 = 36-
a.; 36 rib. 7 Co 4 
REPEATED ADDITION 
1o Henry said, ttI have learned to check the product to a 
multiplication fact by renaming the fact, I will do it like 
this., 11 
a,.. Multiplication fact 4 :x: 9 =---
b. Rena.me one factor 14. :x: (4 + __ ) 
Co Multiply each numeral of the factor by the other factor~ 
(4 :x: 4 ) and (4 :x:. 5) 
do Add the two products 16 + 20 = -·--·---
ec This way of working the example could be called 
"multiplying twice and adding~ 11 
h. 5 do 36 
2~ Henry has lea.med that multiplication distributes over 
Q. 0 
118 
addition 
3. Henry; check the product of a multiplication fact 
can can not · 
by making use of his knowledge a.bout the distributive property0 
_______________ .............., 4 .... ._ ________ _ 
Miss Brown said, "We have some new multiplication facts to 
learn tads.yo Let's use Henry's method to check our 
answers';;" 
can 
4. Peggy drew a new array on the board. 
o_....o_,o...--:0-,0,.........,,,..o _,o=--o· 
She said, 111 have shown that five O O O O O O O O 
------ are 4Q·. 0 0 0 O O O O O 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 00000000 
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5o Paul cheeked Peggy's work by drawing lines to separate Peggy's 
array like this 
4 4 
o o o o·o o o o 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
a o o o o o o o 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Peggy 9s answer is right. 
b. 4 
"I will use Henr,y•s idea. to check 
Peggy's work," said Paul~ 
a. Multiplication fact 
5 x 8 = 40 
b.o Rename one factor .. 
5 x (4 + ) 
Co Multiply 
5 x J-1, = 20 
and 
5 x 4 = 20 
do Add the answers .. 
20 + 20 = ----··-
do 40 
6 o If 5 x 8 = 40, then 8 :,t: 5 = 40 be ca use mul.t:i.plica tion of whole 
numbers is c --• 
commutative 
?o Some of the children were not su:re that Peter had written the 
answer on the board for this multiplication fa.et 6 x 7 = 420 
They decided to draw an army and che!())k using He:n:ryis :method. 
8. Karen looked at this ar:ra.y and saidt I am g<,ing to rename the 
factor 7 as (2 + 5)." Draw lines to show what Karen dido 
O O O O O O O 
0 0 0 0 0 O O 
0 0 0 0 0 0 O 
0 0 O O O O O 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Karen thoughto 
ao 6 x 7 = (6 x 2) + (6 x 5) 
bo = ____ + 30 
42 
8. Continued 
:z. s 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
b O O O O O O 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
70000000 
9o Write the answers to this exercise. 
a.. 6 x 7 = 
b., 7 x 6 = 
Co 5 x 8 !:::: 
Co 8 x 5 = 
- 42 -a. 0 Oo 
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b. 12 
. 40 
REPEATED ADDITION 
Lesson 11; 
1. We know that an array ean be used to illustrate more than one 
multiplication fact~ This array could be used to illustrate 
two multiplication facts'~ If I look at it one way, it illus-
trates that 
a • .5 x 9 = __ _ 
If I look at it another way it 
illustrates that 
b. 9x.5=.---
0 0 0 o.o O O O O 
O O O O O O O O O 
O O O O O O O O O 
0 0 0 b O O O O O 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
121 
&o 45 b. 45 
2o Sometimes the array has the same number of as it has 
columns~ In that case there is only one multiplication fact 
to learn~ 
rows 
3. This array shows that there are ___ rows and ___ columns. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 O O O 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 rows 
4. The array in #3 illustrated th.at 7 x 7 = ----• 
·. '!'!' '1' 
7 col'Ulllns 
49 
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5o Jim was absent frOill school nine weeks. The children wanted 
to know how :many days Jim ms absent. Bob knew :that there were 
five school days each weeko So they decided to draw this 
arra.yo 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
a. Jim was absent days~ 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
bo 9 x = 45. 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
ao 4.5 bo 5 
6 0 In order to pla.y a card game. ea.oh player needed eight (8) ca.rd.so 
Tom said, 11We need to have __ ca.rds if six ( 6) of us a.re 
going to pla.y." 
Tom knew that five 8 1s was equal to 40. He said, 11I will 
add one more set of 80 That will :make the.result 48. 
7o 8.o 6 X 8 = __ _ ll 
b. 8 x -- = 48 
48 
ao 48 ho 6 
• 0 
REPEATED ADDITION 
Lesson 12: 
1.,. Mary said, ''We have 9 girls in each Girl Scout troup. There 
are six troups in this school. I wonder how many girls a.re 
Girl Scouts.,. If I draw an array with 9 girls in each row, 
I will need to draw rows;." Mary's array looked,like 
this 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 x 9 = 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
123 
2. Jane said, ltif we had 6 girls in each Girl Scout troup and had 
9 troups, we would have had Girl Scouts. also. 
".:!.. Miss Br'fJJWn said ft "The other day we learned that six 8 9 s was /0 7 
equal to o •roday we -want to find out how much seven 8 vs 
would be"' Does anyone know how we can find the answer'? n 
48 
4.. Tom sa,id 11 "All we need to do is add one more. set of 8 's to the 
answer for six 8Vs., We know that six ass was equal to 48 0 If 
we add 48 and 8, we get 56., Seven B's must be equal to 56." 
ao 6 x 8 = ---
bo 7 X 8 = __ _ 
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5o What multiplication fact does each of the arrays illustrate? 
a" 00000000 
00000000 
00000000 
00000000 
00000000 
00000000 
00000000 
x = 56 
ao 7 x 8 :::: 56 
6~ Complete this exercise. 
6:,c8=--
ho ___ :x:6=~. 
Co -- X 7 = ..22. 
d. 7 x 8 = _... ··-· 
rl .. 
b.i 8 
b 0 0000000 
0000000 
0000000 
0000000 
0000000 
0000000 
0000000 
0000000 
--- x --· ·- = 56 
b O 8 x 7 = 56 . 
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REPEATED ADDITION 
Lesson 1'3: 
··, 
1. Miss Brown began the arithmeti~~la.ss by saying, 11There is 
one·more prope:rty of multiplication of whole numbers that we 
can 'discover with our multiplication facts. Do you remember 
that we do the operation within the parenthesis first? i.e., 
4 x ( 2 + 5 ) = 4 x ? • The symbol of + within the parenthesis 
( ) indicated that we add before we multiply by 4.u 
In the example 4 + ( 2 x 3 ) , the symbol within the parenthesis 
· tells us to· before we add the 4. 
add multiply 
multiply 
20 Before we try to discover the new multiplication of whole 
numbers 9 property, we had better oheok to see if we oan get 
the correct answers for this exercise. 
a. 12 + (3 + 4) = 12 + = 19 
b. 6 + (2. + 5) = 6 +? = 
C.:o 3 x (1 + 2) =Jx = 9 
d. 3 x (3 x 2) = 3 x = 18 
e" 4 x (4 + 4) =4x = 32 
fo (2 x 3) + 6 = + 6 = 12 
.,~· 
a.. 7 bo 1-3 Co 3 do 6 e. 8 1~fi' f. 
The children played a game at Mary's birthday party. For 
one game Mary put 4 plates with 2 cups on each plate on the 
table. In ea.ch cup she put 3 peanuts. How many pea.nuts did 
she need for the game? 
6 
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John said, 11We need to to find the answer the 
easiest wayotr add multiply 
multiply 
4., nHow can we multiply three numbers?" asked Johno We learned 
that multiplication was a binary operation so we can only 
multiply factors at one time.,n 
two 
5., John said, uwatch me. That is what I -will do., I "Will multiply 
just two factors at one time., 11 I will use the factors 4t 2, 
and 3., First, I will multiply 4 x 2 = 80 Then I will use 
~:f:::::;o:t o~·:·:::~:~t i T :~llinI~3 
-t\rs-f ~cc o"IJ 
---------·-----------------,-.,·----24 
6 .. Here is how we can w:rite John~s example so that we know which 
two factors to multiply., 
(4 x 2) x 3 == 
__ x3=24 
------------------·-~-~---"---·----------8 
7., 11  think that we should have found the number of peanuts in the 
two cups on each plate first., After we find the number of 
peanuts on each plate, we can find how many are needed for the 
4 plates,tt commented Peggy .. 
nr would just need to put the parenthesis () around the 2 and 
: :i:\t:i;··; = J±E 
~(-HE 
11 I I Lf, x ___ ::: 24 o:fa' 'y.6'tf1i'ot'fe~,:'ttiat''a;ltrf611tr( John imf Peggy us 
different they got the same result? 
groups were 
80 Do you think that this always happens when we multiply whole 
numbers? 
Miss Brown asked the children. to work the following exercise 
to see if they could discover the new propertyo 
a. 3 x ( 2 x 4 ) = Jx ( ) = 24 
( 3 x 2 ) x 4 = x4 = 24 
b. ( 5 x 1 ) x 2 = x2 = 10 
5x(1x2 ) = 5x = 10 
c. 3 x ( 3 x 2 ) = 3 x = 18 
(3 x 3) x 2 = 
··-·-- x 2 = 18 
d~ 4 x ( 2 x 3 ) = 4x = 24 
( 4 x 2 ) x 3 = __ x3 = 24 
a. 8 b' • 5 c; 6 d. 6 2 9 
9. Bill said, nr know what the new property is. The factors 
were kept in the same ordero The parenthesis -was around two 
of the f • One time it was around the first two 
factors. The next time it was around the last two factorso 
127 
6 
8 
We multiplied the numerals within the parenthesis firsto Then 
we multiplied the product by the other factor. The order of 
the factors cha:nge·i11 
did did not 
The groups did change," said Maryo 
factors did not 
(4x2)x3= __ x3 = 24 
4 x (2 x 3) = 4 x -- • 24 
8 6 
10 0 Bill had discovered the associative property for multipli-
cation of whole numbers. 
128 
If one has three factors, the associative property for the 
multiplication of whole numbers means that the order of the 
factors will remain the same but the groups will change o The 
result is the _ when the associative property 
holds. same different 
same 
11~ When using only the associative property, I------
change the order of the factors·. do do not 
do not 
12. 'When using only the associative property. I----,.~.:._ change 
.. the grouping~ do do not 
do 
REPEATED ADDITION 
Less2n 14; 
lo Chuck bought seven (7) arrows at nine cents (9¢) an arrow~ 
How much did he have to pa.y for the arrows? 
Chuck knew that 6 arrows would cost ___ cents~ 
129 
.·· 54¢ 
2. Dick said, ttJust add another 9¢ ·on the 54¢ and you will have 
how much the arrows cos~.11 
He used this array to show Chuck how much the arrows cost. 
9 
Now, add one more row 
a.. 7:x:9=--- b. 9 x 7 =---
a. 6:3 
3o Because the commutative property is true for multiplication 
of whole numbers, if 7 :x: 9 = 6;3, then the cl.ass knew that 
9 x = 63. 
7 
4~ ''Now that we know t:ha.t 7 x 9 = 63, how can we find out how 
much 8 x 9 would be? 11 asked Peggy; 
130 
Jane said 11 ''Dick just added one more row of 9 's to the six 9 • s 
to get seven 9's~ Why ea.-n 9t we add one more row of 91s to the 
seven 99s to get 8 x 9?111 
It is like this 
9 
+ 
a.; 8 x 9 = ---
S~ In lessons 7, 8, and 9 we learned that the distributive property 
was very use:f'ulo This property ·was true for the mttltiplioation 
o:f.' whole numbers'; This means that if' I don't know a. mu.ltipli ... 
ca t:ion i'aot suoh as 6 x 9 0 I e~nlld rename or1e of the faot(1)rs O 
mu.ltiply es.oh p!ll,'.i'."t of the re:rl!.med fact,ir, and then add the tTnt, 
products together';, 
Suppose tha. t you did not know th.a. t 6 :x 9 = ,5lv'~ Would ycru. get 
the same answer if you renamed the factor 6 as (4 + 2)? Cheek 
to seeo 
a~ (l+ + 2) x 9 = __ 
b~ (l+ x 9) + (2 x __ ) = --
-
Co + 18 :i:: 54 
··~· 54 
6":;, We did.nit need to rename the factor 6 as (4 + 2); We ecu.ld 
have renamed it as ( 3 + 3}1; Theng 
a~ (3 + 3) x 9 = __ , 
6·; continued 
b'; (3 x 9) + (~-- x 9) = --
c':• + 27 = 54 
It didnvt make any difference what we renamed ths six~ We 
just had to be sure that the two parts ccnµd be added together 
to be si:x'.·~ 
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b;; 3 Co 27 
?'~ Today we also learned that 8 :x: 9 = 72:~ Rena.me one of the 
factors to see if the distributive property works for this 
multiplioa.tion fa.ct'·';' mnt,: Yo'll. might decide to rename 8 as 
(7 + 1)~ (6 + 2) 0 (5 + 3)', 10r (4 + 4)i! Let 9s use one of the 
suggestions·,·: 
a'~ (5 + _) x 9 ='-= 
b'; ( __ x 9) + C3 x 9) ... 
_ + 27 = 72 
Did our choice work? ---------
yes no 
8''!' Of co·urse 0 y~u 0C1uld ha.ire decided to rename the factor 9 . 
instead of the factor 81; Y<m :m.ight have renamed 9 as ( 8 + 1) 11 
(7 + 2)~ (6 + 3),, or (5 + li-)'~ _Would you ba,ve found the same 
product of '12? Let's try i:me of the choices"; 
a; 8 :x: (8 +1) = 
l3! (8 :x: ) + (8 x 1) i<: 
<f~ ___;,;,_ + 8 = 72 
11~ 8 c~ 64 
9! In lessons 4 and 5,, lire lau~ned a.bfittt the c.,mtmuta.tive propert.y'o 
The co-i11111utative property says that the order of the factors in a 
multiplication fact J!\11 n....2L~ the product~ 
rt; If 6 x 9~ = 54~, then 9rp x 6 = __ 
b~ If 8 x 9 = 72, then 9 x -- = 72 
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10. When we learned about the associative property, we learned 
that the order of the factors remained the same but the 
groups changed. This means that if I have three factors, 
3 x 2 x 4, I can say: 
a. (3 x 2) x 4 = 
bo x4=24 
or I can say: 
Co 3 x (2 x 4) = 
do 3 x = 24 
bo 6 d., 8 
The product was the same for both ways of grouping the factors. 
110 Does the associative property work for these factors? 
2x3x3= 
a. I can group like this: (2 x 3) x 3 = 
or 
--- x 3 = 18 
bo I can group like this: 2 x (3 x 3) = 
2x __ _ 
= 18 
6 
12. Do you remember about the· closure property? If both factor~ 
are whole numbers, the product must be a whole number in 
order that the closure property is true for multiplication of 
whole numbers. 
Both of the factors in the ·:multiplication fa.ct 8 x 9 = 72 
are whole numberso The product is 720 We know that 72 is a 
whole mnnber. The closure -.property is true for the 
multiplication of whole numbers. 
a. 6 x 9 =----
b. Six (6) is a whole number. 
Co Nine (9) is a __ w ___ number. 
d. The product seventy two (72) is a ... w ____ nu:mber 0 
9 
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120 continued 
e ... Therefore• the el property is true for the 
multiplication of whole numbers ... 
Co whole d. whole closure 
REPEATED ADDITION 
~.Sm 1,5: 
1 ~ nThere are ju.st two multiplication facts left to learn,1' 
said Miss Brown~ Look at the two arrays and see if you ean 
write the fact for each array~ 
a 
-a:;, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 () 0 
b_ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 e_ 
d x = 
a'! 8 b'~ 8 c'• 64 d~ 8 x 8 
b. This nmltiplicatio:n fa.et is just as easy as 8 x 8 = 64·o 
It is like this: 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o· 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 ('JI 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9x_=. ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 () 01 0 
<.i 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
= 
1.34 
64 
____......_ _________ ~·-···---·-------.. 
9 x 9 = 81 
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2~ The following exercise contains some of the more difficult facts. 
Check to see if you know of these facts·~ 
a~ 7 x 6 = 
bo 7 x 9 = 
Co 8 x 7 = . 
d'i• 
0 8 x 8 ::, 
e"; 8 x 7 = 
:r;~ 6 x 8 = 
;:-·-42 b~ 63 . 64··---- •.- 56 do e'~ r; 48 
Dur·ing the lessons we have learned that certain things are true 
about the multiplication of whole numbers. As this is the last 
lesson, see if you can choose the word that names the property 
I am illustrating. 
3'• One of the multiplication facts in today's lesson -was 8 x 8 = 
64;; All of the numbers used in this multiplication fact were 
whole numbers·~ The example 8 x 8 = 64 shows the ------
property for the multiplication of whole numbers. ~losure 
associative 
closure 
4.; The faot that 6 x 9 = 54 makes us sure that 9 x 6 = 54, also. 
This is an ex.ample to show the --------------
associative 
for the multiplication of whole numbers·; 
commutative 
commutative 
%' Do you remember $o:m.ethl..ng about the number one ( 1 )? It 
acts very odd. in a multiplication fa.ct·; Whenever one is a 
factor i:n a multiplication fact, the product is the same as 
the other facto!"; For example, 6 x 1 = 6 • In th-is case the 
number one is called the--~------~-------------~----~~• 
closure multiplicative identity 
multiplicative identity 
6~ Sometimes when we don't know the product for a combination, we 
use one of the properties we have studied; If I don't know 
that 9 x 9 = 81, I could use this property. I would rename 
one of the factors, multiply ea.ch part, and add the products;; 
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Example: 
9 x (5 + 4) = 
(9 x 5) + (9 x 4) = 
45 + 36 = 81 
In this example the property was 
associative distributive 
illustrated. 
distributive 
7. We studied just one more property• We ha.d to be careful to keep 
the f'a.etors in the same order when we used this property. We 
changed the group though. 
Example: 4 x 2 x 3 = 
(4 x 2) x 3 = 
8 x'.3=24 
OR 4 x <2 x :n = 
4x6=24 
This e:xl!l.mple illustrates the---------------
associative distributive 
property. 
associative 
How did you do in naming the properties? Just think---- even 
if you. ha.d only one right, that -was one more than you knew when 
you started the lessons. 
· A.PPFJIDIXC 
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RATIO TO ONE 
t~ Bill's mother made breakfast for the campers·~ She needed eggs 
for five boys. Fa.eh boy ima.s to have two eggs\i, Bill's mother 
thought, "I need to boil __ .... ,eggs';,, 
10 
Think O.f some ways Bill Vs mother could find out how ma.ey eggs 
she needed to boil. Check to see ii' any of your answers 
agree 'With the ideas suggested below. 
One .Prw,:rth grade class suggested th:i:•ee dif'f erent ways of 
f:tnd:i.ng how many eggs Bill's mother neededo These are given 
• .IL") Jt.3 .• ...:i JJJ., ,. in rr,~; rr o e.., . .i.u "lrf' • 
:2:., Jill sa.id, "B:il.1 vs m(:ithe:r could have made e. drawing that 
sh<.."lwed five b::iys with t'liro1 eggs for ea.eh boy~ Then she could 
have Ot'.'lu.nted'0 11 · 
The di~:wing vrould J.<."!JC)k like this 
Bill's mother oould get the right 
answer by....a, ·~ 
counting 
3;, John said that he thought Bil1 9s mother ciOuld have added the 
nmnb.er t»f eggs each boy would have'~· 
BilP s rr1other could get the right .l + .2... + ..2.. + ~ + 2.. = /o 
answer by.;a_ -~- the number Q9 Q.9 Q.9 Q.9 @ 
,")f eggs ea.eh boy was to have., ...!j_ ~ l.{l-,, ~ --ft-
---· ___ ..-Q. __ '1. ~-cw&_..........._..~.......__ .  _
adding 
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4'~ Bob said, '1Bill' s mother could have looked at the drawing and 
said to herself that two for one boy means that I need ten for 
five boys'!; · 
2 eggs 10 eggs 
She could look a. t the drawing• me 
notice the number of eggs for @ a '<=:0~0--"==''--~;,'...-----"=,:"-------"~ 
one boy and notice the number ~J ns 
of eggs for five boyso 1 b~ 
Bill's mother could get the right answer~ She thought two 
eggs for one boy means ten eggs for ______ boys~· 
She could have written the example like this 
i = 1Q. 
1 5 
:5:x: 2 = 10 
' 
five 
When you think with numbers such as five and two and get ten, 
you are multiplying'; 
5'~ Look at these draw.ings··: Did you see how to get the total 
number in the drawing? The first one is done for you; 
a;~means~ 
1 3 
~ = 1i 
1 3 
b. ~means~ 
1 3 
1 =Q 
1 3 
cf~ ~means~ 
1 20 
1 = 
1 2 
6'; Instead of using a.11 the different drawings to show how many 
we need, we could use two number lines like this 
!± = 12 
1 3 
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12 
3 :x: 3 = 
a'~ 12 b~ 9 
Did you notice that the numeral O -was the beginning place fer 
each of the number lines? 
8'• :Mary looked at dre;wing and said, "The origin of both lines is 
O because the numeral is the beginning numeral for each line 
The line that goes up and do'W?l on the page is a vertical line 
The line that goes across the page is a horizontal line~" 
Beneath each line write horizontal or vertical; 
h 
a. horizontal 
b,,, 
0 I 
b~ vertical c ~ vertical 
9·;· Paul said, "I can draw a line tba.t is not either horizontal 
or vertical;., 
Pa.uP s line__... ____ _ 
was was not 
either horizontal or vertical 
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9. continued 
The line tha.t Paul drew was ,a diagonal line; 
,.:-:.-·. ·--·-- -· -
,_ .... ~"::l.-". 
was not 
Multiplication can be -written like this 
3 x .5 = 15 
1oi;;. J:im said, 0 r see how we use the number lines to find the 
answer te the mu.ltiplica.tion fa.ct •:5 x 3 ::: 1.5q' It is like 
this 
First, I find the .3 r 
on the horizontal 
line'; I know that I 
am multiplying by .3 
because when I 
compare 3 to 1, I got 
% 
Next, I found .5 on 
the vertical line'; 
I followed a line 
drawn across the page 
te the right of .5 until 
it met the diagonal line'~ 
Tb.en I just drew a. line 
do'Wn to the numeral'~' 
The numeral was 15~' 
Tha. t was the answer"; 
.5x 3 =-----
because 1 
1 
15 
=g 
.5 
11t Alice sa.id 11 urn this dra:wing the numeral 4 is compared to i'o 
The diagram shows 
tha.t 4 x 4 = _ . 
15 
16 
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12. Ca.n you write the multiplication facts that these diagrams 
show? 
b'~_x_=_ 
z 
1 
O 1234 5 6 7 8 9 10 1112 13 14 15 16 17 
----~~~~~--~~----~--~--~~~----~~~-
a. 3 x 5 == 15 
.5 = 1.2 
1 3 
b ~ 4 x 2 = 8 
z = .a 
1 4 
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RATIO TO ONE 
Lesson 2: 
io Probably, since you can remember playing games? you have been 
using counting numberso The set of counting numbers can be 
written using numerals as {t 11 2, 3, o o Jo The three dots 90 o 
mean to continue the numerals cm and ono The m:nne:ra.l 5 
represents a counting numbero The numeral 35 represents a 
counting .n...._ __ .. o 
~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~-
number 
2o If to the set of counting numbers you add zero (0) 0 you w.ill 
have the set of whole numberso To get the set of whole 
numbers one needs to add~ to the set of counting numberso 
0 
3o The set of numbers written as{9, i 11 2P 311 4, uo)represents 
a set of w -numbers .. 
whole 
l~o Using whole numbers we can do certain mathematical opera:tionso 
An operation is a way of associating with two numbers a third 
number called the resulto The ope:r"lltiltlln called addition was 
used when Jim associated the num.bet'S two (2) and three (3) 
and got the result five (5). 
When doing the operation addition? Bill associated the number5 
two (2) and four (4) and got the :result_ .. 
six (6) 
5o When using whole nmnbers 9 we can also do an operation called 
multiplicationo If Mary used the multiplication operation 
to associate the numbers two (2) and three (3) 9 she would get 
the result six (6). 
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5. continued 
Mary associated the numbers two (2) and four (4) and got the 
result eight (8). Mary -was using the operation. 
multiplication 
6. The results for associating the same numbers in the operations 
of multiplication and addition the same. 
were were not 
were not 
?. When we associate the number eight (8) with the numbers two (2) 
and four (4), we a.re using the operation called----·---
-----------• · addition or 
multiplication 
multiplication 
8. When we associate the number six (6) with the two numbers two 
(2) and four (!~,), we ax·e using trw O _ called 
addition·; 
operation 
Although we used the J\l.iJ'J1I. m ~J'Jl in #7 and #8, the results 
~ .ns;t. the same. We got a~~ result for each operation. 
The unique result means tha.t in a given operation there is only 
one right number to a.ssocia.te with uiy two ntm-ibe:r·s (pair cJf 
numbers). 
9, J'ane used the operation multiplication, She a.ssooiat.ed the 
numbers three (3) and three (3) wi"l:.h the result ... _ .•• ... ..-• 
----------------------~--- 1!11111111111• ... ia, 
nine (9) 
10, Bill's 1ll1ique number six (6) a.nd Jane's u:r1ique number n::i.ne (9) 
are in the set of' whole .n,_,__., . .. ... . • 
numbers 
11. The pairs of numbers used in # 9 a.nd #10are lt... _____ numbers. 
whole 
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120 The result from associating the two numbers (pair of numbers 
in :f/:8 and #9 was a Yr numbero 
whole 
13~ In mathematical operations whenever two whole numbers are 
associated and the result is ~a whole n~ber 11 we say that the 
closure property is true for a certain operationo 
When we use a.n operation in which the result is always .. the 
sa.m.e kind of l'lUlllber a.s the pair of numbers II the ... e_;i. ___ _ 
property is true1; 
closure 
Peter said, 0 The closure property must be true :f.'or addition 
because when I add two whole numbers, I get a whole numberou 
. I . 
Tom said, 11!\ think that the closure property is true for 
m.ul tiplioa tion of whole numberer;. When I multi ply a whole 
num°t'IAr by a whole number, I get a whole number for the a.nswero 
TheLpl property is true for the :multiplication of. 
whole nu:mbers'o" 
closure 
1.5o Work this exercise~ Is To:m11s statement t:rue.everyti:me? Did 
a whole number result when you multiplied one whole number by 
another whole number? 
a. 'o 2 x 2 = 
2 ::: !± 
1 2 
c'~ 3:x:3 ::: 
1 :::: .2 
1 3 
a:o 4 
--
b; 2 
h~ 1:x:2= __ 
z = i 
1 1 
d'! 2 x 4 = --
!± = .a 
1 2 
e·:~ 9 do 8 
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16,. The closure property seems to be __ for the 
true or false 
multiplication of whole numberso As we continue to work with 
the combinations, we will check to see if it holds everytimeo 
We will try to find out if the multiplication of whole numbers 
is closed., 
true 
RATIO TO ONE 
1~ Nary and Jane were s.rranging their stamps to be placed in the 
stamp book., Mar-y arranged hers like this·~ 
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r=iooo 
She had four for one row~ 
She could write it as 4 for 1 or as !o 
1 
2o Jane looked at the arrangement of stamps in the book., She said, 
11There are only 3 stamps in each row.., But I can see five rows., 
This shows that 3 is to 1 as ____ is to 5o" It could be 
represented like this., 
J =15 
1 5 
5.x 3 = 15 
9 0 11 12 1 
---------------·---=•amp._..., __ .._ 15 
% It is important in our work that -we look fen• the second mxm.enl 
of the mu.ltiplication fact on the horizontal line and for the 
fil:·st numeral of the multiplication fa.ct on the vert;ical lineo 
This diagram shows that ©ne looks for the answer on the 
,::s1----.-· ·~ .. - __ l:ine\~· 
horiz~,ntal or ve?tioa1 
---horizionb.l 
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4; Look at thes~ diagrams; Can you fill in the missing numerals?·. 
aci D J. =-·--1 4 
4,.x 3=--
7 8 9 10 1112 13 1 
bo 4 X ....::..__ = 16 
!!: = D 
1 4 
7 8 9 10 11 12 13 1 17 
()'~ P9------
.:i = ..1.i... 10 
9 10 11 12 13 1 _ x 3= 15 
d~ 2 =o 
1 
_x 
a~ 12 
12 
7, 
f = 14 
b. 4 
16 
9 10 11 12 13 1 
e. 5 
5 
do 14 
7 
5. Jill said? "It is easier to write the multiplication fact, 
'three is to one as twelve is to four 1 with numerals.·"' It 
means tha. t J. = ll 
1 4 
One can say it with numerals like this 
4 x 3 = 12 
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6~ Using numerals as Jill did, describe the following multipli-
cation facts; The first one is done for you. 
ao Three is to one as twelve is to fouro...Jl.. x 3 ::::: 12 
b~ Two is to one as twelve is to six~ 
Co Seven is to one as fourteen is to two. ______ _ 
~ x 2 = 12 Co 2 X 7 = 14 
?~' In the multiplioation fact '2 x 7 = 149 ea.ch of the numerals 
2 and 7 is called a~. 
8'o In the multiplication fa.ct 14 x 4 = 16• ea.oh of the 49s is 
a.£ ·-· . 
fa.ct or 
9 •. In the multiplication fact 96 x 2 = 12 9 the factors are , __ 
and ·; 
6 
10~ The answer to the multiplication example 12 x 7 = 14 9 is 
called the product'o · 
2 
110 · In the multiplication fa.ct 11 4 x 4 = 16 11 the product is ____ • 
16 
12. In the multiplication fact 96 x 2 = 12 9 ___ .is the product. 
13·~ Study the arithmetic facts given bel.i:nnro Decide which ones 
a.re multiplication factso 
a'• 3 + 3 ::::: 6 
yes no 
b~ 3 x4 = 12 
yes no 
cf. 2 x 6 = 1 
yes no 
'·· no b. 8."o yes Co 
/ 
12 
yes 
· 14·; Use mmex,als to write the multiplication facts for these 
diagrams'• When you use diagrams as appear· below, you are 
finding your answer in a coordinate system~ The first one is 
done for you! 
The dia.gz1'il.lll shOW's the. t 
The :mu.J,!tiplicat:i.crn fact is 
The multiplication fa.ct is 
7 x 2 ~ 14 
-2.... = -1.Q_ 
1 5 
__ x __ = __ 
12 13 14 
Co The fl!),•llowi....ng diag!"alTJ. shc,ws that .lL = ...1.Q.._ 
b'~ 5 x 2 = 10 
i 4 
___ x ___ = 16 
I 
I 
·1 
7 8 9 10 1112 13 14 15 1 17 
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do The diagram shows that 
9 10 111213 1 15 
The multiplication fact is 
---- :x: ::: ---
3 x 4 = 12 
15~ The operation of multiplication can be performed on just a pair 
( two numbers) of whole numbers at one timeo An operation that 
is done on just two numbers at one time is called a bina.;r,y: 
operation. 
6 ,/ 1 ·., Mu:ttiplieation of whole numbers is a/t,2'""'J1 _____ opera.tion because 
one multiplied only two numbers at one time. 
binary 
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RATIO TO ONE 
Lesson 4: 
1 o Tom and Jim both bought some candy in packages.. Tom said 9 nI 
got 3 pieces in each sacko My package contained six sacks., 
I got 18 pieces of candy., 11 Is Tom right? __ 
yes no 
7 
- ~-6 
1·-- I 
-o 1'2-.3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 2ol 
-------------------·---------·, yes 
Jim said, 11 1 got 18 pieces 9 too., J.li'JY package contained only 3 
sacks. But each sack had 6 pieces of candy in it. 11 Is Jim 
right? ------------ _s_ c -la.. yes 1 .3 
Li 
--------3 -------- ----- , 
-
~12 _:j::..4;-:.:..:5=,-t-7_8_9_1_0_f_1_1_2_1_3 il~ i5 f6 17 1{8 19 20 
3., Ma.:ry said, ttBoth Jim and Tom used the same factors .. They 
changed the order of the factors .. " Was Mary right? 
yes no 
yes 
---------·-------------,·-yes 
4o Tom 1s multiplication fact looked like this 
6x3=---
5o Jim's multiplication fact looked like this 
3x6 = ----
6. Mary had seen that multiplication facts might use 
one two 
the same factors but in different ordero 
?o You might have heard these two multiplication facts called 
pairs of facts. Write two pairs of facts you could use to 
illustrate a dozen eggs. 
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18 
18 
two 
a. 3 x ___ = 12 b. 2 x _ ...... = 12 
4 x ____ = 12 
---- x 2 = 12 
--·--------·-·---b.,-. --g 
80 Look at the follow:ing seit~l QJf co(siro::l.:ri..ate syste:mii$o Write the 
multiplication fact whi.ch each ooorcliriate system of the pair 
showso The first pair is done for you. 
ii - b. 
1-- 1 
o r-2J4.56?89io 
9. a., 
2x4=8 
9 
8 
? 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 =t f 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 111213 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
x ---- :::: --.,--
6 
9. continued 
= 
----
ao 2 :;x: 8 = 16 bo 8 X 2 = 16 
10. In #9 the two multiplication facts were 
2x8=----
8:x:2= ___ _ 
16 16 
11., Can you complete the following exercise so that you have pairs 
of facts? 
a.o 2 x 9 =---
9 x ___ ::: 18 
Co 3 x 5 = 
x 3 = 15 
a o 18 bo 
2 
18 
i 
., 
bo 3 X 6:::: ----
6 x 
----
Co 15 
5 
1.55 
RATIO TO ONE 
Lesso:n.J; 
1'~ If two mu.ltiplica;tio11 facrts ha.ve the sa.me f'aotors e their 
products are 1~ 
equal not equal 
2'~ Jane did not ·~nt to draw a new coordinate system eacih time she 
found the product of two factors'~' She used the same coordinate 
system btttohanged the shape of the line for each fact~ In 
this exer©ise Jane -wa.r1ted to find ,the product of the pair of 
m·ultiplication facts in 'W!lich 4 and 5 are factors~ 
The two :m:ultipl.ica:tion facts f~)I" the fa,etors (4, 5)~:re 
4 x 5 = 20 
5 x 4 = 20 
!.o©k ®.t the !Cl(N))rdiJW.te system belmu &nd n@,tice how Jaine she:i>i'ru\Sd 
btlth muJ.:t;ipl:ic::iatil'.m fai:::ts f1:i:t> the ~ir of i'aet©rs (4,, 5)i~' 
6 
5-
4-
3 
2 
1 --- ·-
. . 
012345 7 8 9 10 11 12 t3 14- 15 1 1?. 18 19 20 21 
20 
4x5=--
.5x4=--
-5.... = ~ 
1 4 
.JL = ..lQ... 1 ··· ... 5·· 
20 
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3~ Write the pairs of facts Jane discovered using the--pa.i-r of 
factors given below~ The first is done for you~ ',Che next sheet 
contains some coordinate systems-for you to use if you desire to 
check your answers'; 
a:·. (.3, 7) e,. (4', 6) 
3 x 7 = 21 ::x: == 
7 x .3 = 21 x = 
bi. (3, 8) di; (5, 1) 
x4_, = x = 
x = 
·-
x ........ == 
1).'~ 3 x8 = 24 c'• 4 x6 :::: 24 d~ 5 x 1 8 x 3 :::: 24 6 x4 = 24 1 x 5 
4~ In all of the exercises that Jane did, the product for both 
multiplication facts was the same': (i'~e'~, 4 x 5 = 20 and 
5 x 4 = 20)::, This shows tba.t multiplication of whole numbers 
is commutative•: An operation is commutative if the order of 
the factors may be changed without changing the results'~ 
= 5 
= 5 
Jane cou.1d change the order of the factors in the multiplication 
:ta.et :3 x. 8 =:: 24 to 8 :x: '.) = 24'~ 1the :re1.s.tlJ.t .. wa..s ..... r,l('Jt .. oha:nged'~ 
Mul.tipl:ioatio:n of w.l-1t\le :numbe:t:'s is .s;__. .. ,-.....- • . . .... 
--------•·----·-ua_.__. ·-· _ _,,..__IIIJ-jliiilqblil----,-11uc_..,_ij_,. _____ . """*!,11'"'""""....,r""--.'""'"'"''....,,....,._.,.,..,,,.,.,..,..n, ... 
cotmnutative 
5,·~· Do ·the following facts sh.ctw- ths.t multiplication of whole 
n"l.'ll11bers is co:imnutat.ive? 
? ? 
a."'~ 3 x ? = 7 x .3 --.. -------·- e~ 4x6=4x6...,. ____ _ 
yes :no yes no 
? 1 
b'~ Jx8=8:x3 ___ _ d'~ 5 x i r::: 1 x 5 
yes no yes no 
di•,.: 
.. no d'" • yes 
Worksheet 
Use for b~ (3, 8) 
7 8 9 10 1112 13 1 
Use for o. (4, 6) 
9 
8 
7 
7 8 9 10 1112 13 1 
Use ford; (5, 1) 
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. -
25 
6~ Multiplication of whole numbers is . .p. · because 
the order of the factors may be changed without changing the 
result'.-
1.58 
commutative 
1.59 
RATIO TO ONE 
1;; John said, "I think the product in a. multiplication e:xample is 
always la.rp:er than either of.the factors." He drew these co-
ordinate systems to illustrate his multiplication fact for -each~ 
17 18 19 20 21 22 
------,~-------~------------------------------~-------4 x, 5 = 20 
.lL :: 2,,4 
1 6 
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
___ :x: --- :::: ---
6x4=24 
..... -.--~-:·- ... 
continued 
4 
3 
2 
1- ---
0 1 2 3 
e .. 
7 
- - ,r, . 
. ,,, 
---- x ---- = ----
7 
---- x ---- = ----
6 - ----
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
-~x ____ = __ 
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'-1- :: ~ 
I 1 7 
I 
I 
7x3=21 
:..S.: . = --5.... 
1 1 
..].._ = ...Q.... 
l 6 
1 x 5 = 5 
6 x 1 = 6 
2. The product for a multiplication fact-~~------~---always 
is is not 
larger than botho 
is not 
161 
:,..;. When John multiplied 5 x 1, he got the product-----• 
4~ The anEf·N"er for 5 x 1 -was 5~ This is one of the factors, too~ 
So when John multiplied 5 x 1, the answer v--ias the same as one 
of the factors;. It was the same as the factor • 
5; When Jiohn multiplied 1 x 61) the answer ,;vas ----• Six is 
one of the factorso The other factor -was 1. 
5 
5 
6 
6; If John multiplied 9 x 1, he would have got the answer ____ o 
Nine is one of the factors~ The other factor is ----• 
9 1 
n Everytime John multiplied when one of the factor was 1, the 
8., 
product was the same as the other... _ --• 
--·-
Work these e:im.mples~ 
in #7 is 
a .. 2 x 
1 x 
do 5 x 
1 x 
g .. 8 x 
1 x 
a. 2 h~ 
2 
1 
2 
1 
5 
1 
8 
true. 
:::, 
... ----
:::: 
-
::: 
........ -..-.... 
:::: 
___ , 
= 
---
= 
---
3 c'~ 4 
3 4 
Check 
b],:' 
0 1 _,, 
1 
e; 6 
1 
n! 9 
1 
d'~ 5 
5 
--factor 
to see if what you have -written 
:ic 1 ;::;: c~ 4 ::ic 1 ::::: 
-·-
__ .,_.... 
x 3 = 1 x 4 ::::: 
-·- -
x 1 ::::: fo 7 x 1 = 
-- ----
x 6 = 1 x 7 ::::: 
---~ 
-
x :t = 
---
x 9 ::::: ... ~ 
$'~7 ----go 8 h~ 9 
6 7 8 9 
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9·~ Both John and you have discovered the multiplicative identity. 
One is the multiplicative identity for whole numbers. In 
other words when a number is multiplied by one, the answer is 
always the same as the other number; (i';e., 5 x 1 • 5) 
10.. The numeral ____ .represents the multiplicative identity. 
1 
RATIO TO ONE 
Lesson 1l 
'i 
., 
163 
10 Ben was not sure that his answer to this multiplication fa.et 
was correct. 4 x 8 = 32 
He drew these diagrams to cheek his work 
9 10 11 12 13 1 
4x4-=----
7 8 9 10 1112 13 1 
4x4=---
4 = 16 
- -1 4 
17 
.1L = ..16.... 
1 4 
2~ Each of the diagrams shows tha. t ---- x ___ = 16'; '. · 
.4 x 4 
% Ben added the product from the first diagram to the product 
from the second diagram:~ He said, n16 + = 32·;11 
16 
4'~ Alice said, "I kno1-r that 4 x 3 = 12 and 4 x 5 = 20~ J.f I add 
12 and 20, I get 32. I will draw the diagrams to illustrate 
164 
4. continued 
my work·., I renamed the factor 8 ~ 11 
...J_ - ll.. 
1 4 
10 11 12 13 1 
4x3=----
12 
- ~ - .- .....- rr 
17 18 19 20 21 22 
L~x5=----
5'0 Both Ben and Alice renamed the factor 8; Ben renamed the 
factor 8 to ( 4 + _)·~ 
6; Alice renamed the factor 8 to (3 + _.)~ 
?; Imagine tbat each of the numerals below represent the second 
factor in a multiplication fact''~ Can you reriame ea.ch of the 
factors. The first one is done for you: 
1 + 4 
2 + 3 
b~ 2 + 1 
1 + 2 
c¥~ 8 + 1 
4+5 
--..... .. -... _ 
7+2 
6+3 
20 
4 
5 
8. Terry said, 11 I didn1t rename 8 like either Ben or Alice. I 
renamed 8 as ( 2 + 6) • Ben• s example will look like this. n 
~·.... . 
a. 
4 x 2 ::i --·-----· 
6 
----- ----- --·-·---···---
1- - - -
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I 
I 
O 1 2 3 4 .5 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
4x6=--
b., 24 
9., Peggy said, nFirst, Terry multiplied 4 x 2 = 8 and then he 
:multiplied 4 x 6 = 24., Then he added 8 a.nd 24. n 
Terry's work looked like this: 
4 x 2 = 8 and 4 x 6 = 24 
8 + 24 = 32 
Yes, Terry can get the right· answer by renaming_ as 
(2 + 6). 
8 
10 o John said, 11Let 's try another example and see how we can re-
name the second factor. Let's try 4 x ?. I will draw the 
diagram that shows 4 x 7 •11 
It looked like this: 
O 7 14 21 28 35 42 49 54 3 
4x7_ 
...L ::: ~ 
1 4 
166 
28 
11. Andy said, "l 1m going to rename 7 as (4· + 3). Now the example 
should say this." 
4 x 7 == 28 
4 x (4 + ~' == 28 
My work looks like this 
7 8 9 10 111213 1 
4x4 =-
-~ 
I 
3 
..!:±... = 16 
1 4 
17 
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11. continued 
..J... = _Jg 
1 4 
9 10 11 12 13 1 
4x3=----
c O 16 + 12 = ----
bo 12 o. 28 
12. Andy continued by saying. "First, I multiplied 4 x 4 =----• 
Then I multiplied 4 x 3 = • Then I added the two 
n products. 
16 
13 0 can you complete the following exercise to show Andy's work? 
4 x 7 = 4 x (4 + -- ) 
= (4 x 4) + (4 x 3) 
= I+ 12 
:3 
'11 ...... , __ loll .......... _ 
14~ Jerry looked at Andy 1s work a.nd said, "You renamed 7 as 
(4 + 3). I am going to rename 7 as (5 + 2). My work w.ill 
look like thiso 11 
4 x 7 = 4 x (5 + ) 
= (4 x 5) + (4 x 2) 
·= + 8 
::: 28 
2 
12 
16 
20 
168 
150 ,John laughedo. "Both Jerry and Andy are right. But I see 
another -way the factor 7 can be renamed. We can rename 7 like 
this." 
4 x 7 = 4 x (1 + 6) 
= (4 x 1) + (4 x ) 
= + 24 
= 28 
6 4 
16. The children had discovered something new about multiplication 
of 'Whole numbers. By the time you have the next lesson will 
you have discovered what it is? 
RATIO TO ONE 
1 c · Did you discover what the new property of multiplication of 
whole numbers is? If. not, let's see if Alic's work will help 
you., 
2o Alice illustrated the multiplication fact 3 x 9 by this 
ill.ustrationo She said that she could do it two ways., First? 
she would illustrate 3 x 9 .. Then she would rename the factor 
· 9 as (5 -.i-- !~) and illustrate her work~ 
3x9=-
__ .. p.-,p~~---·-----------··-~----27 
.. 
3. He:i:,,e is Alice's w0rk when she re1'JB,med the fact.or 9 as (5 + 4) <> 
7 8 9 10 1112 13 14 15 16 
.3x5=_ 
_.5.... = _.J.i_ 
I 3 
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3., continued~ 
b., 
9 10 11 12 13 1 
3x4= ___ _ 
..!±.... = 12 
1 3 
a. 15 b. 12 
4o When Alice multiplied 3 x .5. the product was. ____ • 
When Alice multiplied 3 x 4t the product was ____ • 
To find the answer for 3 x 9, Alice needed to add.....,_ ___ + 120 
When she added 15 + 12, she got the answer---• 
15 12 15 27 
5. Alice showed that the multiplication fact 3 x 9 = o 
27 
In #3 and #4 Alice showed that she'could rename the factor 9 
as (5 + 4). She said that 3 x (.5 + 4) = (3 x 5) + (3 x 4) 
= 15 + 
= 27 
12 
Alice got the same result when she added first (.5 + 4) to get 
the factor 9 and then multiplied as she did when she multiplied 
3 .x 5 and 3 x Li, first and then added the products. 
6. Alioe had discovered the :important property'; It is known as 
the~~ property: We say that multiplication dis-
tributes over addition when it doesn't make any difference 
whether you add to get the factor first or you multiply each 
part first and then add'• 
7o J:fJ.a.ey used the distributive property to show that her answers 
were correct. 
a~ 5 x .5 = 25 
5 x (3 + 2) = (5 x 3) + (5 x ~) 
=_+10 
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n continued. 
b; 5x6= __ 
5 x (4 + 2) = (5 x ) + (5 x 2) 
= 20 + 
=.: 30 
a~ 2, 15, 25 h~ JO, 4, 10 
8'~ Paul used the distributive property to do this exercise" 
7 x 4 = ( x 1) + (7 x 3) 
= 7 + __ 
= 28 
7 
9 • Mary said t 11 If I can rsay that 8 x lf, can be :renamed as 8 x 
(2 + 2), then I can say that 8 x (2 + 2) can be :renamed as 8 
x 4~11 
Was Mary :right?-·--
yes no 
10~ Can you fill in the answers to this exercise? 
a·. 9 x 3 =--
b ~ ( 9 :x: 1 ) + ( 9 :x: 2) == 9 + -·--~· = 27 
d~ 8 x (2 ·I- 2) ~ (8 :ic Z) + (8 x _) = 16 + 16 :;: 32 
d;. 8 x 4 :::: -~--
28 
yes 
-----·-·-"~-,a• '4 W•Qo :tll,1W, ...... ,-... ,a.-$-A _________________ , 
ao 27 b •. 18 c~ 2 d~ 32 
1to The distributive pr{>perty hoJds f<ett" the mult:iplica:tion of 
whole·- __ .. 
numbers 
172 
·~TIO TO ONE 
Lesson 2; 
1. Did you notice that sometimes when you counted you counted by 
21s instead of by ones. This means that you say 2, 4, 6, ___ , 
10, and on and Ono If you count by two's, you don't need to 
say or write as many numerals. 
8 
2. I can count by other groups besides by groups of 2 1s. Look 
at each row of nme,:--a.ls. See if you can tell how large each 
group is. 
a. 2, 4, 6, 8, ooo (the 3 dots mean th.at I can keep going 
on and on) 
I was counting by groups of • 
b. 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, • •• 
This time I counted by groups of 
Co 5, 10, 15. 20, 25, ••• 
I counted by groups of ·- k o 
a. 2 b. 3 Co 5 
Sometimes you will see the horizontal line marked off in 2 11 s, 
J's, or 5's. (It is necessary to use these groups so that the 
illustration will fit on the page). 
J. Jane said, "Now th.at we have learned a.bout the distributive 
property for multiplication of whole numbers, we won't have 
any trouble finding out how much four 9's will be. We know 
that we can rename the factor 9o I am going to rename 9 as 
(.5 + 4). I know that 4 x 5 = 20. I also know that 4 x 4 !al: 16. 
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3o eontinuedo 
Then, if I add 20 and 16, I get 36. n Jane• s answer is right. 
yes no 
yes 
Check the work w;i.th these illustrations. Remember that I am 
t} . 
going to count by groups for the horizontal lines~ 
5 
4----
3 ::: ....2Q_ 
4 
4x5=---
8 10 12 14 16 18 20 
4 x ___ = 16 
20 4 
4 0 When Jane added 20 and 16, she got 36. Her answer was 
right wrong 
5o Mary said, "If 4 x 9 = 36 • then x 4 = 36 beoaus~ multipli· 
cation of whole numbers is emnmutative. · 
9 
6. If Jan~ had used the multiplication fact 9 x 4, she could have 
renamed· the factor 4 as (1 + 3) or as (2 + ). 
2 
. 7. Peter asked, 11Who can look at these illustrations and tell 
me the multiplication faoM" .. .,-:;tif·~/-,~~-l!..f. 
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7 o continuedo 
80 
5 x 1 = 
5 
....J- = ...5.... 
1 5 
·9 10 11 
"Tha.t 9s ea.syo All of us ean do ito" 
·ao .(5 x 1) + (5 x 6) = + 300 
= 3.5 
or 
(5 x 1) + (5 x 6) = 5 x (1 + . 
= 5 x (1 + 6) 
2 48 
5x6= .. -·-
30 
remarked Guy o 
). 
=.5x7 
6 
9o 11Ga:cy, did you notice that we used the multiplicative identity?" 
asked Peter. 
"Yes," answered Gary. 11 The multiplicative identity wa.s one in 
the multiplication fact 5 x 1 = --•" 
5 
10. Mary reminded the elass that multiplication of whole n'Clll'lbers 
was because 5 x 7 = 7 x 5o 
commutative 
110 "Today,. we have one more new multipl:ioa.tion fa.ct to learn," 
commented Miss Brown. "The multiplication fact.ors are 6 x 6. 
Does anyone think tbtit.t he knows the answer?" · 
175 
120 Henry said, 11I think that 6 x 6 = 36~ We learned tha.t 6 x 2 
= 120 We learned that 6 x 4 = 24·i So if 12 
add multiply 
and 24 11 I get 36~ n 
add 
130 Helen saidt nr can prove that Henry is right by :renaming the 
factor 6 as (1 + 5)~ I know that 6 x 1 = ··~ I know that 
6 x: 5 = 30. When I add 6 and 30, I get the same answer as 
Henry. The answer is 36on 
140 Can you fill in the blanks fc,:r these multiplication facts? 
a~ 6 x 6 = bo r.· x = 35 C) O x 9 ::) 
·-
_.., .. ... 
a'~ 36 b; 7 Co 
6 
- 36 
4 
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RATIO TO ONE 
J,esson 10. 
1 0 Henry sa:id, "I have learned to cheek the product to a multipli-
cation fact by renaming one of the factors .. I will do it like 
this., 11 
a., Miu tipl.ica. tion fa.ct 
b., Rename one factor 
o.., Multiply ea.ch :numeral 
of the factor by the 
other f a.etor 
do Add the two product 
et; This way of wwi,rking the 
e:xample coulc.t' be called 
''mu.lt:ip1yi:ng twice a.nd 
add.:ing ~ 11 
4 x 9 = ---· .. 
lj. x (t::~---~.J 
i~'f x 4) and (4 x 5) 
16 + 20= __ 
--":.1--,,-----... -,-----------------a'co .;O ho ) C; .)6 
2.,, Hen:r.-y bas learned that m:ultiplication distributes over 
·----~------~~----~· additi0n nrul tiplica tion 
addition 
Jo Henry__ _ ___ cheek the product of a multiplication fact 
can can not 
by making use of his knowledge abo·ut the distributive property., 
can 
4~ Miss B:r,lwn said, nwe have some :new multiplication facts to 
learn today1: Let's use I:Ienryt s method to check the answe:r·s on 
177 
5o Peggy drew this illustration on the boardo 
s-----~---· 
7 
6 
She sa.id, "I have shiJW'n this,t 8 x __ ~' 40~ 
5 
6'~ Paul checked Peggyns wo1·k'~ He s1,1,id, "According to Henry, I ca:n 
rename a f acto:t"~ I 'Will do it like this" 1' 
b; Rena.me the factor 5 
e O Mu1:t.::t:ply 
d; Add 
e ~ The ansmrer :is 
PeggyVs answe:t• was right~ 
8x5:z::lH) 
8 x (3 + 2) 
(8 :x. .3) + (8 x ~.. _.) 
16 
?o If 8 x 5 :;::: Li-0~ thl~:n .. 5 x 8 ~ 40 bere&'l.l.f:?Je mttltipli,:at,:i.(i:n of whole 
numbe:r~s :.5 .. &3 .g~,~--~-~o 
t;~:m:m:utative 
8'~ So:mei of t.he child1°en we1•e nr1)"t s·u:i:'e tl,at. Pete:r,z bad W.t'i·tten the 
c:or:rect answer tm the board for t-rds :rrl'!JLltipli(~ati1:;;1n fact 
6 x 7 = 42': They dec:ided to ciheck Peter· n s 'liif(,rk by renam:h:1g 
the f,!;l,ct,c:i:t' 7 as (2 + .5) and then w·orking the ex;i.:mple'~ 
a~ 6 x 7 ·- __ __ 
b~ 6 x 7 = 6 x (2 + 5) 
= (6 x __ ) + (6 x 5) 
12 + -~ 
e'~ =---
9o Wr:ite the answers t,:1 this exerc:ise'., 
ao 6 x 7 = __ 
ho 7x6=---
d~ 8 x 5 = _, __ ,., __ 
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-----·---,--,ia---.--~..i~,----"-·-1\lo;dllll_ ... _1 ..... _______ _ 
a.' 1';' 42 b 1~ 42 d~ L~O 
RATIO TO ONE 
Lesson U; 
1. Look at these multiplieatian facts. What do you see that is 
alike in all of them? 
a. 4 x 4 = 16 
b. 6 x 6 = .36 
c. 5 x .5 = 2.5 
179 
In each example both ~t=a~~--~ were represented by the same 
numeral. 
factors 
When both factors are the same number, we only need to learn 
one multiplication combinations. i.e., 6 x 6 = 36 
2. Look at this illustration. 
8 
a. 7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
Both factors are ----• 
2 =Id 
1 7 
b. The horizontal line was numbered as groups of ----• 
b •. 71s 
.3 0 The illustration in #2 shows that 7 x 7 = ----• 
? x ?ia:49 
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4o Jim 'W!1S absent from school nine weeks.,. The children wanted to 
know how many days Jim was absento Bob lmew that there were 
five school days each week. So they decided to draw this 
illustration. \ 
9----
8 I 
I ao Bob said that 5 a.s 
1 
D 
I 
l·}f\. I .,, 
25 JO 3.5 0 5 50 
9 
b. so 9 x .5 = ----· 
a o 5 as .9:,5. bo 9 x 5 = 45 
1 9 
The hr;rizonta.l 1.:i.ne in 4 was numbered in groups of 5 •so 
5. In order to play a card game, each player needed eight (8) 
card.so Tom said, ttWe need to have cards if six 
(6) of us are going to play." 
~l--- -~ -
.5 
4 
3 
2 I 
1 - I 
O 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 J6 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
T@m sa.id that he knew 5 x 8 = 40 therefore 6 x 8 must be just 
8 :m.oreo The answe!" just had to be 48. 
6x8=----
8x6·--
48 48 
RATIO TO ONE 
1.. :Mary said, 11We have 9 girls in each Girl Scout troup. There 
are six troups in this school. I wonder how many girls are 
Girl Scouts. If I draw an illustration showing 9 girls for 
every troup, it will look like this .. 11 
7 
6---
5 
I+ 
3 
2 
1---
0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 28 JO 33 36 39 42 45 48 51 
a. 0 .2 = D 
1 6 
bo 9 x 6 = 
a., 54 
.54 57 60 
bo 
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54 
2o Jane said, 11 If we had 6 girls in each Girl Scout troup and had 
9 troups, we would have had Girl Scouts.,n 
54 
J., Miss Brown said, 11 The other day we learned that 6 x 8 = ---• 
Today, we want to know how much 7 x 8 equals o Does anyone 
know how we can find the answer? 
48 
4o Tom said, "All we need to do is add one more 8,.n 
a., 6 x 8 
b .. 7 x 8 = _ 
a., 48 
5o Wh..at multiplication fact does this illustration show? 
8 
7- - - - - -· -- -
6 
5 
4 
.'.J I 
I 
0 ~~·8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 4l~ 48 52 56 60 
6 o Complete th:Ls exercise o 
a .. 6 x 8:::: b .. 8 x _ c 48 
Co _ X 7: 56 d., 7 x 8 = __ 
bo 6 c., 8 
182 
bo 56 
7 x 8 ~ 56 
183 
RATIO TO ONE 
t~ ., Miss Br,mnn began the arithmetic class by saying, "There is one 
more property of multiplication of whole numbers that we can 
discover with our multiplication facts. Do you remember that we 
do the operation indicated within the parenthesis before we do 
the ,:ithe:r operation? ioeo, 4 x ( 2 + 5 ) = 4 x 7 o The symbol 
of+ within the pa.renthesis ( ) indicated that we add before 
we m·ru. tiply by 4 o II 
z. In the e::&1.tmple 4 + ( 2 x: 3 ) 11 the symbol within the parenthesis 
tel.ls us to _ befox·e we add the 4. 
add multiply 
~~-----------~--· ~~--~~~----~~--~--~--~--~--~~ multiply 
Befrci,:re we try to disoo~rer the new multiplieation of whole 
:rn:unbe:r.>s u properly, we had better ehec}!;: to see if we 1::lan get 
the ei,:r.o:rec:t answe:r•s f'or this exercise (I 
a. 12 + (3 + 4) = 12 + == 19 
b., 6 + (2 + 5) = 6 + _ = 13 
C<1 3 X (1 + 2)::: J X 
d. 3 x (3 x 2) = 3 x 
= 9 
== 18 
e. 4 :x: (4 x 2) :;;: 4 x __ = 32 
fo (2 X 3) + 6 = __ + 6 = 12 
-
a .. 7 b. 7 
The ch:ildren played a game at Maryos birthday party.. For each 
gam.e Mary put 4 plates wlth 2 cups cm each plate on the table .. 
To ea.ch cup she put 3 peanuts., How many peanuts did she need 
for the game? 
4o John said; "We need to _______ to find the answer 
add multiply 
the easiest wayo" 
184 
multiply 
5o nm,w can we multiply three numbers?" asked Jane., 11We learned 
that multiplication was a binary operation so we can only 
multiply factors at one time.," 
2 
6. John said, · "Watch me., This is 'What I will do. I will :multiply 
just two factors at one timeo I will use the factors 4, 2, and 
3o First I will multiply 4 x 2 = Bo Then I will use 8 as a 
factor., I will multiply 8 x 3 = 24., See, I just multiplied 
2 factors at one timeo 11 
Mary needs~~~~- peanuts., 
24 
7. Here is how we can write John's exa.mple so that we know which 
two factors to multiply. ( 4 x 2) x 3 = 24 
1. 
.2 = .JL 
1 4 
4:x:2=8 
First 4 x 2 = 8 
2o s--
7 
6 
5 
.1 = 2l.L 
1 8 
8 x 3 = 24 
Then 8 x 3 = 24 
8. To work these examples in #5 we needed two illustrations 
because multiplication is a binary operation and that means 
that we can only multiply factors at one time. 
two 
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9o . 11 ! think tlla.t we should ha"ve found the number of pea.nuts j,n 
the two cups on ea.ch plate first. After we find the-number of 
peanuts on ea.oh plate, we can find how :many a.re needed for the 
4 plates," COllllllented Peggy. 
Peggy needed to put the parenthesis ( ) around the 2 and 3 like 
thiso 
4 x (2 x 3) = 1 o Fir·st Peggy did thiso 
4x0=2'+ 
2o Then Peggy did this~ 
6' 
5 
L~ ------
9 12 15 18 21 2 27 
4x6=---
6 - -:1!1. 
-- ..... .nQ;. 
1 4 
10. Did you notice t.nat al'th~.:iugh J'ohnns and Peggy's groups were 
different t.hey gt1t the ssi.me res'Ult'o Both Peggy and John got 
----- f'o:r the a.nsuil'Elro 
Do you thirik that this 11l'w--.;a.y113 l:iappenis when we mw.ti.ply whole 
numbers? 
i 1'~ Miss Brow.n asked the children t.c, work the f ©•llo'Wi:ng exercise 
to see if they C©tud distC~@"Ver the new propertyo 
a,~ 3 x (2 x 4) = 3 x -- ::: 24 
(.'.3 x 2) x 4 ::: -- x 4 -m 24 
. bo - (5 x 1) x 2 = ___ x 2 e 10 
5 x (1 x 2) = 5 x -- = 10 
Co J X (.'.3 X 2) :;:: 3 :X - t: 18 
(3 x 3) x 2 ::: -- x 2 fl;'! 18 
24 
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d. 4 x (2 x 3) = 4 x = 24 
(4 x 2) x J = _ x 3 = 24 
ao 8 
6 
bo 5 
2 
Co 6 
9 
d. 6 
8 
12. Bill said; "I know what the new property is. The factors were 
kept in the same order. The parenthesis was around two of the 
-------· One time it was around the first two factors. 
The next time it was around the last two factors •. We 
multiplied the numerals wlthin the parenthesis first. The 
order of the factors cha.nge. 11 
did did not 
fa et ors did not 
The groups did changeo 
a. (4 x 2) x 3 == __ x 3 = 24 
bo 4 X (2 % 3) :c 4 X _ = 24 
ao 8 b. 6 
13. Bill had discovered the associative property for the multiplica-
tion of whole ntllYlbers. 
If one has three factors, the associative property for the 
multiplication of whole nlJl'llbers means that the order of the 
factors will remain the same but th2tt the groups ~'lill change. 
The result is the when the associative 
property is tnte • ~a.me different 
same 
14. When using only the .a.ssociative property, I------ change 
the order of the facrtors o do do not 
do not 
150 When using only the assccui.tive property, I _________ change 
the grouping.. do do not 
do 
"\_ 
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RATIO TO ONE 
Lesson l!t.z. 
1.o Chuck bought seven (7) arrows at nine cents (9~) an arrowo How 
much did he have to pa.y for the arrows: 
a. Chuck sa.id,"It costs 9~ for one arrow, so it will cost 
------- for 7 ar:rows o 
b., ~ = D.i 
1 7 
Co 7 X 9 = ---
8 
7·- - - -
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 -
bo 63 
If 9 x 7 = 6 3, then 7 x 9 = _ •• - __ o 
3 72 
Co 6J 
Jo Mary bought 9 balloons for her party., Ea.ch ballon cost 8/o 
How much did the balloons cost? [ 1 10 
ao~:;;;~,-- .' 91- - -----
1 9 8 
7 
bo 9 X. 8 - 6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
i -
72 80 
b.,72 
l1," Be~ause the commutati-ve prope:l:ty is true for the :multipli= 
r:if 1tt'fh6le numbers II if 9 .x 8 :;:: 72 then 8 x 9 ·i:: -" 
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5. In lessons 7, 8, and 9 we learned that the distributive property 
was very useful. This property was true for the multiplication 
of whole numbers. This means that if I don't know a multiplica-
tion fa.ct s·uoh as 6 x 9, I could rename one of the factors, 
multiply each pa.rt of the renamed factor, a.nd then a.dd the two 
products together·. · 
Suppose that you did not know that 6 .x 9 = 54. Would ;you get the 
same answer if you :renamed the factor 6 as (L~ + 2)? Cheek to see. 
a; (4 + 2) x 9 = 
b~ ( 4 x 9) + (2 x __ ) = 
Co + 18 
6~ We didn't need to rename the factor 6 as (4 + 2). We co"Ul.d 
have renamed it as (3 + J)'. Then: 
a. (3 + 3) x 9 = 
b. ( 3 x 9) + (_ x 9) = 
C'"~ + 27 = _54 
It didn't make any difference what we renamed the six. We just 
had to be sure that the two parts could be added together to be 
sixo 
7o Today we also learned that 8 x 9 = 720 Rename one of the factors 
to see if the distributive propel';'i:;.y works for this multiplica-
tion facto ,W.;at: You might decide to rename 8 as (7 + 1 ), 
(6 + 2), (5 + 3), oir (4 + 4)o Let 9s use one of the suggestions. 
a'~ (5 + ) x 9 = 
ho ( x 9) + ( 3 x 9) = 
--- + 27 = 72 
Did our choice work? 
yes no 
a:'. 3 yes 
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80 Of course, you could have decided to rename the factor 9 . 
instead of the factor 8. You might have re?l8J!1ed 9 as (8 + 1), 
(7 + 2), (6 + 3) • or (5 + 4). Would you have found the same 
products of 72? Let 1s try one of the choices. 
a. 8 x (8 + 1) = 
bo (Bx_) + (Bx 1) = 
bo 8 Co 64 
9o In lessons 4 and .5, we lea.med about the commutative propertyo 
The commutative property says that the order of the factors is 
a multiplication £'act x.UJ. n2t., gha;nse the produot. 
a• If 6 x 9VJ = .54,, then 9p x 6 = --·-·-
bo If 8 x 9 = 72, then 9 x _ = ?2 
b. 8 
10. When we learned about the associative property, we learned that 
the order of the factors remained the sa.me but the groups 
changed. This means that if I have three factors, 3 x 2 x 4, 
I can say: 
ao (3 x 2) x 4 = 
___ x4=24 
b~ 3 x (2 x 4) = 
or I can say 
Jx ___ =24 
The product was the same for both ways of grouping the factors; 
b~ 8 
11. Does the associative property work for these factors? 
2xJx3= 
a. I can group like this: (2 x 3) x 3 = 
--- x 3 = 18 
or 
b~ I can group like this: 2 x (3 x 3) = 
f x ___ = 18 
a. 6 b., 9 
12'~ Do you remember a.bout the closure property? If both factors 
are whole numbers, the product must be a whole number if the 
closure property is true for multiplication of whole numbers~ 
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Both of the factors in the multiplication fact 8 :x 9:::: 72 are 
whole numbers~ The product is 72. We know that 72 is a 
whole m.:imber:'; The closure property holds ro·r mu.ltiplica.tion 
of whole numbe1•s'; 
a. 6 :x 9 = -----
ho $:ix ( 6) is a whole rn:.cmbe:r.•'; 
d!11;' The p:r,odu.ot seventy two (72) is a 1t,..._, ___ number';; 
e'~ Therefore i> the sl. ~- property is true for the 
multiplication of whole m.:unbers~ 
--------------~-~--,,-· -------..,,,...-~--
a.., 54 c ;;, whc»le ct; whole e.., cilosura 
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RATIO TO ONE 
1~ 11 TJ:1e:r.>e are just two m·ri1t;iplioation facts left to leam 11 n said 
Ris1:,1 Br··.:iw.n'; 11Lc,ok at the two dia.gra:ms 11! See if you can 'Write 
0 
the fact for each~'' 
9 
8-
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
- - - ---, ----
o 48 56 64 72 
·"8 =D ao,_ - - 1>-PA ~· 
1 8 
ho 8x8:r:z __ _ 
.~·~-~-·-----------------&}~ _a_ = .:2± 
1 8 
9 os 
·--- 7 9 6 
,:,,-OQIII~~--~~----------------.... 
a;_JL ~ .§1. .. b~ 81 
1 9 
Th(1 f(1".llcrw:ir1g exer«:dse contai:ns so.me ©;f the :m.oi·e diffic:ult 
fac:rt:a th;;1t; you b.a-ire studied; Check tt,) see if you kr.H:rw all of 
thee:<1:1 fact;:;~ 
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d'o 8x8=--- e •.. 6.?!: . .? .. :.-.. ., ... -...... -...... -... -... 
a. 42 b~ 63 Co 56 d. 64 
During the lessons we have learned that aertai~ things a.re 
true a bout the mul tipliea tion of 'Whole numbers~ As this is the 
last lesson, see if you can choose the word that names the 
property I am illustrating. 
4; One of the multiplication facts in today's lesson was 8 x 8 = 64. 
All of the numbers used in this multiplication, .. faet.were whole 
numbers·~ The e:xa.mple 8 x 8 = 64 shows the ---------
closure a.ssoc:ia.tive 
property for the multiplication of ·who~e. .. !1~1)E:1r:s';. 
closure 
5''~ The fact th.at 6 x 9 :::: .54 11'J8.kes us sure. that 9 .... x 6 = . 54 • also·~ 
This is an example to show the · roperty 
associative commutative 
for the :multiplication of whole numbers·; 
commutative 
fro Do you remember something a.bout the number one (t )? It acts 
very different from other multiplication faetorso Whenever one 
is a factor in a multiplication fa.ct, the pr9duct is the same 
as the other factor~ For e:xa.mple 11 · 6 X· :t ... .:::: 6:_ ...... rn. this case the 
number one is called the. _________________ _ 
closure m~~;p~~~ative identity 
multiplicative identity 
n Sometimes when Tu-e don't know the product for a combination, we 
use one of the prcpert,ies we have studiedo . If I don v.t know 
that 9 x 9 = 81 11 I eo-uld use this propertyl~ I would re:nrune one 
of the facto:rs 11 multiply each part, and add the products; 
Example: 9 x (5 + 4) = 
(9 x 5) + (9 x 4) = 
45 + 36 = 81 
In this e:x.ample the·---·-----------~roperty 
associative distributive 
illustrated. 
distributive 
8'; We studied jtl.St one more property'! We had te be careful 
to keep the faeto~s in the same order when we used this 
property':., We changed the groups thoug~! 
Example: 4 x 2 x 3 = 
(4 x 2) x 3 = 
8 x .3 :: 24 
OR 
4x2x3= 
4 x (2 x 3) = 
4x6:::24 
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This e:xample illustrates the----------- property;~ 
associative distributive 
associative 
How did you do in naming the properties? Just think=--even if 
you had oi'icy" one right', that was one more than you knew when 
you started the lesson~i!' 
APPENDIX.D 
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19.5 
MULTIPLICATION 
Write .th§. Missins Factor .9l: P.;roduct 
1'~ 2 x 9 
·-
9; 8 twos a.re_ 17': .5 x_ = 20 
2~ .5 x 6 = 10'; 8 ones a.re_ 18. 7x_ = 28 
3. 4 x O = u.. 6 sevens a.re_ 19·. 6 x 2 = (3 x 2) x 2 ::: 
--
4·. 9 x 6 ·- 12"~ 8 x O 
-
20"'; 7x_ = .56 
.5o 6 x 1 = 130 i x .5 = 21: (:3 x 2) x 2 = 
-
6., 7 x .3 = 14. _x9 = 0 220 4x6 =_x4 
T. 8 x 7 = 1.5; 9x_ = 0 2J.:. 4x4 = (2 x_) x4 
s. 1 x 9 =- 16·; 9 x -- = 72 21-~·'; Since 4 x 6 = 24, we know that 6x4 = _o 
For each statement you ha.ve .. i'oµr ... possible answers"~ Circle the letter 
that you find before the correct.:a.nswer";· 
2.5~ rrOand 6, a.re whold numbers, the product of [ \ and~ is 
a."; a whole number . 
b. one more than eitherO or D 
co any number 
d'''' . all of the a. bove are correct 
::· .. o:.. . 
26~ Which of the following could be used to show that 4 x 3 = 3 x Ln 
I 
~·~ 3 + 3 + 3 +- 3 = 4 + 4 + 4 
b; 3xJx3:x:3=4xl}xl~ 
o·~ 4 x 4 x 4 x 4 = 3. x .3 x .3 
d. 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 = )· + 3 + 3 
27. Nancy had 8 bags of jacks with 6 jacks in each bag. She gave all 
of these jacks to ~ry·; Mary took 6 bags in which to put the 
jacks• She put the' same number of jacks in ea.ch of the six bags o 
Mary put_ja.cks into each bag'; 
a:e; 6 
ho 8 
c·. L~2 
d'; 48 
28 .. The product of a specific whole number and one is 
a o that whole number 
bo always one 
Co never one 
d., it is impossible to say without knowing the number 
29 0 Suppose that your teacher read the following exa.mple for you 
to do mentallyo She said, 11Four times one, (pause) times 
three, (pause) times zero. 11 Your answer would have been,. 
ao zero 
bo four 
Co eight 
do twelve 
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JO., Miss White has 24 boxes of pencilso There are 15 pencils :i.n 
each boxo This is a. total of J60 pencils., W':i.thout doing any 
multiplying can you answer this question? If Miss White had 
15 boxes with 24 pencils in each box, she would have __ 
pencils. 
8.o 320 
bo J40 
Co J60 
do J80 
Jt.. Mary saw 4 sets of 2 cups each on the table., She noticed that 
each cup had 3 walnuts :in ito Mqry· decided that there were 
24 walnuts in all.. Which of the followi.ng shows that when 
Mary worked the problem she found the number of cups first? 
a<> ( 4 x 2) x J = 24 
b., 4 x ( 2 x 3) :::: 2t~ 
Co ) X 4. X 2 = 24 
do 4 X 2 X J = 21+ 
32.. Without doing ari,y multiplying which of the ftillo·vting shows 
a correct solution for 16 x 8? 
a .. (9 x 8) + ('? x 8) = 16 x 8 
b .. (9 x 8) x (7 x 8) = 16 x 8 
t~ O (9 x 4) + (7 x 4) = 16 x 8 
do (9 x 4) x (7 x 4) = 16 x 8 
JJ .. Multiplication of -whole numbers is 
a. a binary operation 
bo a rr.ia.thematical pr!!!perty 
c.; an array 
d., a nu..rnber system 
340 Which of the following is a whole number? 
B.o 4,648 
· bo L}6/L}8 
Co 40468 
do .. 4648 
350 rrqand,L a.re whole numbers a.nd0x,6 = 0, the number that 
O represe.nts must be in which set'? 
8.o {1/2, 1/4, 2/4, 1/3~ 2/3, ooo} 
bo { O, l, 2, )p 4, 5, 6, ?, ooo} 
C c [ -1. O = 2 t - 3 p -4 D - 5 t -6 t oo o } 
do any of the above sets 
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36., I:f in .a rnu.1.tipl:icati«im. fact one (1) is e . .factor, then the product 
a' 
.J.S 
t:l. o :ne·ver 1 
bo &.11.;ra.ys larger than 1 
c.. aJ.T~.ys the ot.he:r f acto:r 
do all o.f' the above are correct 
37 0 Multipl;y-i1ig five by seven can be thought of as 
a., :i.nc:r,:i1!:tse fi1re by seven 
b 0 .;1,dd f:bre sevens 
c, 0 i:r.:t'c,re,\!l. se f:bre by twelve 
do add i;ieven fiv·es 
38. Which of the ft:illowing addition examples cou.ld you have worked 
by multiplying? 
i}2 + 1!+ + 2.3 = 
!4;;: + 1+2 + 1 +2 ::: 
l}2 + l}:2. + lt-2 + 59 = 
12«::Jtie of the a.boire 
39 o Zer,, t:imes a1'ly :number is 
.it o &,lways ze:t"\'.:) 
b., neve:i:· zer<l' 
c., l~rger than zero 
d., the other factor 
40 Lc,ok .at these number lines., Think about the arrows and write 
the mult:iplicat;ion fact for each number lineo 
9 10 11 12 13 . 14 15 
a., _______ _ 
fa.ct 
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.. _. .... ............ , .... ~-· .,,,, .... 
bo <:::::::: ii ii ~ A A ~ ii A ~ 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
fact 
41'~ In front of ea.eh statement w:rite t ( always true), s (sometimes 
true) t or f ( never true) o 
ao The product Qf a. whole nmnber.times l is lo 
bo If a, b, e, a.re whole numbers, the product of these 
numbers may be obtained by grouping.any two of the 
whole numbers together, multiplying, and then mµlti-
plyi.ng the answer by the remaining whole number. 
__ co Zero times any whole number is zero'~ 
do To multiply seven times three means to add three 
sevenso 
15 
42; Look at this ca.rd of buttonso We want to find the total number 
of holes in the buttonso Put parentheses () in the following 
examples to shQW two different ways to get the a.nswero 
a.o 2 x 3 x 3 = 18 
ho 2x3x3=18 
8 
e 
8 
8 
... . G uo 
4% Draw a. picture or diagram to show tha.t 4 x 6 = (4 x 4) +., (4 :x: 2) 0 
44~ M:r·so Brown packed 5 boxes of cupcakes to give to her friends. 
45. 
Each box contained 2 ehooola.te cupcakes and 4 vanilla oupcakeso 
How many cmpcakes did Mrs~ Bro'W?l pa.ck for her friends? .'Which 
of the following shows how Mrso Brow:n could find out how many 
cupcakes she needed to pa.ck? · 
a~ (5 x 2) + (5 x 4) = 30 
b~ (5 x 2) x (5 x 4) = 30 
a; (2 x 4) + (4 x 5) = 30 
d:~ ( 2 x: 4) x ( 4 x 5) = 30 
What number is represented by O so that each of these 
ments is true? 
a/'~ I:f 7 x 0= 8 x: 7 9 then Dis ___ o 
state-
b;, If 8 x (10 +LI) = (8 x 10) + (8 x 9), then Dis __ 
Co If 6 x (3 x 7) = (6 x J) xD, thenDis ___ o 
L}6o Study this chartf) Write the numerals in the blanks that make 
the statements true;, 
Boys 3 G:. J;z /J' ;J,/ .27 - - -
Tents I 2 3 
-
6"': 
- -
~ 
-
al: There are ___ boys for 3 tents o 
b;. There are ___ boys for 8 tents o 
co There a:re ---· boys for 5 tentso 
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4?~ Without d\l'.)ing the multiplying indicate the mathematical property 
that is being illustrated in each exampleo Write the correct 
numeral that you find in front of the name of the property in 
the left·-hand column;; A property may be used more than one time., 
l;, The co:mmuta.tive prqperty 
2o The associative property 
3~ The distributive property 
4o The multiplicative identity 
5" Closure for multiplication of whole m:rmbers 
a.·,., ___ 
ei'i~ ..... ......,.._ _ _ 
-~ion._ 
&i 12 x (6 x 9) = (12 x 6) x 9 
h~ 376 x 892 = 892 x 376 
Co 65932 X 1 :::: 659)2 
d; 8 x (9 x 7) = (9 x 7) x 8 
eJ 43 x 20 = 860 
fq 57 x (10 + 6) = (57 x 10) + 
(57 x 6) 
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